UNIT ELTK 04

Understanding practices and
procedures for preparing
and installing systems and
electrotechnical equipment
This unit will introduce a wide range of practical skills required to
become a qualified electrician. You need to have practical skills that
will allow you to understand wiring systems and equipment and how
to install them safely and efficiently.
This unit will cover the following learning outcomes:
■■ understand procedures, practices, statutory and non-statutory
requirements relative to preparing and installing
■■ understand procedures for checking the work location before
commencing work activities
■■ understand requirements for safe isolation of circuits and
complete systems
■■ understand types, applications and limitations of wiring systems
and associated equipment
■■ understand procedures for selecting and using tools, equipment
and fixings for wiring systems, enclosures and equipment
■■ understand practices and procedures for installing wiring systems,
enclosures and equipment
■■ understand the regulatory requirements that apply to the
installation of wiring systems, enclosures and equipment.
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K1. Understand procedures,
practices, statutory and
non-statutory requirements relative
to preparing and installing
In Unit ELTK 01 you saw that both employers and employees
have legal duties to establish and maintain a safe working
environment. Before carrying out any work on site, you need to
have an understanding of the installation requirements. To do
this you will need to use some of the documents covered in
ELTK 03, including site drawings, wiring diagrams, specifications
and relevant technical data, such as manufacturer’s instructions.
You will also need to use statutory documentation, such as
HASAWA and EAWR.
Once you understand the installation requirements, you should
undertake a risk assessment (see page 40) to ensure:
●●
●●

Did you know?
Although not a statutory
document itself, BS 7671 can be
used in a court of law as
evidence of compliance with a
statutory document such as the
EAWR or The Building
Regulations.

safe access and egress to, from and around the work area
all work area hazards to property, personnel and livestock are
eliminated or controlled.

Once risk assessments have been completed, you need to make
sure their findings are implemented before any work begins.
You will also be required to use relevant British Standards.
Perhaps the most important being BS 7671 – Requirements for
Electrical Installations, more commonly referred to as the IET
Wiring Regulations.
BS 7671 applies to the design, erection and verification of
electrical installations. You will explore it in more detail later in
this unit.
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K2. Understand procedures for
checking the work location before
commencing work activities
Planning a work programme and the considerations needed to do
so were covered in Unit ELTK 03. As a reminder, here are some
of the things you will need to do to prepare before starting work.
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

Interpret drawings and specifications to produce accurate
material and equipment requisites.
Identify and select material and equipment that meets the
specification (where not specified).
Identify suitable installation, fitting and fixing methods.
Identify where co-ordination with other trades is required.
Confirm that the site is ready for the installation, including
making sure there are suitable storage facilities.
Confirm that all tools, equipment and instruments are ready
and fit for purpose.
Identify suitable access or lifting equipment, if required.

For an existing property, you will need to check for any
pre-existing damage, and establish clearly with the client whether
this needs to be fixed to allow you to do your job. The main areas
to look for pre-existing damage are:
●●
●●
●●

wall and floor fabric
equipment and components
building decor and floor finishes.

You should also consider the possible damage that could be done
to a client’s property during an installation. The possibility of
causing damage is relative to:
●●
●●
●●

the type of building (new or existing)
the type of wiring systems/enclosures being used
the contractual arrangements in place.
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Case study
Example 1
You are asked to provide an electrical installation in a newly constructed school. Your installation is
specified as being in a concealed steel conduit within plastered walls and trunking in ceiling voids.
Most of your installation will take place as the building develops and ultimately walls will be
plastered. This is the responsibility of the main contractor.
However, it is possible that without due care and attention walls, floors and ceilings could be
damaged as the project develops. For example, you may need to use a mobile scaffold tower in the
school gym to install high-level lighting fittings and therefore you will be expected to protect the
wooden floor.
Example 2
For this project you are required to use concealed MICC cable to install a fire alarm system in a
200-year-old stately home. The contract states that you are responsible for all repairs to the building
structure to maintain its appearance. This will mean carefully selecting cable routes and being aware
of the type of decorative plaster, paints and materials used throughout the building. There are
several areas that can be accessed by the public and time limits on when the work can be carried
out.

Figure 4.01 A stately home can present challenges
Obviously in a contract where you are responsible for all repair work, it also pays to have established
what the condition of the building was before you arrive on site. Otherwise you may find yourself
carrying out more restoration work than expected.
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With the stately home example, it is normally a contractual
requirement that the prospective contractor is deemed to have
arranged to visit the site, inspected the property and then allowed
in the estimate for all restorative work costs. Equally, it will
normally state in the contract that having pointed this out, no
claim may then be made by a contractor for lack of knowledge.
For the stately home, such an initial visit should mean:
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

walking around the property
looking at the intended location of the equipment
planning your intended cable routes to accommodate these
locations
establishing alternatives if necessary
marking your routes on the location drawings
establishing what protective measures may be needed for the
building or items within it
noting any items that may need to be removed and stored
establishing any special requirements for such removal,
transport and storage
taking photographs or video footage of areas affected by your
installation
establishing any special decorative techniques or finishes that
may be required.

After the visit, the estimator will research the costs where relevant
and include them within the quotation.
In terms of protective measures the estimator will consider
whether walls and floors must be protected with a covering
material, such as wood or sheeting; whether areas need to have
restricted access and require the use of barriers; or whether items
need to be carefully removed and stored. The requirements for
this will change with each project, but the principle remains
the same.
However, the estimator should also include a covering letter that
states any damage noted during this initial inspection, including
evidence of this and, where possible, any alternatives that may
avoid further damaging the property.
If the contractor is awarded the contract, it would also be sensible
for them to carry out another such visit immediately before
starting work to see whether conditions have changed within the
property, and to continually monitor.
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K3. Understand requirements for
safe isolation of circuits and
complete systems
Why safe isolation is important
Safe electrical isolation procedures are important.
Each year about 20 people die from electric shock or electric
burns at work and about 30 die from electrical accidents in the
home. Many more people have had an electric shock but without
any lasting injury – but more often than not they have been lucky.
Electric shock is not the only hazard. When electrical arcing
occurs, the heat generated can be intense and can cause deep,
slow healing burns. There are hundreds of serious burn accidents
each year arising from unsafe working practices. The intense
ultraviolet radiation from an electric arc can also cause damage to
the eyes (this is why welders wear special goggles).
Another problem is that arcing, overheating and, in some cases,
electrical leakage currents can cause fire or explosion by igniting
flammable materials, which in turn can cause death, injury,
damage to equipment and property, as well as considerable
financial loss.
Most electrical accidents occur because people are working on or
near equipment that is:
●●
●●

thought to be dead but which is live
known to be live, but those involved do not have adequate
training, have not taken the right precautions, or do not have
the appropriate equipment.

Procedures for completing safe
isolation
Safe working practices
Safe working practices rely on clearly thought-out systems of
work, carried through by trained, competent people who are
aware of their own limitations.
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To plan and execute electrical work safely, there should be
adequate information available about the electrical system and the
work to be done. In the case of a newly constructed electrical
system (or newly installed equipment), there should be drawings
and schedules relating to the design that are updated, if
necessary, by the people carrying out the installation.
Records in the form of drawings and schedules should be kept for
all but the most basic of installations. In the case of old
installations where records may be poor, some measures should
be taken to improve the records for the installation, such as a
combination of surveying, testing and labelling of the installation.
All equipment should be labelled as necessary for it, and its
function, to be properly identified. However, when checking
records before working on an installation, it is unwise to rely
solely on one source of information, such as a label.
Remember that, with the best will and planning in the world,
circumstances can change: for example, you may be carrying out
inspection and testing, but discover a fault. You must always be
monitoring such changes and be prepared to deal with them.
The establishment of a safe working system has three stages:
●●
●●
●●

identification
disconnection
secure isolation.

Identification
There is an old phrase that says ‘To assume makes an ass of you
and me (ass – u –me).’ In terms of electricity, to assume also runs
the risk of killing you.
Never assume that labelling is correct and that you can start work
without having first proved that the equipment or circuit is dead.
Check where equipment is fed from and bear in mind the
presence of time-controlled or sensor-activated equipment. For
example, outside security lights generally have a constant supply
present at the light fitting; the light may not be lit because it
hasn’t sensed activity, not because the supply is missing.

Remember
A loss of supply to a whole
building does not constitute safe
isolation. Apart from the fact
the Distribution Network
Operator (DNO) may restore the
supply without any warning,
some installations also have
back-up generators that could
suddenly kick in.

In some special cases, such as with underground cables, special
cable-locating instruments may be necessary.
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Disconnection
Disconnect the equipment from every source of electrical energy
before working on, or near, any part that has been live or is likely
to be live. To ensure safety after disconnection, follow the
procedure for secure isolation.

Secure isolation
This topic is fully covered in Unit ELTK 01 (see page 70).
Here are some points based on information from The Electricity
Safety Council about low-voltage installations that also take into
account the most relevant requirements of the Electricity at Work
Regulations (EAWR) 1989.

Isolation
Regulation 12 of the EAWR states that where necessary to
prevent danger, suitable means (including, where appropriate,
methods of identifying circuits) shall be available for a) cutting off
the supply of electrical energy to any electrical equipment and b)
the isolation of any electrical equipment. In Regulation 12,
‘isolation’ is defined as the disconnection and separation of the
electrical equipment from every source of electrical energy in such
a way that this disconnection and separation is secure.

Security
The security aspect is reinforced in Regulation 13, which states
that precautions need to be taken regarding equipment that has
been made dead. This includes securing the means of
disconnection in the OFF position, putting a warning notice or
label at the point of disconnection, and proving ‘dead’ at the
point of work with an approved voltage indicator.

‘Dead’ working
To comply with Regulation 14 of the EAWR, ‘dead’ working
should be seen as the normal method of carrying out work on
electrical equipment or circuits, with live work only being carried
out in particular circumstances where it is unreasonable to work
‘dead’. With particular reference to fault finding, most people are
aware that certain activities require the circuit to be live.
However, danger is always present when fault finding and you
must take precautions to ensure safety and prevent injury.
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Working near live conductors
It is also noticeable that there can be commercial pressure to
carry out work on, or near, live conductors, especially in areas
such as banking and in high-cost manufacturing premises or retail
premises that operate 24 hours a day. However, the EAWR still
applies, and live working should only be carried out when
justified using the risk assessment criteria explained in HSE
document HSG85.
Finally, Regulation 16 requires that no one shall engage in work
with electricity unless they are trained and competent to do so.
To ensure compliance with Regulations 12 and 13 of the EAWR,
there are certain working principles that you must follow.
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

The correct point of isolation must be be identified.
An appropriate means of isolation must be used.
The point of isolation should ideally be under the control of
the person who is carrying out the work on the isolated
conductors.
Warning notices should also be applied at the point(s) of
isolation.
Conductors must be proved ‘dead’ at the point of work before
they can be touched.
The supply cannot be re-energised, knowingly or unknowingly,
while the work is in progress.

Remember
You may need to notify people
of the intent to isolate and then
put appropriate measures in
place. For example, you might
need to isolate a circuit to let
you repair a light fitting in a
dark, public corridor or over a
lathe in a factory, or you might
need to isolate a supply feeding
a building’s security and CCTV
systems.

Progress check
1

Before commencing work on site you are obliged to take account of
safety. What should you do first?

2

Identify the general preparations to be done before starting work.

3

What are the essential steps in the establishment of a safe working
system?
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K4. Understand types, applications,
and limitations of wiring systems and
associated equipment
Sometimes also referred to as a containment system, the phrase
‘wiring enclosure’ refers to systems such as conduit, trunking,
cable tray, cable basket, busbar and ladder systems. The phrase
‘wiring system’ generally means cables such as PVC/PVC, MICC
and SWA.

Constructional features, applications,
advantages and limitations
Conductors and insulators
The correct selection of cable for an electrical installation is very
important. To ensure you get the right sort of cable, you need to
consider:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

conductor material
conductor size
insulation
wiring system
environmental conditions.

Wiring systems are covered in the next section (page 254).

Conductor material
Copper and aluminium
The choice generally is between copper and aluminium. Copper
has better conductivity for a given cross-sectional area and is
preferable, but its cost has risen over the years. Aluminium
conductors are now sometimes preferred for the medium and
larger range of cables, but all cables smaller than 16 mm2 crosssectional area (CSA) must have copper conductors.
Table 4.01 shows the main advantages/disadvantages of the two
materials.
Table 4.02 shows other cable conductor materials available.
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Conductor

Advantages

Disadvantages

Copper

• easier to joint and terminate
• smaller cross-sectional area for given current
rating

• more costly
• heavier

Aluminium

• cheaper
• lighter

• bulkier for given current rating
• not recommended for use in hazardous areas

Table 4.01 Advantages and disadvantages of copper and aluminium as conductor materials
Conductor material

Application

Cadmium copper

Has a greater tensile strength for use with overhead lines

Steel-reinforced aluminium

Used for very long spans on overhead lines

Silver

Used where extremely good conductivity is required. However, it is extremely expensive

Copper-clad (copper-sheathed
aluminium)

A conductor types that has some of the advantages of both copper and aluminium but is
difficult to terminate

Table 4.02 Other cable conductor materials

Whatever the choice of conductor material, the conductors
themselves will usually be either stranded or solid. Solid
conductors are easier and cheaper to manufacture, but they are
harder to install because they are not very pliable.
Stranded conductors are made up of individual strands that are
brought together in set numbers. These provide a certain number
of strands (such as 3, 7, 19 or 37). With the exception of the
three-strand conductor, all have a central strand surrounded by
the other strands to make up the overall conductor.

Conductor size
Many factors affect the choice of size of conductor and these will
be discussed in greater detail in Unit ELTK 04a (covered in
Book B). However, here are some of the factors you need to
consider.
Load and future development
The current the cable is expected to carry can be found from the
load, taking into account its possible future development, such as
change in use of premises, extensions or additions.
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Ambient temperature
The hotter the surrounding area, the less current the cable is
permitted to carry.
Grouping
If a cable is run with other cables, its current-carrying capacity
must be reduced.
Type of protection
Special factors must be used when BS 3036 (semi-enclosed) fuses
are employed.
Thermal insulation
If cables are placed in thermal insulation, de-rating factors must
be applied.
Voltage drop
The length of circuit, the current it carries and the CSA of the
conductor will combine to affect the voltage drop. Appendix 12
of BS 7671 currently states that the maximum voltage drop
between installation origin and load for an LV installation fed
from the public supply must not exceed 3 per cent for lighting
and 5 per cent for other uses.
Insulation
To insulate the conductors of a cable from each other and to
insulate the conductors from any surrounding metalwork,
materials with extremely good insulating properties must be used.
However, cables can be installed in a variety of different
situations and you must take care that the type of insulation
selected is suitable for that particular situation.
Thermosetting and thermoplastic
BS 7671 has changed the classification of materials away from the main
ingredient to a generic system based on the main properties of the material,
where it is felt that the terms ‘thermoplastic’ and ‘thermosetting’ linked with
the operating temperature of the cable will give a similar method of material
classification. For example, XLPE ‘cross linked polyethylene’ is neither a plastic
or rubber material, but is a thermosetting material rated at 90°C.
To help users, where the terms PVC and rubber are replaced in BS 7671,
the old terms appear in brackets, e.g. ‘thermoplastic (PVC)’ or
‘thermosetting (rubber)’.
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Insulation types
Here are some of the more commonly found types of cable
insulation and their properties.
PVC

Safety tip
Take care when burning off PVC
insulation (to salvage the
copper) because the fumes
produced are toxic.

PVC or polyvinyl chloride is a thermoplastic polymer. It is a good
insulator, as well as being flexible and cheap, easy to work with
and easy to install. However, thermoplastic polymers such as
PVC do not stand up to extremes of heat and cold. BS 7671
recommends that ordinary PVC cables should not constantly be
used in temperatures above 60°C or below 0°C.
XLPE
XLPE or cross-linked polyethylene is a thermosetting compound.
The cable has a high softening temperature, small heat distortion
and high mechanical strength under high temperature. XLPE is
also lighter in weight than its PVC counterpart.
At high voltage there is a potential of failure because of ‘treeing’,
which is when moisture penetrates the cable and causes a reaction
that breaks down the insulation. Heat-shrink tubing, which also
provides stress control, will aid this situation.
Paper
Dry paper is a surprising but excellent insulator that loses its
insulating properties if it becomes wet. Dry paper is hygroscopic
(it absorbs moisture), so it must be sealed to make sure that there
is no contact with the air. Paper-insulated cables are sheathed
with impervious materials, lead being the most common.

Key term
Hygroscopic – tending to
attract and absorb water

PILC (paper-insulated lead-covered) has been traditionally used
for supply systems, with the paper insulation being impregnated
with oil or non-draining compound to improve its long-term
performance. Cables of this kind need special jointing methods so
that the insulation stays sealed.
Magnesium oxide
Magnesium oxide is the white, powdered substance used as an
insulator in mineral-insulated cables. This form of insulation is
also hygroscopic and must be protected from damp with special
seals. Mineral-insulated cables can withstand very high
temperatures and, being metal-sheathed, can also withstand a
high degree of mechanical damage.
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Synthetic rubbers
Synthetic rubbers, such as butyl rubber, will withstand high temperatures much better than
PVC. They are normally used for the flexible final connection to items such as immersion
heaters, storage heaters and boiler house equipment.

Insulation colours
Since April 2004, all new installations in the UK and across Europe have to use cables with
conductors that comply with Table 51 of BS 7671 (see Table 4.03).
Function

Colour

Protective conductors

Green and yellow

Functional earthing conductor

Cream

a.c. power circuit(1)
Phase of single-phase circuit
Neutral of single- or three-phase circuit
Phase 1 of three-phase a.c. circuit
Phase 2 of three-phase a.c. circuit
Phase 3 of three-phase a.c. circuit

Brown
Blue
Brown
Black
Grey

Two-wire unearthed d.c. power circuit
Positive of two-wire circuit
Negative of two-wire circuit

Brown
Grey

Two-wire earthed d.c. power circuit
Positive (of negative earthed) circuit
Negative (of negative earthed) circuit
Positive (of positive earthed) circuit
Negative (of positive earthed) circuit

Brown
Blue
Blue
Grey

Three-wire d.c. power circuit
Outer positive of two-wire circuit derived from three-wire system
Outer negative of two-wire circuit derived from three-wire system
Positive of three-wire circuit
Mid-wire of three-wire circuit(2)
Negative of three-wire circuit

Brown
Grey
Brown
Blue
Grey

Control circuits, ELV and other applications
Phase conductor

Brown, black, red,
orange, yellow, violet,
grey, white, pink or
turquoise

Neutral or mid-wire(3)

Blue

NOTES
(1) Power circuits include lighting circuits.
(2) Only the middle wire of three-wire circuits may be earthed.
(3) An earthed PELV conductor is blue.

Table 4.03 Table 51 of BS 7671
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Before 2004, all UK installations used the insulation colours
shown in Table 4.04. You will come across conductors with these
colours of insulation for many years to come, but only in existing
installations.
Conductor

Old colour

Phase

Red

Neutral

Black

Protective conductor

Green and yellow

Phase one

Red

Phase two

Yellow

Phase three

Blue

Neutral

Black

Protective conductor

Green and yellow

Safety tip
If you are asked to extend an
existing installation, you may well
have a situation where cables of
both colour systems exist. Take
great care here as black and blue
coloured insulation is used in
both systems.

Table 4.04 Identification of conductors

Environmental factors
Many factors affect cable selection, some of which have already
been mentioned:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

the risk of excessive ambient temperature
the effect of any surrounding moisture
the risk of electrolytic action
proximity to corrosive substances
the risk of damage by animals
exposure to the elements
the risk of mechanical stress or of mechanical damage
aesthetic considerations.

Ambient temperature
Current-carrying cables produce heat; the rate at which that heat
can be dissipated will be affected by the temperature surrounding
the cable. If the cable is in a cold location, the temperature
difference between cable and environment is high so substantial
heat can be dissipated. However, if the cable is in a hot location,
the temperature difference between the cable and its surrounding
environment will be small, and little, if any, of the heat in the
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cable will be dissipated. Typical problem areas are boiler houses
and plant rooms, thermally insulated walls and roof spaces.
Low temperatures can damage PVC cables. PVC cables stored in
areas where the temperature has dropped to 0°C should be
warmed slowly before being installed. However, if cables have
been left out in the open and the temperature has been below
0°C (say, a heavy frost has attacked the cables), you must report
this to the person in charge of the installation.

Moisture
Water and electricity do not mix, and you should take care at all
times to avoid the movement of moisture into any part of an
electrical installation, using watertight enclosures where appropriate.
Any cable with an outer PVC sheath will resist the penetration of
moisture and will not be affected by rot. However, you should use
suitable glands for termination of these cables. Mineral-insulated
cable can be affected by moisture even when indoors; if it is not
possible to terminate the cable, seal the end of the cable to stop
any moisture getting in.

Electrolytic action
Having two different metals together in the presence of moisture
can cause an electrolytic action, resulting in the deterioration of
the metal. Take care to prevent this. An example is where brass
glands are used with galvanised steel boxes in the presence of
moisture. Metal-sheathed cables can also suffer when run across
galvanised sheet-steel structures or tray. If aluminium cables are to
be terminated onto copper busbars, the busbars should be tinned.

Corrosive substances
Metal cable sheaths, cable armouring, glands and fixings of cables
can also suffer from corrosion when exposed to certain
substances. Examples include:
●●
●●
●●
●●

magnesium chloride, used in the construction of floors
plaster undercoats containing corrosive salts/lime
unpainted walls of lime or cement
oak and other types of acidic wood.

Metalwork should be plated or given a protective covering. In any
environment where a corrosive atmosphere exists, you may need
to use special materials such as PVC-coated tray or
PVC-sheathed cables and accessories.
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Damage by animals
Cables installed in situations where rodents are prevalent should
be given additional protection or installed in conduit or trunking.
These animals often gnaw cables, chewing completely or partially
through them and leaving them in a dangerous condition.
Installations in farm buildings should receive similar consideration;
if possible, keep any installation well out of the reach of animals to
prevent the effects of rubbing, gnawing and urine.

Exposure to the elements
Cables sheathed in PVC should not be installed in positions
where they are exposed to direct sunlight as this causes them to
harden and crack: the ultraviolet rays leaches out the plasticiser in
the PVC, making it hard and brittle.
Similarly, PVC cables should not be installed in circumstances
where they will be operating for long periods at temperatures
below 0°C, such as when exposed to snow or frost.

Mechanical stress and mechanical damage
If cables are used in situations such as to provide an overhead
supply from one building to another, they will be subjected to
mechanical stress unless a catenary wire is used to support them
along the way. Cables installed in this way should have ‘drip
loops’ at either end, to allow for a degree of movement should the
system be hit. The drip loop is also designed to allow water to run
off the cable, if the cable is installed at a slight angle of degree.
The loop allows water to drop away from walls.

Key term
Catenary wire – a supporting
wire fixed between two
buildings from which cable is
‘hung’ with suitable supports/
clips

Flexible cables are often used to suspend luminaires. To avoid
stress, the maximum weight that can be accommodated is given
in Appendix 4 of BS 7671 in Table 4F3A, as shown in Table
4.05 (see page 254). Bear in mind that cables can also suffer from
stress when subjected to excessive vibration, which can cause
breakdown of the insulation.
Selecting the correct cable for protection from mechanical
damage depends on the type of installation involved and the level
of damage that is anticipated.
For example, in a domestic installation where the cables are to be
concealed in walls and ceilings at a depth no less than 50 mm from
any surface, the main function of the cable sheath is to protect the
cable from light mechanical damage. Here you would probably use
PVC/PVC and cpc (circuit protective conductor) cable.
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Current carrying capacity

Maximum mass

Conductor
(cross- sectional
area mm2)

1- phase a.c.

3- phase a.c.

0.5

3A

3A

2 kg

0.75

6A

6A

3 kg

1

10 A

10 A

5 kg

1.25

13 A

10 A

5 kg

1.5

16 A

16 A

5 kg

2.5

25 A

20 A

5 kg

4

32 A

25 A

5 kg

Table 4.05 Flexible cords weight support (Table 4F3A, Appendix 4 BS 7671)

Where cables are to be installed on the surface of a building fabric
or in an underground trench between buildings, they should have
a metal sheath (for example, MICC) or armouring (for example,
SWA) that will be resistant to any likely mechanical damage.

Aesthetic considerations
Although not necessarily electrically relevant, if it is possible to
choose between more than one electrically acceptable system, it
would seem sensible to choose the one that is most pleasing to the
eye and sympathetic to the building that it is being installed in.
As an example, you wouldn’t choose to install surface-mounted,
grey-enamelled metal-clad switches on the wall of your living
room when all of the wiring is concealed in the walls. White,
flush-mounted plate switches would be much neater.

Cable types (aka wiring systems)
Here you will look at different types of cables and cords
including:
●●
●●
●●
●●

single-core cable
PVC/PVC flat profile cable
flexible cords
mineral-insulated cable

●●
●●
●●
●●

SWA and SWB cable
data cables
fibre-optic cable
fire-resistant cables.
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Single-core thermoplastic insulated unsheathed
cable (6491X)
This is designed for installing into conduit, trunking and, when
protected, within lighting fittings and control panels.
Its construction is solid or stranded copper conductor with
insulation of PVC (-15° to +70°C), making it cheap and easy to
install.
It is available in sizes from 1 mm2 to 630 mm2. Insulation colours
include grey, black, blue, yellow, brown, white, orange, violet and
green/yellow stripes when intended for use as a circuit protective
conductor.

Figure 4.02 Single-core
thermoplastic insulated
unsheathed cable (6491X)

Single-core thermosetting insulated unsheathed
cable (6491B)
This is designed for installing into conduit and trunking and,
when protected, within lighting fittings and control panels, where
smoke and acid gas emission would pose a major hazard in the
event of a fire.
Its construction is solid or stranded copper conductor with
thermosetting insulation (up to 90°C).

Figure 4.03 Single-core
thermosetting insulated
unsheathed cable (6491B)

It is available in sizes from 1.5 mm2 to 630 mm2. Insulation
colours include grey, black, blue, brown, white, orange, violet and
green/yellow stripes when intended for use as a circuit protective
conductor.

Single-core insulated and sheathed cable (6181Y)
This is designed for surface wiring where there is little risk of
mechanical damage. This cable is normally used as ‘meter tails’,
for connecting the consumer unit/distribution board to the DNO
(distribution network operator) supply equipment.
The construction of this cable is solid or stranded copper
conductor with PVC insulation and a PVC sheath (-15° to
+70°C).
It is available in sizes from 1.0 mm2 to 35 mm2. Insulation
colours are only brown and blue, with sheath normally only
available in grey.

Figure 4.04 Single-core
insulated and sheathed cable
(6181Y)
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PVC-insulated PVC-sheathed flat-profile cable with
integral cpc (6241Y, 6242Y, 6243Y)
Figure 4.05 PVC-insulated
PVC-sheathed flat profile cable
with integral CPC (6243Y)

This is designed for domestic and general wiring where a circuit
protective conductor (cpc) is required for the circuit. Its two-core
version is commonly referred to as ‘twin and earth’. Normally
concealed in walls and ceilings, it may be clipped direct to a
surface where there is no risk of mechanical damage.
The construction of the cable is solid or stranded copper
conductors with PVC insulation laid parallel with a plain and
uninsulated copper cpc and then overall PVC sheath (-15° to
+70°C).
It is available as single core (6241Y), two core (6242Y) and three
core (6243Y) in sizes from 1.0 mm2 to 16 mm2. Insulation
colours are only brown, blue, black and grey, with sheath
normally only available in grey.

Circular flexible cords (3182Y, 3183Y, 3184Y,
3185Y)
This is designed for general-purpose use indoors or outdoors, in
dry or damp situations. It is suitable for portable tools, immersion
heaters, washing machines, vacuum cleaners, lawn mowers and
refrigerators. However, it should not be used with heating
appliances or where the sheath can come into contact with hot
surfaces.
The construction of the cable is stranded copper conductors,
PVC-insulated, 2, 3, 4 or 5 cores laid up and PVC-sheathed
(0°C–70°C).
Available with conductor sizes of 0.75 mm2 to 4.0 mm2, the core
colours are:
●●
●●
●●

Figure 4.06 Circular flexible
cords

●●

3182Y two core: brown and blue
3183Y three core: brown, blue and green/yellow
3184Y four core: black, grey, brown and green/yellow
3185Y five core: black, grey, brown, blue and green/yellow.

Circular flexible cords (3092Y, 3093Y, 3094Y)
This is designed for general-purpose use indoors or outdoors, in
dry or damp situations. It is suitable for portable tools, washing
machines, vacuum cleaners, lawn mowers and refrigerators,
especially in higher-temperature zones.
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The construction of the cable is stranded copper conductors,
heat-resistant PVC-insulated, 2, 3 or 4 cores laid up and
heat-resistant PVC-sheathed (0°C–90°C).
Available with conductor sizes of 0.5mm2 to 2.5mm2, the core
colours are:
●●
●●
●●

3092Y two core: brown and blue
3093Y three core: brown, blue and green/yellow
3094Y four core: black, grey, brown and green/yellow.

Figure 4.07 Mineral-insulated
cable

Mineral-insulated cable
This is designed primarily for use where circuit integrity is
required in arduous conditions or during a fire. MI cable is ideal
for use in critical fire-protection applications such as alarm
circuits, fire pumps and smoke control systems, and in process
industries handling flammable fluids. The cable is also highly
resistant to ionising radiation, and so finds applications in
instrumentation for nuclear reactors and nuclear physics
apparatus.

Key term
Circuit integrity – the ability
of a circuit to keep operating

Because of its construction, mineral-insulated cable affords
excellent mechanical protection, which again supports its use
when buildings disintegrate during a fire.
The cable is rarely referred to by its name, but rather as MI cable
or MICC cable (to denote a bare sheath) or MICV (to denote a
PVC outer sheath has been applied). On site, it is probably more
often referred to as ‘pyro’, after the original UK manufacturer,
Pyrotenax.
The construction of the cable is solid copper conductors
surrounded by compressed magnesium oxide powder insulation
inside a solid copper sheath. In light-duty (500V) format, it is
available with conductor sizes of 1.0 mm2 to 4.0 mm2, it can be
provided with 2 to 7 conductors; in heavy-duty (750 V) format, it
can be provided as a single core (1.5 mm2 to 240 mm2) and up to
19 core (1.5 mm2). In both formats, it has an operating
temperature range of -10°C to +250°C.

Did you know?
Sometimes you will see
documents that use a generic
term of MIMS cable, meaning
mineral-insulated metal sheath.
However, MIMS also refers to a
similar product where the
sheath is made from metals
other than copper.

PVC/Steel Wire Armour/PVC cable
(6942X, 3X, etc.)
This is designed for industrial wiring applications and mains
distribution. This cable can be laid direct in the ground, in ducts,
clipped to surfaces or mounted on tray. It is commonly referred
to as PVC/SWA/PVC.

Figure 4.08 PVC/Steel Wire
Armour/PVC cable
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The construction of the cable is stranded plain copper
conductors, PVC-insulated, 2 to 5 cores laid up, extruded
PVC bedding, galvanised steel wire armoured and PVC-sheathed
(0°C–90°C). Available with conductor sizes of 1.5 mm2 to
400 mm, its available colours are:
●●
●●
●●
●●

two core: brown and blue
three core: brown, black and grey
four core: brown, black, grey and blue
five core: brown, black, grey, green/yellow and blue.

XLPE can also be used as the conductor insulation for this type
of cable.

Single-core PVC/Aluminium Wire Armour/
PVC cable
Although in every other respect identical to its multi-core
counterpart, a single-core armoured cable will always have a layer
of aluminium wire armour (AWA) instead of steel wire armour
(SWA). This is because steel in SWA has a much lower
conductivity, giving it higher resistance than aluminium. If it were
used in a single-core cable, the magnetic field generated by SWA
would induce an electric current in the armour (eddy current),
which would have a heating effect. AWA is non-magnetic and has
a much better conductivity (lower resistance), so it can conduct
these induced currents to earth more efficiently than steel.
Although now not readily available, a version of this cable was
made using flat aluminium strip armouring.
XLPE can also be used as the conductor insulation for this type
of cable.

XLPE/Steel Wire Armour/PVC cable (6945XL7W TO
69448XL7W)
Figure 4.09 XLPE/Steel Wire
Armour/PVC cable 6945XL7W

Designed for industrial wiring applications such as control panel
circuits, this multi-core cable can be laid direct in the ground, in
ducts, clipped to surfaces or mounted on tray.
The construction of the cable is stranded plain copper
conductors, XLPE-insulated, 5 to 48 cores laid up, extruded
PVC bedding, galvanised steel wire armoured and PVC-sheathed
(0°C–90°C).

Figure 4.10 XLPE/Steel Wire
Armour/PVC cable 6947XL7W

Available with conductor sizes of 1.5 mm2 to 4.0 mm2, the
insulation is white with black numbering.
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Paper-insulated/lead-covered/ SWA/PVC cable
This is designed for use as a mains distribution cable and is still
manufactured today for use on 3.3 kV and above. You will find
that the intake position in many properties will be supplied by
this type of cable.
Termination of these cables traditionally involved ‘wiping’ the
lead sheath onto a brass cone within the termination – a process
that required special training. However, there are now
termination kits that remove the need for such specialised
craftspeople.

PVC/Galvanised Steel Wire Braid/PVC cable
Galvanised Steel Wire Braided (GSWB) comes in a variety of
forms, some with PVC insulation and some with XLPE. Perhaps
the most common variation, as shown in Figure 4.11, is known as
SY cable.

Figure 4.11 PVC/Galvanised
Steel Wire Braid/PVC cable

This is designed for use as an interconnecting cable for
measuring, control and regulation in control equipment for
assembly and production lines and conveyors. It can only be used
outdoors if protected, and in dry conditions indoors. It is also
suitable for fixed installations or for flexible use where there may
be light mechanical stress.
The construction of the cable is stranded copper conductors with
PVC insulation, 2 to 42 cores laid up as twisted cores, PVC
bedding, GSWB, clear PVC sheath (0°C–70°C).
The cable is available with conductor sizes of 0.75 mm2 to
1.5 mm2.

Data cables
There are three basic types of cabling used in data systems:
coaxial, fibre-optic and twisted pair. Coaxial is widely installed in
older networks but is not recommended for new network
installations. Fibre-optic is used for high-speed networks and to
connect networking devices separated by large distances. Twisted
pair (such as Cat 5e) is currently the most common and
recommended cabling type.
Used extensively for data transfer in computer networks and
telephone systems, it has four pairs of wires that transmit and
receive data along them at very high frequencies. Special
termination ends are required for these cables.
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Coaxial cable

Figure 4.12 Coaxial cable

There are three main types of coaxial cable construction. One is
semi-rigid, which has a solid, tubular conductor to contain the
RF energy efficiently. Ribbon coaxial is actually many smaller
coaxial cables placed inside one another. Flexible coaxial, the
most common, has an outer braided conductor and is used when
shielding is needed. How effective the shielding is depends on
how it is braided.

Fibre-optic cable
As a child, you may have made a telephone
out of two tin cans and some string. If you
did, sound waves were created as the air
vibrated in response to you speaking into
the tin.

Figure 4.13 Fibre-optic cable

When the string was pulled tight and
someone spoke into one of the cans, its
bottom acted as a diaphragm, converting
the sound waves into longitudinal mechanical vibrations, which
vary the tension of the string. These variations in tension set up
waves in the string that travel to the other can, causing its bottom
to vibrate in a similar manner as the first can, thus recreating the
sound.
A fibre-optic system works in a similar way. At one end of the
system is a transmitter, the place of origin for information coming
onto the fibre-optic line. The transmitter takes electronic pulse
information coming from copper wire and then processes and
translates that information into equivalently coded light pulses.
A light-emitting diode (LED) or an injection-laser diode (ILD)
generates the light pulses and then, using a lens, the light pulses
are funnelled into the fibre, where they travel down the cable.
A light-sensitive receiver on the other end of the cable then
converts the pulses back into the digital ones and zeros of the
original electronic signal.
Think of a fibre-optic cable in terms of being a long tube that is
coated with a mirror on the inside. If you shine a flashlight in one
end you can see light come out at the far end – even if it’s been
bent around a corner. Light pulses move easily down the fibreoptic line because of a principle known as total internal reflection.
This states that, when the angle of incidence exceeds a critical
value, light cannot get out of the glass; instead, the light bounces
back in.
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Silicone Core
coating (silica)

Light
Buffer
jacket

Cladding
(silica)

Figure 4.14 Cross section through a fibre-optic cable

The core must be a very clear and pure material for the light. The
core can be plastic (only used for very short distances) but most
are made from glass. Glass optical fibres are almost always made
from pure silica, but some other materials, such as
fluorozirconate, fluoroaluminate and chalcogenide glasses are
used for longer-wavelength infrared applications.
Two types of fibre-optic cable are commonly used: single-mode
and multi-mode.
The simplest type of optical fibre is called single-mode. It has a
very thin core of about 5–10 microns (millionths of a metre) in
diameter. In a single-mode fibre, all signals travel straight down
the middle without bouncing off the edges. Cable TV, Internet
and telephone signals are generally carried by single-mode fibres,
wrapped together into a huge bundle. Cables like this can send
information over 100 km (60 miles).
Another type of fibre-optic cable is called multi-mode. Each
optical fibre in a multi-mode cable is about 10 times bigger than
those in a single-mode cable. This means light beams can travel
through the core by following a variety of different paths, in other
words, in multiple different modes. Multi-mode cables can send
information only over relatively short distances and are used
(among other things) to link computer networks together.
Tight radius bends in fibre-optic cable should be avoided, as
should ‘kinks’. Jointing and termination requires specialist tools
and equipment. Never look into the ends of the cable as the laser
light could damage your eyes.
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Cat (Category) 5e, 6, 7
and 8 cable
In the past, there was very little choice in
the type of cabling used for the design
and installation of a multimedia
networked home. For audio, there was
speaker cable; for video and RF (radio
frequency) signals there was coaxial
cable; and for computer data there was
Cat 5.
Although Cat 5e is still installed today,
and indeed continues to meet most
needs, Cat 8 cable represents the latest
development of twisted-pair copper data
communications transmission
technology. Indeed all of these cables use
four twisted pairs in their construction.
Of the older cable grades, Cat 5e can
take a maximum bandwidth of 100M
Hz, Cat 6 is capable of 400 MHz and
Figure 4.15 Cat (Category) 5e, 6 and 7 cable
Cat 7 625 MHz. Cat 8 is capable of
carrying a bandwidth of up to 1400
MHz, so it easily meets and exceeds the IEC 61156-7 standard,
which sets the benchmark for multimedia cables at 1200 MHz.
Consequently, Cat 8 is normally referred to as 1.2 GHz cable,
and is capable of taking a standard European TV signal with a
bandwidth of 862 MHz without any form of signal manipulation.
Cat 8 cable (below) achieves its signal capacity by virtue of its
precision manufacture. The cable is constructed from four
colour-coded copper and polyethylene-insulated pairs.
These are twisted together to very tight tolerances and then each
pair is wrapped in its own aluminium-bonded polyester tape
shield. The four foil-screened pairs are then twisted together to
provide a single-core element that is covered with a tinned copper
wire braid for additional shielding. This cable has an off-white
outer sheath made of a zero-halogen, low-smoke and flameretardant compound that is fully verified for compliance with all
relevant international standards.
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Other types of cable

Low Smoke and Fume (LSF) cable
LSF is a generic term for cables that are made with insulation
that produces low smoke and fumes under fire conditions. The
insulation can be used on different sorts of cable and is widely
used in public building installations.
Some local authorities may require the installation of this type of
cable in special installations: black smoke from PVC insulation
can obscure exit routes in the event of a fire and hydrogen
chloride gas can be deadly to both people and sensitive
equipment.
At one time, LSF was perceived as a ‘type’ of cable and data,
signal and control cables were made from a modified version of
PVC that could still give off black smoke and hydrogen chloride
gas when burned.
We would now say that a low-smoke cable has a LSZH sheath,
where LSZH stands for Low Smoke Zero Halogen and refers to
the compound making up the sheath of a cable. In the event of a
fire, this type of sheath will emit very low levels of smoke, and
non-toxic levels of poisonous halogen gases (typically under 0.5
per cent HCl emission). This type of sheathing is mainly
recommended for use in highly populated enclosed public areas.
Other equivalent names in use for this type of sheathing are
LSHF (Low Smoke Halogen Free), LS0H (Low Smoke Zero
Halogen) and 0HLS (Zero Halogen Low Smoke).

Did you know?
In 1987, a fire broke out under
an escalator in King’s Cross
Station, killing 31 people and
injuring 60 more. After this
tragedy, it became mandatory
to use LSZH sheathing on all
London Underground cables, as
the majority of fatalities
occurred through gas and
smoke inhalation, rather than
directly from the fire itself.

Fire-resistant cables
Although mineral-insulated cable is seen as the best performer in
this category, there are several other types of cable that fulfil the
criteria of fire-resistant cables.

FP.100
Systems based on standard PVC cables, even when protected by
metal conduit, have been shown to fail within minutes in a fire.
They are no longer permitted by BS5839-1 or BS5266-1 for fire
alarm or emergency lighting systems, as they do not ensure
prolonged operation in the event of a fire.
FP.100 was designed for use in metal conduits or trunking to
achieve a highly robust fire-resistant wiring system. It has a
maximum operating temperature of 90°C and, when burned,
produces low levels of smoke and virtually no acidic gases.
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FP.200 Gold
screen
cpc
conductor
insulation
sheath
Figure 4.16 FP.200 Gold fire-resistant cable

This cable is suitable for fire
detection and fire alarm systems for
buildings, and indoor and outdoor
installation in suitably protected
environments. It is appropriate for
surface wiring, direct burial in
plaster, clipping to tray or other
installations requiring a dressable
product. It has copper conductors
with a composite insulation called
Insudite.

FP.400 (Formerly CWZ cable)
FP.400 is a fire-resistant armoured cable that is installed much
like ordinary SWA cable. It can maintain circuit integrity during a
fire and produces low levels of smoke and virtually no acidic
gases.
No special tools or accessories are needed for installation or
termination. The cable has an operating range of 0°C to 90°C,
and is suitable for indoor or outdoor installation, direct burial,
trough, fixed direct, clipped to tray or ladder.

PVC-insulated and -sheathed flat twin flexible cord
This is only intended for light duty indoors, for table lamps,
radios and TV sets where the cable may lie on the floor. It should
not be used with heating appliances.
Figure 4.17 PVC-insulated and
-sheathed flat twin flexible cord

The construction is that of plain copper flexible conductor,
PVC-insulated two cores laid parallel and sheathed overall with
PVC. Core colours are brown and blue.

PVC-insulated bell wire

Figure 4.18 PVC-insulated bell
wire

As the name suggests, this cable is used for wiring bells, alarms
and other indicators that operate at extra low voltage. The
construction is one single-core plain soft copper conductor
insulated with PVC. Twin-core wire is produced from two singlecore wires laid parallel and insulated overall with PVC compound
to form a figure-8 section.
The standard colour of this wire is white; core identification is by
a coloured stripe on the insulation of one core. It is not suitable
for mains voltage circuits.
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Containment types
(aka wiring enclosures)
In this section you will look at different types of cable
containment systems including:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

conduit
trunking
cable tray
cable basket
ladder systems
ducting
modular wiring systems
busbar systems (including Powertrack).

Conduit
Conduit is a system of pipework into which cables are pulled
through between various pieces of electrical equipment. There are
two common types: steel and PVC. Electrical conduit provides
very good protection to the enclosed conductors from impact
(steel obviously more so) and moisture, and can be concealed,
surface-mounted or installed in a floor screed.
With steel conduit, there are two types: black enamelled and
galvanised. Both see use in commercial and industrial
applications, with black enamelled being used indoors where
there is no likelihood of dampness, and galvanised used in damp
situations or outdoors.

Figure 4.19 Galvanised steel
conduit

Steel conduit is traditionally available with tube diameters of
16 mm to 32 mm, and PVC conduit is available in 20 mm
through to 50 mm.
Both steel and PVC have a wide range of accessories such as
boxes, bends, and saddles that remove some of the fabrication
problems. PVC is the lighter and cheaper of the two systems, but
steel can afford greater mechanical protection.
Once the conduit system is erected, PVC-insulated
(non-sheathed) cables are normally run inside the steel tubing.
The appeal of both types is that, once installed, wiring can be
removed from the conduit and replaced: for example, because of
age or different circuit arrangements. However, sometimes the
initial cost versus the life expectancy of the installation can
prohibit its use.

Figure 4.20 Box, bend and
saddle accessories (metal and
plastic)
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Trunking
Trunking is a normally square/rectangular casing system with a
removable lid, into which cables are then pulled through between
various pieces of electrical equipment.

Figure 4.21 Steel trunking

As with conduit there are two common types: galvanised steel and
PVC. Both can be used indoors in commercial and industrial
applications where there is no likelihood of dampness, and
galvanised is used in damp situations or outdoors in its
weatherproof version.
Electrical trunking provides good mechanical protection and is
traditionally installed in conjunction with its relevant PVC/steel
conduit counterpart; the trunking is used to carry many cables
down a common route and conduit then branches off to supply
individual circuits or items of equipment.
Steel trunking is traditionally available with dimensions of
50 mm × 50 mm through to 300 mm × 300 mm. PVC trunking
can be more aesthetically pleasing so is manufactured in a wide
range of styles and sizes, from ‘standard’ shaped trunking
(maximum 100 mm × 100 mm) .
Unlike conduit, which is traditionally used as a complete system
with unsheathed cables, PVC trunking is often used as surfacemounted protection for short drops to accessories from ceilings
for other cables, such as data cabling or PVC/PVC cables. This is
especially useful when circuits are added to an existing installation
and cannot be concealed without damaging the building fabric.

Figure 4.22 PVC Trunking

Whatever type or style is used, both steel and PVC have a wide
range of accessories such as boxes, bends, and saddles, which
remove some of the fabrication problems. PVC still remains the
cheaper of the two and because of the nature of its fittings can
be easier to install, with some of the smaller types being
self-adhesive.
Once the system is erected, PVC‑insulated (non-sheathed) cables
are normally run inside. As with conduit, the appeal of both types
is that, once installed, wiring can be removed from the trunking
and replaced: for example, because of age or different circuit
arrangements.

Trunking design
There are many variations of trunking design. Some of the most
common are:
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●●

●●

●●

Lighting trunking – this differs
from standard trunking as it uses
a single flange in its design. This
helps to accommodate trunking
support brackets, which are
normally held in turn via threaded
Threaded rod support
rod supports from the structure of
and bracket
the building. The return flange
also accommodates a clip-in
trunking lid rather than the
‘screw-in-place’ version used on
the standard design. Clamp or
spring style brackets are also used
to support lighting fittings directly
to the trunking or chain support
the fitting to a required height.
Figure 4.28 shows lighting
Figure 4.23 Lighting trunking
trunking.
Multi-compartment trunking – to comply with BS 7671, in
terms of segregation of circuit voltage bends, multicompartment trunking is available in metal and plastic,
ensuring segregation throughout. It is often used as a surface
mounted dado trunking within offices, it typically contains
power and data cables that are then terminated into data
points or socket outlets as required to suit the office layout
Floor trunking – this is similar in appearance to powertrack,
with the exception that all circuit cabling must be installed by
the contractor

Girder clamp
Lighting fitting
support bracket

Cable tray
There are two main designs of cable tray: single-flange and
return-flange.

Single-flange tray
Single-flange tray is sometimes referred to as standard verticaledge tray. It is only suitable for light-duty installation work or for
use in food manufacturing environments, where its simple
structure reduces build up of dust, etc. Made from galvanised
steel and available in widths from 50 mm to 900 mm, the tray
can be mounted either horizontally or vertically with cables then
laid on the tray and secured using clips or ties through the
numerous perforations in the tray.

Figure 4.24 Single-flange cable
tray
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The vertical flange height (the upstand on each side) will vary
with each manufacturer, but can be expected to be between
13 mm for narrow widths and 20 mm on wider tray.

Return-flange tray
Return-flange cable tray differs from standard in that the vertical
edge has a turned edge at the top, making the tray stronger and
less likely to warp. There are two types of return flange tray:
medium- and heavy duty.

Figure 4.25 Return-flange
cable tray

Made from galvanised steel and available in widths from 50 mm to
900 mm, the tray can be mounted either horizontally or vertically
to accommodate medium to large industrial-sized cables, which are
then laid on the tray and secured using cleats or straps that are
fixed through the numerous perforations in the tray.
The vertical edge height (the upstand on each side) will vary with
each manufacturer, but can be expected to be about 25 mm for
medium-duty tray and 50 mm for heavy-duty.

Cable ladder

Figure 4.26 Cable ladder

Key term
Torsional – to do with
twisting, when ‘torque’ or
turning force is applied

Cable ladders are an effective and convenient method of
transporting cables across long, unsupported spans or where the
number of supports needs to be reduced. They may be used in
the most adverse site conditions and can withstand high winds,
heavy snow, sand or dust settlement, or high humidity.
Cable ladders comprise a series of prefabricated ‘ladder’ sections,
usually available in different widths, together with a
comprehensive range of ancillary components and accessories
which minimise site installation time and costs. The result is a
racking network of considerable strength and flexibility.
Cable ladders are manufactured throughout in 2 mm mild steel
with coupling plates made from 3 mm mild steel. The ladder side
channels are strengthened by reinforcing inserts, to increase the
lengthways torsional rigidity. Rungs are slotted to take most
available types of cable cleat, cable tie, pipe or conduit clamp.
Cable‑ladder design allows the maximum airflow around the
cables and so prevents possible de-rating of power cables. Cable
ladders may be mounted in virtually any direction, as required.

Cable basket

Figure 4.27 Cable basket

Cable basket is not unlike cable ladder in terms of its
applications. Made from a steel-wire basket, it requires similar
installation methods and techniques.
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To cut the basket to form bends or tees, you would usually use
bolt cutters. Any cuts then need to be made smooth, as with tray
or ladder systems.

Cable ducting
BS 7671 defines cable ducting as being ‘an enclosure, other than
conduit or trunking, intended for the protection of cables that will
be drawn in after erection of the ducting’. From that definition, it
could be argued that ducting sounds like conduit or trunking –
and certainly, when you look at the ducting products available
from most manufacturers, it looks like conduit and trunking.
Cable ducting is usually earthenware or concrete buried in slab or
ground, utilised to allow cables with multiple distribution circuits
to be run together. Ducts are usually easier to access and can host
many cables in common runs due to their capacity.
Although underfloor steel cable trunking is often referred to as
electrical ductwork, circular PVC cable ducting is used as the
means of installing cables in underground situations,
predominantly by the supply industry and telecommunications
and digital information providers.
Runs of ductwork then tend to run between sunken inspection
chambers, which allows inspection and aids the installation process.
When it comes to the installation of network installations, there
has also been the development of what are termed ‘blown fibre’
installations, where the fibre-optic cables are not ‘drawn in’ to the
ducting system, but are instead air propelled along the
length of a duct.

Busbar systems
A busbar system refers to conductors that take the form
of a solid bar or bars of aluminium or copper conductor.
The bars may be exposed or enclosed. The system may
have one or more joints to assure proper length and
configuration, and one or more take-off points that are
connected to the relevant equipment. The exposed
busbar system tends to be used for overhead equipment
such as cranes, loading bridges, container-handling
equipment or electric hoists.
The exposed bars can also be used as a system within
large switchboard panels or within busbar chambers as a
means of connecting together items of equipment in
purpose-made arrangements on site. This could be seen

Figure 4.28 Busbar trunking showing
tap-off unit
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as enclosing them as they are now within a panel or enclosure,
but enclosed busbar systems are more commonly referred to as
busbar trunking.
Busbar trunking is a popular means of three-phase power
distribution in machine shops, laboratories and many industrial
situations. It consists of a broad, flat trunking in which three or
four busbars are rigidly fixed onto moulded block insulators.
The conductors used in busbar trunking are generally made of
copper or sometimes aluminium, and can be sleeved with
insulating material or left bare. The size of each copper bar will
vary according to the current-carrying capacity required; their
shape can be either round, oval or rectangular.
A complete range of fittings is available, such as feed units, rightangled bends, tee pieces and crossovers. These fittings, which
allow the trunking to change route, are self-contained assemblies
complete with busbars and couplings.
This system has several advantages over distribution cables.
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

The contractor can achieve savings in material costs (cable tray
and multiple fixings) and in labour costs associated with
multiple runs of cable.
Installation takes less time as busbar trunking requires fewer
fixings per metre run than cable.
Repositioning of distribution outlets is simpler.
The system is easy to extend.
It is more aesthetically pleasing in areas of high visibility.

The supply that feeds the busbar trunking enters via a feed unit,
which has a gland plate capable of accepting an SWA cable. Busbar
trunking can also be centre-fed, the centre feed being more popular
as this method makes full use of the busbar capacity.
One major advantage of busbar trunking is the ability to ‘tap off’
and provide a supply to a piece of equipment – something that
would normally entail installing a new cable. Tap-off units will
contain the device providing protection (e.g. HRC fuse or MCB)
to the outgoing circuit terminated at the unit that distributes the
power to the required load which also offers the flexibility to
accommodate changes in requirements after the initial installation.
The tap-off units can be either fixed or be of the plug-in type, and
can be side-mounted or under-slung. Sets of drillings are provided
at regular intervals along the busbar trunking, and blanking-off
plates are supplied to cover off the apertures not initially used.
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Another use of busbar trunking is to provide what is called a
‘rising mains’ within multi-storey developments for hospitals,
offices, flats, and so on. In this system, purpose-made busbar
trunking is run vertically through the walls of the building
(see Figure 4.29). It is fed and controlled usually from the
bottom at the service entry, and has a fixed fuse box
mounted at each floor.
The essential difference between horizontal type busbar
trunking and vertical rising main type busbar trunking is the
substantial insulated support rack at the base of each riser,
which is designed to carry the full weight of the copper
conductors, which are then free to expand upwards.

Powertrack
While busbar trunking systems can be designed to handle
heavy loads, lighter-duty distribution can be handled by
Powertrack systems, which use solid busbars throughout
their length. There are three common variations: suspended
lighting, wall mounted and underfloor.

Figure 4.29 Rising mains busbar
trunking

Wall-mounted power tracks tend to be used in offices and
laboratories. They have the advantage that appliances and
equipment can be plugged in anywhere along the length of the
track. The socket outlet is simply inserted into the slot and then
twisted to lock it in place and make it part of the circuit.
Underfloor track systems tend to be used in large, open-plan
offices where a common run of track is fed from the distribution
board via track feed boxes that accept MI cable, armoured cables
or single-core in conduit.
The first length of track connects to the track feed by snap-fitting the
integral track connector into the track feed outlet socket. Lengths of
track fit together by simply snap-fitting the track connector of one
end into the shuttered end of the previous track length.
Access to power is provided along the Powertrack by plugging
tap-off units into shuttered socket outlets. These tap-off units
feed all types of conventional floor service outlet boxes or feed
directly through the floor to workstations, via 4 mm2 insulated
conductors contained in 2.8 metres of flexible metal or VO-rated
nylon conduit.
Although this system has the advantage of saving installation
time, as it is under the floor and therefore less accessible, it is
slightly less flexible than the wall-mounted version.

Key term
VO-rated – a flame resistant
plastic made from materials with
flame protection above industry
standards
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Lighting track is similar to underfloor, in that is normally seen in
the form of a steel trunking with tap-off outlets along its length.
The difference is that it is suspended and its connections
accommodate the required luminaires.
Key terms
Addressable – digitally
programmable
Modules – sections that link
together to form a whole.

However, with advancing technology, lighting track systems can
now be provided as addressable. This technology enables fully
addressable lighting control modules to combine with presence
and absence detectors, scene set switching and timing scheduling,
all of which can help with energy conservation and therefore
Building Regulations compliance.

Modular wiring

The need for modular wiring
Modular buildings are becoming increasingly popular. In part, this
is due to the UK government encouraging what is now referred to
as Modern Methods of Construction (MMC). MMC reflects
technical improvements in prefabrication, encompassing a range of
on- and off-site construction methods, including ‘plug and play’
wiring systems. Primarily it involves the manufacture of buildings
in factories, with potential benefits such as faster construction,
fewer housing defects, and reductions in energy use and waste.
Today, modular building techniques mean that building services
such as a complete boiler room or even the control tower at
Heathrow Airport can be built off site, delivered and then craned
into position. A whole structural part of a house can be delivered
to site as a single unit, complete with water, heating, lighting and
other equipment ready to connect to the main water, lighting and
power systems.
Depending on the design and materials used, with these methods
a house can be assembled in less than a month on site. Time
savings can be high, but initial costs can also be high. However,
if co-ordinated and designed correctly, savings in the region of
50 per cent can be expected. At the same time there are
reductions in emissions, thus helping with climate control.
However, such flexibility needs a similarly flexible approach to
wiring. Modular wiring systems have also developed, whether for
use in modular buildings or traditionally constructed projects.

How modular wiring works
Think about the lighting installation for the university warehouse
that you looked at in Unit ELTK03, which needed to be wired
with PVC singles in galvanised conduit.
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Now imagine that every run of wiring
– whether to a switch, socket or
luminaire – was provided to you as a
pre-measured armour-protected
cable, fully marked up and with a
plug on the end of it.
Imagine that all equipment, including
the distribution board, was already
connected up as the consultant
intended and was provided with plugs
on for you to connect to the
previously provided cable runs.
Welcome to the world of modular
wiring!

Scale layout drawing

The application of
systems, circuits and equipment

Progress check
1

When selecting a cable
for an electrical
installation, what are the
main criteria to consider?

2

Identify the main factors
affecting the choice of
size of conductor to be
selected.

3

What are the significant
advantages of PVC/SWA
over PVC/PVC cable?

4

Identify suitable
fire-resistant cables for
fire alarm installations.

5

What are the benefits, of
utilising busbar
distribution systems in a
factory for machinery?

Lighting systems
There are numerous combinations of wiring system, wiring
enclosure and equipment that can constitute a lighting circuit. In
this section you will look at the most common types of each.
Technically, any of these elements could be used in a variety of
situations. However, apart from modular systems, you will most
commonly find:
●●
●●

●●

PVC/PVC twin and cpc used in domestic installations
conduit/trunking with PVC singles used in commercial and
industrial applications
MI cable and SWA cables being used in specialist or outdoor
circumstances.

As for the luminaire, you can expect to see:
●●

●●

●●
●●

●●

either pendant or recessed LED or halogen lighting in
domestic indoor situations
surface-mounted batten-type or recessed modular-type
fluorescent fittings in office/commercial environments
suspended/recessed halogen spotlighting in shops
halogen strip lighting for outdoor security and construction site
lighting
specialist high-pressure sodium or metal halide fittings used for
stadium and street lighting applications.
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Switching arrangements
It would not be practical to look at all the possible switching
arrangements, as there are simply far too many. Instead you will
look at the most common arrangements:
●●
●●

●●

how each one operates
how each one would be wired when using either PVC singles
or PVC/PVC multi-core cables
how the wiring colours relate to the old and current systems.

With switching, the supply cable that comes from the distribution
board to the switch is called the ‘switch feed’; the control cable
that leaves the switch and goes to the light is the ‘switch wire’.

One-way switching

A

B

A

B

The most basic circuit possible is where one switch breaks
the supply to one light. A one-way switch is the most basic
type of switch to achieve this.

Figure 4.30 One-way switching: switch
‘open’

A

B

A

B

Figure 4.31 shows how, when you operate the switch, the
switch contact ‘closes’ and is held in place mechanically
allowing electricity to flow to the light. The luminaire will
now be lit.
So:

Neutral
Line

As Figure 4.30 shows, one terminal of the one-way switch
(terminal A) receives the switch feed, and the switch wire
leaves from the other terminal (terminal B) and goes directly
to the luminaire. In Figure 4.30, the luminaire is not lit as
the switch contact is in the ‘open’ position.

switch feed

switch wire

●●

Figurecpc4.31 One-way switching: switch
‘closed’

●●

supply the switch feed terminal, (A)
operate
the switch and it comes out at the switch wire
3-plate
ceiling
terminal,
(B).
rose

Figure 4.32 shows one light controlled by a one-way switch.
Figure 4.33 shows how you can connect a second light in parallel
Neutral
Line

Neutral
switch feed

switch wire

cpc

Line
3-plate
ceiling
rose

Figure 4.32 One-way switching for wiring with
single-core cables (new cable colours)

cpc

switch feed

switch wire

3-plate
ceiling
rose

Figure 4.33 Extra lighting fed from the same switch, wired in
parallel (new cable colours)
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to the first, so that the one-way switch is
controlling two lights. Both show the current cable
colours.
However, Figure 4.34 shows what the circuit
would look like using the old cable colours. Be
aware that you may come across these colours in
existing installations for many years to come.
In summary, the one-way switch lets us switch
lights on or off, but from one location.

Two-way switching

Neutral
switch feed

Line

switch wire

cpc

3-plate
ceiling
rose

Figure 4.34 One-way switching for wiring with
single-core cables (old cable colours)
Neutral
Line

Neutral
switch feed

switch wire

cpc

Line
3-plate
ceiling
rose

Sometimes you will need to switch a light on or off from more
than one location: for example, at opposite ends of a long
corridor. Here you must use a different switching arrangement,
usually a two-way switch circuit. In this type of circuit, the switch
feed is taken to one terminal of a two-way switch, and the actual
switch wire goes from a second two-way switch to the
luminaire(s). Each switch has three terminals. Two wires, known
as ‘strappers’, then link both two-way switches together.

switch feed

cpc

This is how each two-way switch operates.
You supply the switch feed terminal, point (A).
A

Remember

B
C

A

B

A
A

B
B

Depending
on
B the switch contact position, the electricity will
A
come out onCeither terminal B or terminal C. In the following
diagram, it isC shown energising terminal B.

Note that actual switch
terminals are not marked in this
way. The letters used in the
diagram are for ease of
explanation only.

C
C
A
A

L

L
L
L

L
L
L

C

C

B
B

If you now operated the switch, the contact would move across to
C
C
energise
terminal
C.
L
L
1

1

A

BC

L2

L2C

L1

L1

N

off

C
N
a lookL1at the next diagram, which shows actual terminal
LTake
1
C Lmarking. You
N
L2 Ccan off
see that,
by connecting both two two-way
2
L1
L1
together,
at each
C Lswitches
N switch you can now either energise or
L2 C
on
2

de-energise the switch wire going to the light. This is why this

C

LL21

L1
C L
2
L1
C L
2

LL2
1

off

C

L1
L2 C
L1
L2 C

N
on
on

N
N
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system is ideal for controlling
lighting on corridors or staircases.
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In this diagram, the luminaire is off.
L
L
L

L1
C L1
C L1
C L
2
L2
L2

L1
L1 C
L1 C
L2 C
L2
L2

L1
C L1
C L1
C L
2
L2
L2

L1
L1 C
L1 C
L2 C
L2
L2

off
off
off

N
N
N

You can now bring the light on by operating the first switch:
L
L
L

on
on
on

N
N
N

Alternatively, you can do so by operating the second switch:
L
L
L

L1
C L1
C L1
C L
2
L2
L2

L1
L1 C
L1 C
L2 C
L2
L2

on
on
on

N
N
N

Figures
Neutral 4.35 and 4.36 show the full circuit wired with single-core
cable.
CPC Figure 4.35 uses the current cable colours; Figure 4.36
uses the old colours. In both, the light will be on.
Line

L1

Neutral switch
CPC feed

switch
wire

strappers
C

Line
switch
feed

L1

L2

L2

L1

L1

C

switch
wire

strappers
C

L2

L2

C

Figure 4.35 Full circuit wired with single core cable (current colours)
Neutral
CPC
Line

L1

L1

Neutral switch
CPC feed

strappers
C

Line

L2

L2

L1

L1

C

switchCircuit wired with single core cable (old colours)
Figure 4.36
strappers
feed

C

L2

L2

C

switch
wire

switch
wire
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You can use a two-way switch for other purposes: for example, to
switch between two separate functions. As an example, the next
diagram shows how a two-way switch on a desk can be used to
indicate whether a doctor’s treatment room is available.
busy
L

N

available

Figure 4.37 Two way switch on a desk to show doctor availability – the switch
activates the lights

Intermediate switching
Two-way switching allows us to control luminaires from two
locations, such as either end of a corridor. If more than two
switch locations are required (for example, the corridor has
another corridor coming off it), then you need a third location
from which you can control the luminaires. To do this you use
intermediate switches.
Intermediate switches have four terminals and are wired into the
strappers between the two-way switches. The intermediate switch
cross-connects the strapping wires, enabling you to route a supply
to any terminal, irrespective of the two-way switch contact
positions.
Each intermediate switch has two contacts that move between
two positions. In position one, both contacts lie in the direction
of the strapper wires. If terminal A is live, so is terminal B.
A

L1

L2

L1

L2

B

A

L1

L2

L1

L2
C

Figure 4.38 Position one
A

B

In position two, the contacts cross over to connect the strapper
wires. Now if terminal A is live, terminal C has become live.
L2

B

A

L2

L1 L
1
C

L2

L1

L2

L2

C
A

L1

C
L2

L1

L1

L2

A

B

L1

C
L2

Figure 4.39 Position two

L1

C

N

L2

B

C
L1
L2 C
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Here is how you might apply this to a circuit.
Imagine that you have two corridors joining each other as shown below. You are walking in the direction of the
arrow and can see that the main corridor lights are turned off. The main corridor is 100 m long, with a two-way
switch at each end. There is also an intermediate switch where the two corridors meet.
This diagram on the right shows a circuit that represents the wiring problem.
L2
L1
L1
L2
A
B
A
A
B
L2

L1

L2

L1

AC L1

B

C
C
L2

L1

L1

C

N

L2

L2
L1
L2
C
L2
As you can see, the contacts in the intermediateLswitch
are crossing,
which is routing the supply to terminal L2
1
L
L1
in the second two-way switch, soC the1 light is off.
N
C
However, if you operate the intermediate switch as shown in the next diagram, the contacts revert to their other
L2
L2
position and the supply is routed to terminal
L2 Lin1 the secondLtwo-way
switch,
so light will come on.
2

C

L1
L2

A

B

L1

C
L2

L1

L1

N

C

L2

L2

Figure 4.40 Intermediate switching at each junction of a corridor
When wired in single-core cable (current colours) the circuit will look like this:
Neutral
cpc
Line

L1

L1

L2

L1

L1

L2

L2

C

C
L2

Figure 4.41 Full circuit in new cable colours
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Wiring with multi-core cable

Key term

In this section, multi-core refers to PVC/PVC flat cable with cpc:
●●

●●

with two cores and cpc (ref. 6242Y, often called ‘twin and
earth’), and
with three cores and cpc (ref. 6243Y).

Multi-core – having more than
one core

In the old colours, it would have been correct to use cable that
contained two red conductors (switch feed and switch wire) from
any switch location up to the luminaire. However, for ease, and
as shown in Figure 4.42, it was common practice for many to use
a cable containing red and black conductors, as this would be the
most available combination on site.
Neutral
Line

Neutral
Line

cpc

cpc
red sleeving
is used to
identify that the
cable is a line
conductor

brown sleeving
is used to
identify that the
cable is a line
conductor

Figure 4.42 Wiring with multi-core cables: old cable colours

The black conductor should be sleeved at both ends to indicate
that it is a ‘live’ conductor. Be aware that some electricians never
sleeved these conductors, so when removing a luminaire on an
existing older installation you may find luminaires that are
connected across two black conductors. One of these conductors
will be a switch wire and the other the neutral.
Neutral
Line
cpc
red sleeving
is used to
identify that the
cable is a line
conductor

brown sleeving
is used to
identify that the
cable is a line
conductor

Figure 4.43 Wiring with multi-core cables: new cable colours

Although ‘twin brown’ cable is available, the same problems can
exist on installations that use the current cable colours. On any
multi-core cable installation where any conductors other than
brown are used as a phase conductor, these should be fitted with
a brown sleeve at their terminations.
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Key term
Loop in method – a method
of wiring lighting circuits in
multi-core cable without
junction boxes. Three terminal
(3 plate) ceiling roses or batten
lampholders are employed. The
additional terminal is often
marked ‘Loop’. Any additional
points are ‘looped’ (connected)
into the previous lamp position
and so on to extend the circuit.
This saves returning to the
supply point each time a new
lighting position is required.

Key term
Pattress – the container for
the space behind electrical
fittings, such as power outlet
sockets and light switches

Using this type of cable instead of singles is slightly more
complicated because you are restricted as to where you plan your
runs. You can use a ‘loop in’ method with this type of
installation as there are no joint boxes installed and all
terminations are readily accessible at the switches and ceiling
roses.
In the joint box system, once popular in local council
installations, normally only one cable is run from the joint box to
each wiring outlet. Where such joint boxes are installed beneath
floors they should be made accessible via a screwed trap in the
floorboard directly above the joint box. All conductors should be
correctly colour identified.
All conductors must be contained within a non-combustible
enclosure at wiring outlets (the sheathing of the cable must be
taken into the wiring accessory). Throughout the lighting
installation a cpc must be installed and terminated at a suitable
earthing terminal in the accessory or box.
Where an earthing terminal hasn’t been provided in a PVC switch
pattress, the cpc may be terminated in a connector. Where the
sheathing is removed from a multi-core cable, the cpc must be
fitted with an insulating sleeve (green and yellow); this provides
equivalent insulation to that provided by the insulation of a single
core non-sheathed cable of appropriate size complying with
BS 6004 or BS 7211.
Two-way switching and the conversion circuit

Remember
In the current system blue =
neutral.

Installing two-way switching using PVC/PVC and cpc cable
requires the installation of a three-core and cpc between the two
switches.
You can also use this method when converting an existing
one-way switching arrangement into a two-way switching
arrangement.
In the old cable colours, the three coloured conductors were red,
yellow and blue. In the current cable colours, the three
conductors are coloured brown (L1), black (L2) and grey (L3).
To show both the two-way and conversion process, we will use
the example of a one-way circuit that has been installed using
only brown and blue cable, which now needs to be a two-way
circuit.
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Conversion of one-way switching to two-way switching
Neutral
Line
cpc

replace the existing
one-way switch with
a two-way switch

Step one: First replace the existing one-way switch with a two-way switch. You should then connect the new
two-way switch as shown above, noting that the supply has been taken to terminal L1, not the common terminal as
usual.
Note that in the diagram the light is off.
Neutral
Line
cpc
new two-way switching

Step two: Now install a three-core and cpc PVC/PVC flat cable between the existing switch location and the new
two-way switch location, then complete the circuit connections as shown above.
Again, the diagram shows that, with the switches in these positions, the light will be off.
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Intermediate switching
Figure 4.44 illustrates an intermediate lighting circuit using
multi-core cables.
Neutral
Line
cpc

L1

L1

L2

L1
C

C
L2

L1

two-way switch

L2

L2

intermediate switch

two-way switch

Figure 4.44 Intermediate switching

Three-plate ceiling rose system
CPC
Live
Neutral

Supply

Supply to next light

3-plate
ceiling
rose

Switch
drop

Flex and
pendant
lampholder
One-way
switch

Figure 4.45 Ceiling rose system
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Probably the most common domestic wiring system, the threeplate or ‘loop in’ system works by taking the PVC/PVC and cpc
cable from the supply to the first lighting point and then looping
the cable between this and every other lighting point on the
circuit.
The cables are terminated inside a three-plate (four terminal)
ceiling rose at each lighting point as shown. The four terminals are:
●●
●●
●●
●●

line in/out
neutral in/out
switch wire
cpc.

A two-core PVC/PVC flexible cable is then connected from a
pendant lampholder across the switch wire and neutral terminals
within the ceiling rose as shown.

Power (final) circuits
BS 7671 defines a final circuit as being ‘a circuit connected
directly to current-using equipment or to socket outlets/other
outlet points for the connection of such equipment’. BS 7671
then goes on to define current-using equipment as ‘something
which converts electrical energy into another form such as light,
heat or motive power’.
The list of circumstances that meet these criteria goes on forever.
This section will concentrate on the use of socket outlets and
fused-connection units and the installation of rings, radials and
spurs.

The ring final circuit

E
L

N

Distribution board

Figure 4.46 Ring final circuit
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The ring main was introduced just after the Second World War.
The need for electricity had to be matched against the low
amount of copper available, so the circuit design allowed a ring to
be created by simply linking two existing radial circuits together.
As shown in Figure 4.46, in the ring final circuit, the line, neutral
and cpc start from their respective terminals at the distribution
board and pass through the corresponding terminals of each
socket outlet before returning to the same terminals at the
distribution board, thus forming a ring where they are protected
by a 30 A or 32 A protective device.
Appendix 15 of BS 7671 sets out the options for the design of both
ring and radial circuits for domestic premises in accordance with
Regulation 433.1: using socket outlets and fused connection units.
Although an unlimited number of socket outlets can be installed,
the load current in any part of the circuit should be unlikely to
exceed, for long periods, the current carrying capacity of the cable
(Regulation 433.1.5).
This can generally be achieved by:
●●

●●

●●

●●

not supplying immersion heaters, electric space heaters or
similar from the ring
positioning the sockets so that the load is reasonably shared
around the ring
connecting cookers, ovens and hobs with a rated power greater
than 2 kW on their own, dedicated radial circuit
taking account of the floor area being served by the ring – as a
rule of thumb, a limit of 100 m2 has been adopted.

Here are the terms used in Figure 4.47:
●●

●●

●●

●●

A – a BS 1363 single or twin 13 A socket outlet. Each outlet of
twin or multiple sockets is regarded as one socket outlet.
B – a BS 1363 socket fed via an unfused spur. An unfused
spur should only feed one single or twin socket outlet. The
unfused spur may also be connected to the origin of the circuit
in the distribution board.
C – a fused connection unit (FCU) supplying fixed equipment.
The fuse in the FCU must not exceed 13 A.
D – A BS 1363 socket outlet fed via a fused connection unit.
The number of sockets supplied from the FCU depends on
the load characteristics, taking diversity into account.
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●●

E – A spur made using a junction box and FCU that is not
directly connected to the ring.
The FCU is connected to the ring via a junction box that must
have screw terminals and be accessible for inspection. The
number of sockets that may be installed depends on the load,
taking diversity into account.
2.5 mm2

A

Distribution
Board

2.5 mm2

B

A

2.5 mm2

C
F
U
S
E

2.5 mm2

D

E

2.5 mm2
2.5 mm2

F
U
S
E

F
U
S
E

1.5 mm2
1.5 mm2

Fixed equipment

Figure 4.47 Ring final circuit

The conductor sizes shown in Figure 4.47 relate to the live
conductors only within flat ‘twin and earth’ cable. A reduced
circuit protective conductor size is permitted (for example,
2.5 mm2 live conductors with 1.5 mm2 cpc).
Wherever possible, cables should be fixed in such a position as
not to be covered by thermal insulation. Should a cable be
partially or completely covered by thermal insulation then
reference should be made to Regulation 523.7.
Where more than one ring main is installed in the same premises,
it is good practice to reasonably share the load over the ring main
J7299
Electrical
Installations
circuits so that the assessed load is balanced. Care must
also
be Book 1 RP
aw_467045_002
taken to ensure that the requirements of Regulations 411.3.3 AW
andby HL Sudios
522.6.6 to 522.6.8 have been met in terms of additional
protection by an RCD.
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Radial circuits
In this type of circuit, the line, neutral and cpc start at the
distribution board connected via an appropriate overcurrent
protective device, then pass through the respective terminals of
each socket outlet in the circuit and finish at the last outlet.
There are two types of radial circuit: one protected by a 20 A
overcurrent protective device and the other by a 30 A/32 A
overcurrent protective device, as shown in Figure 4.48.
20 A overcurrent
protective device

Distribution
Board

2.5 mm2

30 A or 32 A
overcurrent
protective device

4.0 mm2
A

2.5 mm2

4.0 mm2

2.5 mm2

4.0 mm2

2.5 mm2

2.5 mm2

F
U
S
E

1.5 mm2

B

C

Figure 4.48 Radial circuits with overcurrent protective device

Here are the terms used in Figure 4.48.
●●

●●

●●

●●

A – a BS 1363 single or twin 13 A socket outlet. Each outlet of
twin or multiple sockets is regarded as one socket outlet.
B – a BS 1363 socket fed via an unfused spur. An unfused
spur should only feed one single or twin socket outlet and only
2.5 mm2 cable should be used. The unfused spur may also be
connected to the origin of the circuit in the distribution board
C – a BS 1363 socket outlet fed via a fused connection unit.
The number of sockets supplied from the FCU depends on
the load, taking diversity into account.
● – a junction box. Junction boxes with screw terminals must
be accessible for inspection, testing and maintenance.
J7299
Alternatively, use maintenance-free terminals/connections
Electrical Installations Book 1 RP
aw_467045_003
(Regulation 526.3).
AW by HL Sudios
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The conductor sizes shown relate to the live conductors only
within flat ‘twin and earth’ cable. However, reduced circuit
protective conductor size is permitted (for example, 4.0 mm2 live
with 1.5 mm2 cpc). Where the radial circuit is protected by a
20 A overcurrent protective device, the floor area being served is
generally limited to 50 m2. Where the radial circuit is protected
by a 30/32 A overcurrent protective device, the floor area being
served by the ring is generally limited to 75 m2.
You must take care to make sure that the requirements of
Regulations 411.3.3 and 522.6.6 to 522.6.8 have been met in
terms of additional protection by an RCD.
Wherever possible, cables should be fixed in such a position as
not to be covered by thermal insulation. If a cable is partially or
completely covered by thermal insulation, reference should be
made to Regulation 523.7.

Distribution systems (sub-mains)
Different people define ‘sub-mains’ in different ways. Here is one
example, which we will use for this book.
Working life
Imagine you are working on a large house with a separate outbuilding that is
intended for use as a garage and small workshop. The Distribution Network Operator
(DNO) generally provides the supply to a building, so you can assume that they have
provided the supply to this house. You can call this the main supply intake position,
and you connect the main eight-way distribution board to it.
As one of the electricians on site, you are required to install a PVC/SWA/PVC cable
from this distribution board to the garage/workshop, where you must terminate the
cable in a smaller four-way distribution board. This cable and smaller distribution
board could be termed a sub-main.

This example relates to a house, but the principle holds true for
any size or type of building. If you accept that a sub-main is the
distribution of electricity from a main intake position to a smaller
sub-division of an installation, the range of installation
possibilities is huge.
Generally, for commercial and industrial situations, you could
expect to see PVC/SWA/PVC cable or XLPE/SWA/PVC cable,
MI cable or busbar trunking being used. Depending on the
installation, you could also see tray plate or basket systems being
used to support such cabling.
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Emergency management systems (standby power
supplies)
A new section within BS 7671 – Chapter 56 – covers general
requirements for the selection and erection of supply systems for
safety services (such as emergency lighting, fire detection and
alarm systems) and essential medical and industrial systems (such
as air traffic control).
An electrical safety service supply is classed as either being:
●●
●●

non-automatic – its operation is started by an operator
automatic – its operation is automatic and independent of an
operator.

Automatic systems are then classified according to their
changeover time, such as:
●●

●●

●●

●●

no break – automatic supply with continuous supply within
specified conditions
very short break – automatic supply available within
0.15 seconds
short break – automatic supply available between 0.15 and
0.5 seconds
medium break – automatic supply available between 5 and
15 seconds.
Traditionally there have been two sources:
batteries (normally for fire alarms and
emergency lighting) and diesel generators for
essential services). A third technology (rotary
systems) provides an ‘overlap’ between them.

Figure 4.49 A diesel generator

However, with the need for cleaner emissions,
some manufacturers now make use of fuel cell
technology. Whereas conventional generators
use internal combustion engines to rotate an
alternator, fuel cells generate power by
producing electrons directly, with few moving
parts. As a result, they have the potential to be
very efficient and reliable. Moreover, fuel cells
are comparatively quiet.
A fuel cell converts the chemicals hydrogen and oxygen into
water and in the process produces electricity. This makes them
ideal for indoor use (for example, in an IT facility, or where a
diesel generator is difficult or impossible to install.
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You should also be aware of some important terminology, such as
auxiliary supplies, back-up supplies, standby supplies, emergency
supplies and uninterruptible power supplies (UPS). Hospital
facilities provide a good example of these.
If a mains failure occurs, hospital operations are typically
protected by standby generators within the hospital grounds.
These will provide power to allow essential services to continue as
normal. During a mains failure, fire alarms and emergency
lighting need to keep operating too, in both essential and
non-essential areas, and this could be provided by a central
battery system. This would be considered an auxiliary supply (or
back-up, standby or emergency supply).

UPS
A UPS maintains a continuous supply to connected equipment
by supplying power from a separate source (such as batteries). It
is different from an auxiliary power supply or standby generator,
as these don’t provide instant protection from a momentary
power interruption. Integrated systems that have both UPS and
standby generators are often referred to as emergency power
systems.
You may also see some official systems within the hospital having
UPS protection, where there is an issue over quality of supply, or
the need to ensure power while a generator starts. Here the UPS
battery pack should be sized to allow the powering up of on-site
generators and/or sufficient time to allow any medical procedure
to be safely finished.
There are two main types of UPS: off line and on line.
●●

●●

An off-line UPS remains idle until a power failure occurs, and
then switches to its own power source, almost instantaneously.
An on-line UPS (sometimes called double conversion)
continuously powers the protected load from its reserves
(usually lead-acid batteries), while at the same time refilling
the reserves from the main supply. It also provides protection
against power fluctuations and for this reason is used with IT
equipment where a ‘steady’ supply is required.

Rotary systems
Bearing in mind the slight lag between loss of supply and the
standby supply kicking in, some installations use a secondary
rotary system in conjunction with the diesel generator.
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The rotary system uses the inertia of a continuously spinning
flywheel to provide short-term provision (for example, 120 kW
for 20 seconds) in the event of power loss. The flywheel can also
act as a buffer against power fluctuations, as these are not really
capable of affecting the speed of the flywheel.
However, as a rotary system is only capable of providing reserve
power for a few seconds, it is traditionally used in conjunction
with standby diesel generators, providing back-up power only for
the brief period of time the engine needs to start running.
Regulation 560.6 requires electrical sources for safety services ‘to
be installed as fixed equipment in such a manner that they cannot
be affected by a failure of the normal supply’. They must be
placed in a suitable, well-ventilated location to allow exhaust gas
to escape, and must only be accessible to skilled or instructed
persons.
With a central battery system, there is no upper limit of the
supply capacity. However, Regulation 560.6.10 requires battery
design to have a declared life of 10 years.
Regulation 560.7 also requires that circuits of safety services
must:
●●
●●
●●

●●

be independent of other circuits
not pass through zones exposed to risk of explosion
not pass through zones exposed to fire risk unless they are fire
resistant (last resort)
not be installed in shafts unless for a rescue service lift.

Regulation 560.7.10 also requires that a drawing showing the
electrical safety service provision must be provided and displayed
at the origin of the installation, giving the exact location of all
connected equipment, circuit designation and switching
arrangements.
Progress check
1

Describe briefly how a one-way lighting circuit could be converted to
allow two switching positions.

2

How may additional socket outlets be added to a ring circuit?

3

To ensure the supply to essential equipment is maintained without loss
what system should be employed?
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Security systems (emergency lighting, fire alarm
and security systems)

Emergency lighting
Emergency lighting is lighting required in an emergency because
the main power supply has failed. Even if the failure is due to
nothing more than a power cut, a lack of light could become
dangerous for people in a building, either because of physical
danger or through people panicking. Emergency lighting should
operate fully automatically, affording a level of light that allows
people to evacuate a building safely.
Emergency lighting should be planned, installed and maintained
to the highest standards of reliability and integrity, so that it will
operate satisfactorily when called on. It must be installed in
accordance with the British Standard Specification BS 5266:
Part 1: 1999 – Code of Practice for Emergency Lighting, which
includes in its scope residential hotels, clubs, hospitals, nursing
homes, schools and colleges, licensed premises, offices, museums,
shops and multi-storey dwellings.
Emergency lighting is not required in private homes because the
people living there know their surroundings. However, in public
buildings, people are in unfamiliar surroundings and in an
emergency they will need a well-illuminated and easily identified
exit route.

Remember
Text-only signs are not
acceptable and should have
been replaced with ‘running
man’ signs from December
1998.

The Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations also
have a bearing on emergency lighting, stating: ‘Automatic
emergency lighting, powered by an independent source, should
be provided where sudden loss of light would create a risk.’
Emergency lighting terminology
For the purposes of the European Standard EN 1838, emergency
lighting is regarded as a general term. There are actually several
types.
●●

●●

●●

Emergency escape lighting: provided to enable safe exit in
the event of failure of the normal supply.
Standby lighting: provided to enable normal activities to
continue in the event of failure of the normal mains supply.
Escape route lighting: provided to enable safe exit for
occupants by providing appropriate visual conditions and
direction‑finding on escape routes and in special areas/
locations, and to ensure that firefighting and safety equipment
can be readily located and used.
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●●

●●

Open area (or anti-panic area) lighting: provided to
reduce the likelihood of panic and to enable safe movement of
occupants towards escape routes by providing appropriate
visual conditions and direction finding.
High-risk task area lighting: provided to ensure the safety
of people involved in a potentially dangerous process or
situation and to enable proper shut-down procedures to be
carried out for the safety of other occupants of the premises.

Lighting types
Emergency lighting comes in two main formats: individual,
self‑contained systems with their own emergency battery power
source, and centralised battery back-up systems. Within these
formats, there are then three types available: maintained,
non-maintained and sustained.
Maintained
The same lamp is used by both the mains and the emergency
back-up system, so it operates continuously. The lamp is supplied
by an alternative supply when the mains supply fails.
The advantage of this system is that the lamp is continuously lit,
so you can see whether a lamp needs replacing. The disadvantage
is that, although the lamp is lit, you do not know whether it is
being powered by the mains supply or by the batteries. It is
common to find a buzzer and indicator lamp that show which
supply is being used.
Emergency lighting should be of the maintained type in areas in
which the normal lighting can be dimmed, such as theatres or
cinemas, or where alcohol is served.
Non-maintained
The emergency lighting lamp only operates when the normal
mains lighting fails. Failure of the mains supply connects the
emergency lamps to the battery supply.
The disadvantage of this system is that a broken lamp will not be
detected until it needs to operate. It is common to find an
emergency-lighting test switch available that disconnects the
mains supply for test purposes.
Sustained
An additional lamp housed in the mains luminaire is used only
when the mains fails.
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The duration of the emergency lighting is normally three hours in
places of entertainment and for sleeping risk, or where evacuation
is not immediate. However one hour’s duration may be
acceptable in some premises if evacuation is immediate and
reoccupation is delayed until the system has recharged.
You may also come across the types of system and emergency
duration abbreviated as:
●●
●●

●●

M3 (a maintained system of emergency, duration three hours)
NM2 (a non-maintained system of emergency, duration two
hours)
S1 (a sustained system of emergency, duration one hour).

Siting of luminaires
BS 5266 and IS 3217 provide detailed guidance on where
luminaires should be installed and what minimum levels of
illuminance should be achieved on escape routes and in open
areas. It also specifies what minimum period of duration should
be achieved after failure of the normal mains lighting.
Local and national statutory authorities, using legislative powers,
usually require escape lighting. Escape‑lighting schemes should
be planned so that identifiable features and obstructions are
visible in the lower levels of illumination that will occur during an
emergency.
Current UK regulations require the provision of a horizontal
illuminance at floor level on the centre line of a defined escape
route, of not less than 0.2 lux (similar to the brightness of a full
moon). In addition, for escape routes of up to 2 m wide, 50 per
cent of the route width should be lit to a minimum of 0.1 lux.
Wider escape routes can be treated as a number of 2 m-wide
bands.
Emergency escape lighting should:
●●

●●

●●

indicate the escape routes clearly, allowing for changes of
direction or level
provide illumination along escape routes to allow safe
movement towards the final exits
ensure that fire alarm call points and firefighting equipment
can be readily located.

Standby lighting is required in, for example, hospital operating
theatres and in industry, where an operation or process, once
started, must continue even if the mains lighting fails.
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Additional emergency lighting should also be provided in:
●●
●●

●●
●●

●●

lift cars – potential for the public to be trapped
toilet facilities – particularly disabled toilets – and open tiled
areas over 8 m2
escalators – to enable users to get off them safely
motor, generator, control or plant rooms – these require
battery-supplied emergency lighting to help any maintenance
or operating personnel
covered car parks along the normal pedestrian routes.

BS 5266 requires 1 lux average over the floor area. The European
standard EN 1838 requires 0.5 lux minimum anywhere on the
floor level, excluding the shadowing effects of contents. The core
area excludes the 0.5 m to the perimeter of the area.
In accordance with The Building Regulations, emergency lighting
is required for areas larger than 60 m² or open areas with an
escape route passing through them.
High-risk task area lighting
BS 5266 requires that higher levels of emergency lighting are
provided in areas of particular risk, although no values are
defined.
The European standard EN 1838 says that the average horizontal
illuminance on the reference plane (not necessarily the floor)
should be as high as the task demands in areas of high risk. It
should not be less than 10 per cent of the normal illuminance, or
15 lux, whichever is the greater. It should be provided within 0.5
seconds and continue for as long as the hazard exists.
This can normally only be achieved by a tungsten or permanently
illuminated maintained fluorescent lamp source. The required
illuminance can often be achieved by careful location of
emergency luminaires at the hazard, and may not require
additional fittings.
Maintenance and testing
Essential servicing should be defined to ensure that the system
remains at full operational status. This would normally be
performed as part of the ICEL 1008 testing routine (see Table
4.06), but for consumable items, such as replacement lamps,
spares should be provided for immediate use.
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Daily

• Visually check all maintained lamps are operating and that all system healthy indicators on Central
Power Supply Systems are illuminated
• Check any recorded system fault is given urgent attention and record all corrective actions in a
logbook

Monthly

• Check all luminaries and other emergency lighting equipment are in a good condition, all lamps and
light controllers are clean, undamaged and not blackened
• Briefly test all emergency lighting equipment are in a good condition, by simulating a failure of the
normal lighting supply. The test should not exceed a quarter of the equipment rated duration. Check
that all equipment functions correctly
• Once the mains supply is restored, check all supply healthy indicators are illuminated again

Six monthly

• Carry out inspection and testing as described in the monthly test schedule, but conduct a test of the
equipment for one-third of its rated duration

Annually

• Conduct a full system test with a competent service engineer, including a full rated test of the system
• Comply the installation and system with the requirements of BS 5266 and document this

Table 4.06 Maintenance and testing requirements

Fire alarm systems
A correctly installed fire alarm system installation is of paramount
importance: life could be lost and property damaged as a result of
carelessly or incorrectly connected fire detection and alarm
equipment.
The subject is detailed, so this section just gives an overview of
requirements.
BS 5839 Part 1 classifies fire alarm systems – better
described as fire detection and alarm systems – into
three general types:
●●

●●

●●

Type M: manual ‘break-glass’ contacts operated by
occupants operate sounders for protection of life; no
automatic detection
Type L: automatic detection systems for the
protection of life
Type P: automatic detection systems for the
protection of property.

Figure 4.50 Firefighters at work

It is essential that the installation of fire alarm systems is carried
out in compliance with the requirements of BS 5839 Part 1,
BS 7671 and manufacturers’ instructions, but remember: local
government can enforce even stricter requirements in the interests
of public safety.
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Remember
Fire alarm systems can be
designed and installed for either
property protection (Type P) or
life protection (Types L and M).

BS 5839 and BS 7671 (528.1) state that fire alarm circuits must
be segregated from other circuits and, in order to comply with
BS 7671, a dedicated circuit must be installed to supply mains
power to the fire alarm control panel.
Property protection
A satisfactory fire alarm system for the protection of property will:
●●
●●
●●

automatically detect a fire at an early stage
indicate its location, and
raise an effective alarm in time to summon firefighting forces
(both the resident staff and the fire service).

The general attendance time of the fire service should be less than
10 minutes. Therefore an automatic direct link to the fire service
is a normal part of such a system.
Protection for property has two classifications:
●●

●●

P1 – all areas of the building must be covered with detectors
with the exception of lavatories, water closets and voids less
than 800 mm in height, such that spread of fire cannot take
place in them prior to detection by detectors outside the void
P2 – only defined areas of high risk are covered by detectors; a
fire-resisting construction should separate unprotected areas.

Life protection
A satisfactory fire‑alarm system for the protection of life can be
relied upon to sound a fire alarm in sufficient time to enable the
occupants to escape. Life protection is generally classed as
follows:
●●

M – the most basic and minimum requirement for life
protection. It relies on manual operation of call points and
requires people to activate the system.

Such a system can be enhanced to provide greater cover by
integrating any, or a combination, of the following:
●●
●●

L1 – same as P1 (see above)
L2 – only provides detection in specified areas where a fire
could lead to a high risk to life, such as sleeping areas, kitchens
and day accommodation, and places where the occupants are
especially vulnerable owing to age or illness or are unfamiliar
with the building. An L2 system always includes L3 coverage.
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●●

L3 – protection of escape routes, so the following areas should
be included:
●●
corridors, passageways and circulation areas
●●
all rooms opening onto escape routes
●●
stairwells
●●
landing ceilings
●●
the top of vertical risers, such as lift shafts
●●
at each level within 1.5 m of access to lift shafts or other
vertical risers.

Types of fire alarm system
All fire alarm systems operate on the same general principle: if a
detector detects smoke or heat, or if a person operates a breakglass contact, the alarm will sound. You will look at the devices
that may be incorporated into a fire alarm system later. Most fire
alarm systems belong to one of three categories: conventional,
addressable, radio addressable and analogue.
Conventional
In this type of system, a number of devices (break-glass contacts/
detectors) are wired as a radial circuit from the control panel to
form a zone (for example, one floor of a building). The control
panel will have lamps on the front to indicate each zone; if a
device operates, the relevant zone lamp will light up on the
control panel. However, the actual device that has operated will
not be indicated.
Identifying accurately where the fire has started will depend on
having a number of zones and knowing where in the building
each zone is. Conventional systems are therefore normally found
in smaller buildings or where a cheap, simple system is required.
Addressable
The basic principle here is the same as for a conventional system,
the difference being that, by using modern technology, the
control panel can identify exactly which device initiated the
alarm. These systems have their detection circuits wired as loops,
with each device having an ‘address’ built in. This allows the fire
services to get to the source of a fire more quickly.
Radio addressable
These systems are the same as addressable systems, but have the
advantage of being wireless, which can reduce installation time.
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Analogue
Sometimes known as intelligent systems, analogue systems
incorporate more features than either conventional or addressable
systems. The detectors may include their own mini-computer,
which evaluates the environment around the detector and lets the
control panel know whether there is a fire, a change in
circumstance likely to lead to a fire, a fault, or even if the detector
head needs cleaning. These systems are useful in preventing the
occurrence of false alarms.

Fire prevention systems
One recent innovation has been the introduction of the fire
reduction system. This type of system is still under development,
but works by reducing levels of one of the main components in
the fire triangle – oxygen – seeking to create a ‘fire free’ area.
Although not without problems, these systems could be
appropriate in critical areas such as historical archives or
identified unmanned areas, such as chemical storage.
Zones
To ensure a fast and unambiguous identification of the source of
fire, the protected area should be divided into zones. Although
less essential in analogue addressable systems, here are some
broad guidelines.
●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

If the floor area of each building is not greater than 300 m2, the
building only needs one zone, no matter how many floors it
has. This covers most domestic installations.
The total floor area for one zone should not exceed 2000 m2.
The search distance should not exceed 30 m. This means the
distance that has to be travelled by a searcher inside a zone to
determine visually the position of a fire should not be more
than 30 m. The use of remote indicator lamps outside doors
may reduce the number of zones required.
Where stairwells or similar structures extend beyond one floor
but are in one fire compartment, the stairwell should be a
separate zone.
If the zone covers more than one fire compartment, the zone
boundaries should follow compartment boundaries.
If the building is split into several occupancies, no zone should
be split between two occupancies.
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System devices
The control panel
This is the heart of any system, as it monitors
the detection devices and their wiring for faults
and operation. If a device operates, the panel
operates the sounders as well as any other
related equipment and gives an indication of
the area in which the alarm originated.
Break‑glass contacts (manual call points)
The break-glass call point is a device to enable
personnel to raise the alarm in the event of a
Figure 4.51 Control panel
fire, by simply breaking a fragile glass cover
(housed in a thin plastic membrane to protect the operative from
injury sustained by broken or splintered glass). A sturdy thumb
pressure is all that is required to rupture the glass and activate the
alarm. Break-glass contacts are now available in wireless format.
Here is some guidance on the correct siting and positioning of
break‑glass call points.
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

They should be located on exit routes and, in particular, on
the floor landings of staircases and at all exits to the open air.
They should be located so that no person need travel more
than 30 m from any position within the premises to raise the
alarm.
Generally, call points should be fixed at a height of 1.4 m
above the floor, at easily accessible, well-illuminated and
conspicuous positions, free from obstruction.
The method of operation of all manual call points in an
installation should be identical, unless there is a special reason
for differentiation.
Manual and automatic devices may be installed on the same
system, although it may be advisable to install the manual call
points on separate zones for speed of identification.

Figure 4.52 Break-glass fire
point

Automatic detectors
When choosing the type of detector to be used in a particular
area, it is important to remember that the detector has to
discriminate between fire and the normal environment existing
within the building: for example, fumes from fork-lift trucks in
warehouses or steam from kitchens and bathrooms.
There are several automatic detectors available.
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Heat detectors (fixed‑temperature type)
The fixed temperature heat detector is a simple device designed
to activate the alarm circuit once a predetermined temperature is
reached. Usually a choice of two operational temperatures is
available: either 60°C or 90°C. This type of detector is suitable
for monitoring boiler rooms or kitchens where fluctuations in
ambient temperature are commonplace.

Key term
Thermistor – an electronic
device whose resistance changes
quickly in response to changes
in temperature

Heat detector (rate of rise type)
This type of detector responds to rapid rises of temperature. It
samples the temperature difference between two heat-sensitive
thermocouples or thermistors mounted in a single housing.
Smoke detectors
Smoke detectors may be either of the ionisation or the optical
type.
The ionisation detector is very sensitive to smoke with fine
particles, such as that from burning paper or spirit, whereas the
optical detector is sensitive to optically dense smoke with large
particles, such as that from burning plastics.

Figure 4.53 Smoke detector

The optical smoke detector, sometimes known as the
photoelectric smoke detector, operates by means of the ‘light
scattering’ principle. A pulsed infrared light is targeted at a photo
receiver, but separated by an angled non-reflective baffle
positioned across the inner chamber. When smoke and
combustion particles enter the chamber, light is scattered and
reflected onto the sensitive photo receiver, triggering the alarm.
Optical smoke detectors are ideal for detecting visually smoky
fires, which are likely to be slow, smouldering fires.
Detector heads for fire alarm systems should only be fitted after
all trades have completed work, as their work could create dust,
which impairs the detector operation. Strict rules exist about the
location of smoke detectors. Smoke detectors are not normally
installed in kitchens, as burning foods like toast could activate the
alarm.
Manufacturers are also now starting to produce ‘all in one’
sensors that are capable of detecting the products of combustion,
such as heat, smoke and carbon monoxide.
Alarm sounders
These are normally either a bell or an electronic sounder, which
must be audible throughout the building in order to alert and
evacuate the occupants of the building.
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Here is some guidance for the correct use of alarm sounders.
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

A minimum level of either 65 dBA, or 5 dBA above any
background noise likely to persist for a period longer that 30
seconds, should be produced by the sounders at any
occupiable point in the building.
If the alarm system is to be used in premises such as hotels or
boarding houses where it must wake sleeping people, the
sound level should be a minimum of 75 dBA at the bedhead.
All audible warning devices used in the same system should
have a similar sound.
It may be preferable to have a large number of quieter
sounders rather than a few very loud sounders. At least one
sounder will be needed for each fire compartment.
The level of sound should not be so high as to cause
permanent damage to hearing.

Figure 4.54 Alarm bell

Wiring systems for fire alarms
BS 5839 Part 1 recommends eleven types of cable that may be
used where prolonged operation of the system in a fire is not
required. However, only two types of cable may be used where
prolonged operation in a fire is required.
It is obvious that the cabling for sounders (and any other device
intended to operate once a fire has been detected) must be
fireproof. However, detection wiring can be treated differently, as
such wiring is only necessary to detect the fire and subsequently
sound the alarm.
In reality, fire-resistant cabling tends to be used throughout a fire
alarm installation for both detection and alarm wiring. As an
example, MICC cable used throughout the system is considered
by many as the most appropriate form of wiring, but there are
alternatives, such as Firetuf or FP 400.
Whatever the cable type and the circuit arrangements of the
system, all wiring must be installed in accordance with BS 7671.
Where possible, cables should be routed through areas of low fire
risk; where there is risk of mechanical damage, they should be
protected accordingly.
Because of the importance of the fire alarm system, it is wise to
leave the wiring of the system until most of the constructional
work has been completed. This will help prevent accidental
damage occurring to the cables. Similarly, keep the control panel
and activation devices in their packing cartons, and only remove
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them when building work has been completed in the area where
they are to be mounted.
Standby back-up for fire alarm systems
The standby supply, which is usually a battery, must be capable
of powering the system in full normal operation for at least
24 hours; at the end of that time, they must still have sufficient
capacity to sound the alarm sounders in all zones for a further
30 minutes.
Table 4.07 shows the typical maintenance checks for a fire alarm
system recommended by BS 5839 Part 1.
Daily inspection

Annual test

• Check that the control panel indicates normal operation
• Report any fault indicators or sounders not operating to
the designated responsible person

• Repeat the quarterly test
• Check all call points and detectors for correct operation
• Enter details of test in logbook

Weekly test

Every two to three years

• Check panel key operation and reset button
• Test fire alarm from a call point (different one each
week) and check sounders
• Reset fire-alarm panel
• Check all call points and detectors for obstruction
• Enter details of test in logbook

• Clean smoke detectors using specialist equipment
• Enter details of maintenance in logbook

Quarterly test

Every five years

• Check all logbook entries and make sure any remedial
actions have been carried out
• Examine battery and battery connections
• Operate a call point and detector in each zone
• Check that all sounders are operating
• Check that all functions of the control panel are
operating by simulating a fault
• Check sounders operate on battery only
• Enter details of test in logbook

• Replace battery (see manufacturer’s information)

Table 4.07 Typical maintenance checks for a fire alarm system
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Progress check
1

Explain the difference between:
a) emergency escape lighting
b) escape route lighting.

2

Identify the following classifications of emergency lighting systems:
• M3
• NM2
• S1

3

Identify the following BS 5839 Part 1 fire alarm systems:
• Type M
• Type P

4

Explain the difference between ionisation and optical type smoke
detectors.

5

Identify the minimum sounder levels for fire alarm systems set in BS 5839
Part I.

Closed circuit television (CCTV) and camera
systems
There are many different types of CCTV systems in use today,
ranging from those suitable for domestic properties through to
sophisticated multi-camera/multi-screen monitoring for large
commercial and industrial premises. Here you will look at the
component parts that make up a typical system.
Wireless CCTV
These systems do not require cabling back to a monitor or video
recorder; they have an in-built transmitter that transmits the
image seen back to these pieces of equipment. Typically they can
transmit 100 m outdoors and 30 m indoors. They do, however,
still require a power supply (usually 9–12 V d.c.), which is usually
obtained via a small power supply connected to the mains. These
systems are useful where it is difficult to install video cable back
to the monitor or video recorder, but they can suffer from
interference problems.
Wired CCTV
These systems do require cabling back to the monitor or video
recorder, but can be positioned many hundreds of metres away
from them. Usually the same cable will provide power and the
video signal back to the recording device, so all the power supplies
for many cameras can be located at one central control point.
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Cameras
There are many different types of camera available, ranging from
very cheap (less than £100) to those costing many thousands of
pounds. There are two common types: CMOS and CCD. The
CMOS type is the cheapest, but the images produced are not very
clear or sharp. The CCD camera, on the other hand, produces
very clear and sharp images from which people are easily
identifiable.
Most cameras are installed outside, so virtually all cameras
available are weatherproof; if they are not, they will need to be
fitted into a weatherproof housing. Nearly all cameras have the
lens integrated into the camera and are sealed to prevent moisture
getting in, so they do not need a heater built in to keep the lens
dry. As the lens is sealed into the camera, it cannot be adjusted,
so only one field of view is possible.

Figure 4.55 Indoor
monochrome camera

Colour and monochrome types of camera are both available.
Colour cameras can only transmit colour if the light level is high,
so usually they will not transmit colour images at night.
Monochrome cameras, on the other hand, can incorporate
infrared (IR) sensitivity, allowing for clearer images where
discreet IR illumination is available.
Light levels
Light levels available where the camera is to be used are an
important consideration. When choosing a suitable camera for a
particular environment, it is best to select one that is specified at
approximately 10 times the minimum light level for the
environment. One that is specified at the same level of light will
not produce the clear images needed, because the camera will not
have enough light to ‘see’.
Monitoring and recording
Most CCTV systems use several cameras, each relaying images
back to a central control where they are either viewed or
recorded. There are three methods for recording or viewing these
images: a video switcher, a quad processor or a multiplexer.
Switcher
A CCTV switcher is a device that allows the operator to switch
between cameras one at a time. The image can be either viewed
or recorded onto a video recorder, but only one image can be
accessed at a time.

Figure 4.56 CCTV switcher
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Quad processor
This device enables four camera images to be viewed on one
screen at the same time, or one image or all four to be recorded
at the same time. However, the quality of the image when
recording all four is not as good.
Multiplexer
This device allows simultaneous recording of multiple full-sized
images onto one VCR, or can allow more than one camera image
to be displayed at the same time without losing picture quality.
For recording purposes, a slower-moving tape can record the
images for long periods of time. The time lapse can be set for
either 24, 240 or 960 hours of recording on standard tapes.
Increasingly, images are recorded digitally onto DVD on a
multiplexer (above), which allows faster retrieval of information
as well as allowing higher-quality image reproduction without the
degradation that is experienced with tape.

Other systems
PC‑based systems
By adding a video-capture card and surveillance software to a PC,
a powerful digital system can be created. Some of the advantages
are:
●●
●●

●●

less manpower to monitor system
management can review security remotely to review trends and
risks
security status of the property can be checked remotely, via a
linked cellphone.

Motion detectors
The camera and recording facilities are only activated when
movement is detected within the camera’s range. Typically this is
activated by the use of passive infrared sensors (PIRs) similar to
those used on security lighting and alarm systems.

Intruder alarm systems
Alarm systems are increasingly seen as standard equipment in a
house or office, as they act as a deterrent to some intruders.
People feel more secure when they have an alarm installed, and in
most cases it will reduce their insurance premiums.
Figure 4.57 Motion detector
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There are two ways to protect a property: perimeter protection
and space detection. Perimeter protection detects a potential
intruder before they gain entry to the premises, whereas space
detection only detects when the intruder is already on
the premises. Sometimes both types are used together for extra
security.
In this section, you will look at some of the component parts of
an alarm system and some of the detection devices available, and
what they do.
Proximity switch
A proximity switch is a two-part device: one part is a magnet and
the other contains a reed switch. The two parts are fixed side by
side (usually less than 6 mm apart) on a door or window. When
the door or window is opened, the reed switch opens (because the
magnet no longer holds it closed) and activates the alarm panel.
The switch can be surface-mounted or can be recessed into the
door or window frame. This device is generally used for perimeter
protection as it is detecting an attempt to enter. However, many
systems will use these devices on internal doors as well as external
entry points.
Inertia switch
An inertia switch detects the vibration created when a door or
window is forced open. This sends a signal to the alarm panel and
activates the sounder. The sensitivity of these devices can be
adjusted, and they are used for perimeter protection. These need
a 12 V d.c. supply to operate.
Passive infrared
Passive infrared devices are used to protect large areas of space
and are only activated when the intruder has already gained entry.
The device monitors infrared, which detects the movement of
body heat across its viewing range; this in turn sends a signal to
the panel and activates the sounder. These can be adjusted for
range and, by fitting different lenses, the angle of detection can
also be adjusted. They need a 12 V d.c. supply to operate.
Ultrasonic devices
Ultrasonic devices send out sound waves. They receive back the
same waves when no one is in the building; however, when an
intruder enters the detection range, the sound waves change
(because of deflection) and trigger the alarm panel.
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These devices also require a 12 V d.c. supply for operation. They
are used for space detection systems and commonly found in car
alarm systems.
Microwave detectors
A microwave detector emits microwaves from a transmitter and
detects any reflected microwaves or reduction in beam intensity
using a receiver. The transmitter and receiver are usually
combined inside a single housing for indoor applications, and
separate housings for outdoor applications.
To reduce false alarms, this type of detector is usually combined
with a passive infrared detector.
Photoelectric beams
Photoelectric beam systems detect the presence of an intruder by
transmitting visible or infrared light beams across an area, where
these beams may be obstructed. To improve the detection surface
area, the beams are often employed in stacks of two or more.
The technology can be an effective long-range detection system,
if installed in stacks of three or more where the transmitters and
receivers are staggered to create a fence-like barrier. Systems are
available for both internal and external applications typically to
the sides of windows.
To prevent an intruder using a secondary light source to ‘fool’ the
detector, most systems send and detect a modulated light source.
Fibre-optic detectors
Fibre-optic detectors work a bit like a pressure switch: pressure
applied on the cable will cause it to distort, changing the route of
the light, which is then detected and used to trigger the alarm.
Control panels
Control panels are the ‘brains’ of the system to which all the parts
of the system are connected. They used to be key-operated but
nowadays they virtually all use a digital keypad, either on the
panel itself or mounted remotely elsewhere in the building, for
switching the system on or off.
The panels can all be programmed so that entry and exit route
zone delays can be adjusted, new codes selected for switching on/
off, automatic telephone diallers set to ring any phone selected,
and so on.
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Control panels have a mains supply installed that is reduced (via
a transformer) to 12 V d.c. for operation of all the component
parts that need it, and a rechargeable battery back-up is provided
in case of mains failure.
Audible and visual warning devices
When an alarm condition occurs, a means of attracting attention
is needed, either audibly or visually or sometimes both. The most
common audible sounder is the electronic horn, which will sound
for 20 minutes (the maximum allowed by law) before being
switched off by the panel automatically. The panel then re-arms
itself and monitors the system again.
To help identify which alarm has sounded (especially when there
are several in the same area), a visual warning is usually fitted to
the sounder box (the red lens), which activates at the same time.
This is a xenon light (strobe light), which can be obtained in a
variety of colours. This light usually remains on after the alarm
has automatically been reset to warn the occupant that an alarm
condition has occurred. It is only reset when the occupant resets
the control panel itself.

Water heating systems
It can be argued that there are only two main methods of heating
water:
●●

●●

storage, where you heat a large amount of water and store it in
a tank ready for use
instantaneous, where you only heat the water you need, when
you need it.

outlet
80 mm
lagging
jacket

thermostats
short element
(day-time
top-up)
long element
(night store)
inlet

Figure 4.58 Dual-element immersion
heater, hot water

With both of these types, it is important to ensure that the
exposed and extraneous conductive parts are adequately
bonded to earth: water and electricity do not mix together
well! It is also important to ensure that the cables selected
are of the correct size for full load current, since no
diversity is allowed for water heaters.
For storage, large tanks of stored water (typically 137+
litres) are heated using an immersion heater and then
controlled to be on or off via a timer switch or an on/off
switch. The temperature of the water is regulated by a
stem-type thermostat, incorporated within the housing of
the heating element. This type of heater is normally found
in domestic situations, although larger multiple immersion
heaters can be used in commercial/industrial situations.
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The heater in a domestic situation must be fed from its own fuse/
MCB (Miniature circuit breaker) in the consumer unit and have
a double-pole isolator fitted next to the storage tank. The final
connection to the heating element must be made with heatproof
flexible cable due to the high ambient temperatures where the
water tank is normally located.
This type of system can sometimes have two elements: one
element is controlled via a separate supply, which only operates at
night time (Economy 7 or white‑meter supply) when cheap
electricity is available, heating a full tank of water ready for use
the next day; the other is switched on as and when needed during
the day to boost the amount of hot water available.
There are many variations of water system available.
Here are some of the factors to consider:
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

how much hot water is needed and where
whether the water heating system needs to be part of
the central heating system
speed of hot water delivery
flow rate of water (for a shower, for example)
what space is available.

ball valve

vent
cold-water inlet

over ow

cold-water
cistern

hot-water
outlet

cold feed
to cylinder

Each system can be powered from the boiler/combiboiler, but electrically there are several options.
Cistern-type (storage)
Where larger volumes of hot water are needed (for
example, in a large guest house), a cistern-type water
heater (9 kW+) is used which is capable of supplying
enough hot water to several outlets at the same time.

thermostat

heating element

Figure 4.59 Cistern-type storage

Non-pressure (storage)
Non-pressure water heaters, which are typically rated
at less than 3 kW and contain less than 15 litres of
water, heat and then store water ready for use and are
usually situated directly over the sink. Typically they
can be seen in a small shop or hairdresser’s salon, but
are sometimes used in toilet blocks in offices or
factories.

Figure 4.60 Non-pressure water heater
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Instantaneous
hot-water
outlet
heat
selector

thermostat
heating
element

swivel outlet

cylinder

cold inlet
tap (part
of heater)

Figure 4.61 Instantaneous water heater

Instantaneous water heaters heat only the water that is
needed. This is done by controlling the rate of flow of
water through a small internal water tank, which has
heating elements inside it; the slower the flow of the
water, the hotter the water will become. The
temperature of the water can be continuously altered
or stabilised locally at whatever temperature is
selected.
This is exactly how an electric shower works, and
showers in excess of 10 kW are currently available.
The shower-type water heater must be supplied via its
own fuse/MCB in the consumer unit and have a
double-pole isolator located near the shower.

Electric heating
The type of electric heating available falls into two main
categories: direct-acting heaters and thermal storage devices.
Direct-acting heaters
Direct acting heaters are usually just switched on and off when
needed, although some of them can be thermostatically
controlled. They fall into two basic categories: radiant and
convection.
Radiant heaters

Radiant fires work on the simple principle of an element being
heated to high temperature and heat then radiating away from the
device. Radiant type heaters reflect heat and come in a variety of
shapes, sizes and constructions.
The ‘traditional’ electric fire

This has a heating element supported on insulated blocks, with a
highly polished reflective surface behind it; these range in size
from about 750 W to 3 kW.
Infrared heater

Figure 4.62 Infrared heater

This consists of an iconel™-sheathed element or a nickel-chrome
spiral element housed in a glass silica tube, which is mounted in
front of a highly polished surface. Sizes vary from about 500 W to
3 kW; the smaller versions are usually suitable for use in
bathrooms and may be incorporated with a bulb to form a
combined heating and lighting unit.
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Oil‑filled radiator

This consists of a pressed-steel casing in which heating
elements are housed; the whole unit is filled with oil. Oil
has a lower specific gravity than water, so heats up and
cools down more quickly. Surface temperature reaches
about 70°C, and power sizes range from about 500 W
to 3 kW.
Tubular heater

This is a low-temperature unit designed to supplement
the main heating in the building. It consists of a mild
steel or aluminium tube of about 50 mm diameter, in
which a heater element is mounted. The elements are
rated at 200 W to 260 W per metre length, and can range
in length from about 300 mm to 4.5 m. The surface
temperature is approximately 88°C.
Underfloor heating

Figure 4.63 Oil-filled radiator

This consists of heating elements embedded under the
floor that heat up the floor surface. The floor becomes a
large, low-temperature radiant heater. A room thermostat
controls the temperature within the room; the floor
temperature does not normally exceed 24°C.
For laminate flooring, a carbon-heating film roll has
heating elements rated at between 130 W/m2 and
160 W/m2. The roll is supplied in 1000 mm width and
standard lengths between 2 and 6 metres. Each heating
element is supplied with standard 5 m leads for
connection to the control unit.

Figure 4.64 Tubular heater

Convection heaters

When heated, air decreases in density. This makes the
surrounding air cooler and denser. This in turn makes
it heavier, so it falls beneath the hot air, forcing it
upwards. This is convection.
In a convection heater, the heating element heats the
air next to it. By convection, this sets up a constant
current of hot air that leaves the appliance through
vent holes and heats up the surrounding space.
Convection heaters consist of a heating element
housed inside a metal cabinet that is insulated both
thermally and electrically from the case, so that the

Figure 4.65 Convection heater
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Did you know?
Convection is the principle by
which a hot air balloon works.

heat produced warms the surrounding air inside the cabinet. Cool
air enters the bottom of the cabinet and warm air is passed out at
the top of the unit, at a temperature of between 80 and 90°C. A
thermostatic control is usually fitted to this type of heater.
Fan heaters

These operate in the same way as a convector heater, but use a
fan to force the warm air into the room. Fan heaters usually have
a two-speed fan incorporated into the casing and up to 3 kW of
heating elements.
Thermal storage devices
Electric storage heaters consist of several heating elements
mounted inside firebricks, which in turn are surrounded by
thermal insulation such as fibreglass, all housed inside a metal
cabinet. The firebricks are made from clay, olivine, chrome and
magnesite, which have very good heat retaining properties.
Connected to a special tariff meter in the property, the bricks are
heated up during ‘off peak’ hours (normally overnight, usually
Economy 7 tariff) and the heat is stored within the bricks. The
outlet vent is then opened the following day and allows the warm
air to escape and hence heat up the room.
Economy 7

Because of the costs and process of electricity generation, large
power stations need to run 24 hours a day and are therefore
producing electricity overnight when most of us have little need
for it.
To encourage overnight energy usage, particularly for storage
heating, the industry came up with the term Economy (meaning
cheap) and 7 (meaning available for 7 hours overnight) to offload
the energy that the industry had produced.
Economy 7 electricity works for 7 hours at night between 12–7am
and costs about 4p per unit compared with ‘on peak’ electricity
which is more expensive at around 10 to 15p per unit as of
June 2011, although it is possible these prices may go up or
down. However, for the generating companies it is also better to
sell it at this price than to have to keep constantly powering down
and refiring their generating plant.
From a user perspective, it requires the property to have either
one meter with two readings or two separate meters to record
usage against the ‘on peak’ and ‘off peak’ tariffs.
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Economy 7 can also be used to heat water, and run washing
machines and dishwashers using timers to make the most of
cheap rate electricity.

Environment and building management control
The previous pages looked at forms of electric heating that could
be argued to be task specific, in that, with the exception of
storage heaters, an electric heater is normally providing heat to an
individual rather than trying to heat a whole room.
This section will look at systems intended for the building rather
than the individual.
Central heating systems and controls
Before looking at the controls associated with them, perhaps it
would be wise to have a very brief overview of what domestic
central heating systems are available as installed by plumbing
contractors.
Pumped systems
The water is heated by the boiler and sent round the pipework by
means of a pump. The water is then directed to either the
radiators or the hot water cylinder by means of a motorised valve.
Gravity systems
In older properties, gravity circulation is used to heat the hot
water cylinder. This works on the convection theory mentioned
earlier, in that water will expand when heated, will weigh less
than cold water, will sink to the bottom of the system and
therefore cause the hot water to be pushed up.
The gravity system therefore doesn’t have a pump, but does need
larger pipework.
This system usually has a water tank in the loft to keep the system
topped up when water is lost by evaporation or leakage.
Sealed systems
This is a closed system and it common for the boiler to be a
combination type rather than connected individual components.
A pressure vessel handles expansion and contraction of the water
and there is a safety valve to relieve excess pressure instead of the
vent pipe found in gravity systems.
As these systems run at higher temperature than other systems,
radiators can be a little smaller.
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Hot water
When using a standard boiler, the hot water supply is heated by a
pipe which runs from the boiler, coils through the hot water
cylinder, and returns to the boiler. The water in the cylinder is
completely separate from that which goes through the boiler.
The temperature of the hot water is controlled by a cylinder
thermostat which switches the pump on and off or opens a
motorised valve.
In the case of a combination boiler, mains water is only heated on
demand when a tap is turned on, effectively acting like an
instantaneous electric water heater.
Heating controls
It is probably fair to say that it will be the controls involved in the
system that will make it easier to install, easy to use and generally
make it is as efficient as possible.
It is probably also fair to say that control systems are many and
varied, but that perhaps the most common controls are based
around a concept introduced about 30 years ago by Honeywell
and known as the ‘Sundial’ system. The two most common
variants being the ‘S’ and ‘Y’ plan systems, although the ‘C’ Plan
exists for gravity systems.
‘S’ Plan
The Sundial ‘S’ Plan uses two two-port valves (one for heating,
one for hot water) to provide independent temperature control of
heating and hot water circuits in fully pumped central heating
installations. Time control must be provided by a programmer.
In terms of its operation, on demand for heat from either
thermostat, the respective zone valve will be energised to open.
Just before the valve reaches its fully open position, the auxiliary
switch will be closed and switch on both pump and boiler.
When both thermostats are satisfied, the valves are closed and the
pump and boiler switched off.
Figure 4.66 shows a wiring diagram for such a system.
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Figure 4.66 Wiring diagram for an ‘S’ Plan temperature control system

‘Y’ Plan
The Sundial ‘Y’ Plan uses one 3-port mid position valve (it
handles both hot water and heating) to provide independent
temperature control of both heating and hot water circuits in fully
pumped central heating installations. Time control must be
provided by a programmer.
Hot water only requirement

On demand for heat from the cylinder thermostat, the valve
remains open to DHW only and the pump and boiler are
switched on.
Heating only requirement

On demand for heat from the room thermostat, the valve motor is
energised so that the CH port only is opened and the pump and
boiler are switched on.
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Heating and hot water requirement

When both thermostats demand heat, the valve plug is positioned
to allow both ports to be open and the pump and boiler switched
on. When neither thermostat is demanding heat, the pump and
boiler are off. The valve remains in the last position of operation
whilst the time control is in the “on” position.
Figure 4.67 shows a wiring diagram for such a system.
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Figure 4.67 Wiring diagram for a ‘Y’ Plan temperature control system

Heating, ventilating and air conditioning
Although domestic central heating is installed by plumbers, at a
commercial and industrial level this tends to become the work of
the HVAC contractor.
Some of the technology is similar to that of the plumber, but on a
larger scale. For example, in terms of heating, buildings may use
boilers and radiators. However, whereas in domestic installations
the boiler may be wall mounted as part of the kitchen units,
a hospital or university may have a dedicated building to house
the boiler.
One system particular to HVAC is the forced air system, which
sends heated air through duct work. During warm weather the
same duct work can be used for air conditioning and the air can
also be filtered or put through air cleaners.
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Intelligent (smart) buildings
With developments in technology you can now set up a building
to better and more efficiently meet your needs and monitor and
adjust its performance against those needs.
The concept of the intelligent building (or, as it is often referred
to, the Building Management System) is to get the individual
systems in a building – whether it be lighting, audio, heating or
ventilation – to ‘talk’ to each other. For example, if no one is in a
room, a PIR detects this, informs the system and the system then
switches off the lighting and heating for that room.
Effectively this happens by linking all the systems to a controller,
which is basically a purpose-built computer with input and output
capabilities. These controllers come in a range of sizes and
capabilities to control devices commonly found in buildings, and
to control sub-networks of controllers.
The inputs allow the controller to read temperature, humidity,
pressure, current flow, air flow, occupancy and other information.
Once analysed, the outputs then allow the controller to send
control signals out to the various parts of the system to make any
adjustments necessary.
Controlling a building in this way can have an effect on climate
change, especially when combined with good building design. For
example, natural daylight can make people happier, healthier and
more productive, as well as reducing the energy bill.
For offices, the number one complaint is that the workplace is too
hot, with a close second being that it’s too cold! Staff tend to
compensate by adding fans, space heaters etc. A well thought-out
building design and building management system that is talking
to the HVAC system could easily prevent this.
Progress check
1

Describe briefly the difference between passive infrared and ultrasonic
detectors used in security systems.

2

Explain briefly how an electric storage heater works.

3

What is the significant difference between a ‘S’ Plan and a ‘Y’ Plan central
heating control system?
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K5. Understand procedures for
selecting and using tools, equipment
and fixings for wiring systems,
enclosures and equipment
At one time or another, you have probably started on something
and then been frustrated at not having the right tool for the job:
‘If I only had...’. Used properly and safely, good‑quality tools let
you work faster and more efficiently, so you need to look after
them.
These days in the electrical trade you use materials that can last
for more than 50 years – as long as the system is well designed,
complies with appropriate safety regulations and is properly
installed.
As part of an installation team, you could find yourself having to
do jobs usually done by other trades, such as building and
brickwork. To be a good electrician, you will need to get to grips
with a number of different skills and learn how to use a wide
range of tools.
It is not possible to list all the tools you might come across, so
this section only describes the most common ones.

Hand tools, power tools and adhesives
Figure 4.68 Electricians’ pliers

There is a wide range of tools that you may use during your work
as an electrician. Some of the most common are covered below.

Pliers
The main difference between electricians’ pliers and any other
sort of pliers is that, for obvious reasons, they have insulated
handles. They have flat serrated jaws for gripping and bending,
and oval serrated jaws for gripping pipes and cylindrical objects.
Figure 4.69 Side cutters

Long-nosed pliers also exist for working with smaller materials or
in confined spaces and there are round-nosed pliers to form loops
in conductors for fitting to post-type terminals.

Cutters and strippers
Cutters are designed to cut hard materials, such as wires and
conductors.
Figure 4.70 Insulation stripper

Insulation strippers allow you to place a cable or flex into the jaws
of the insulation stripper, using the calibrated markings to
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measure the amount of insulation to be removed. Simply close
the handles with one hand while holding the cable in position
with the other, and the insulation is removed.

Screwdrivers
The three main types of screwdriver tip are shown here, but there
are other types for specialised jobs.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.71 (a) Flared slotted for general use (b) parallel slotted (head same size as shaft) (c) cross-head (Phillips,
Pozidriv®) gives better purchase

Hammers
Hammers are used to do three main jobs:
●●
●●
●●

to drive a fixing (such as a nail)
to provide impact on another tool (such as a cold chisel)
to alter the shape of a workpiece (for example, to bend a piece
of metal).

It is important to use the right hammer for the job, and to make
sure that the shaft (handle) is firmly fitted into the head.
Steel hammers are one-piece, so there is usually no problem.
However, with wooden handles, which have wedges to tighten the
shaft in the eye, always check that the wedges are not loose or
missing and that the shaft is tight.
Here are the three types of hammer you’re most likely to use.

Ball-pein
A ball-pein hammer has a rounded end or ball –
used to shape metal and rivets. It can weigh up to
2 kg. Heavier ones are used with punches, cold
chisels, and so on.

Figure 4.72 Ball-pein hammer
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Figure 4.73 Cross-pein hammer
Safety tip
When prising out nails, place a
piece of hardboard between the
work surface and the claw
hammer to protect the work.

Figure 4.74 Claw hammer

Cross-pein
Cross-pein hammers are often used by carpenters. The tapered
end (pein) is used to start small nails held in the fingers. A crosspein hammer can weigh up to ½ kg.

Claw hammer
A claw hammer is a general purpose hammer. The claw
end is used to lever out nails.

Saws
Electricians are most likely to use hacksaws, tenon saws
and flooring saws in their work.

Hacksaw
Figure 4.75 Hacksaw

A hacksaw is used for basic metal cutting, such as
cutting tubes or sheets to length or size, or making thin
cuts to help shape the metal. It consists of a frame,
handle and blade. The blade is held in the handle, and
tightened by a wing nut. In small, ‘junior’ hacksaws,
the saw frame itself gives the tension and there is no
wing nut.

Tenon saw

Figure 4.76 Tenon saw

A tenon saw is used mostly for cutting and making
joints in timber. The metal strip along the top gives
rigidity to the blade. To start a cut, angle the saw so
that it cuts into an edge of the wood, then lower the
angle for a straighter cut.
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Flooring saw
The flooring saw is used for cutting the tongues of tongue
and groove floorboards so they can be lifted. The saw has
a curved blade that will slot into the gap between the
boards.

Drills
A drill makes a hole when the cutting edge at its tip is
rotated with pressure applied. Drill bits must be chosen to
match the hole size, the material being drilled and the tool
used to rotate it. There are various manual and power
tools for holding and turning drill bits.

Figure 4.77 Flooring saw

Hand drill
This works by rotating the handle on the wheel. A larger
version – the breast drill – has a support at the end of the
handle that allows you to apply pressure using your body
weight.

Power drills

Figure 4.78 Hand drill

The two most common are the hand-held electric/battery
drill and the pillar/bench-mounted electric drill. Both need
to be handled carefully and safely to avoid accidents.

Spanners
These are used for tightening nuts, bolts and setscrews.
Spanners are usually made for one size of nut, marked on
the spanner. (One exception is BSF spanners, which are
designed to fit a nut one size larger than marked.)

Figure 4.79 Hand-held electric drill

Double-ended spanners usually fit two different sizes. The
head of a ring or box spanner may be square, hexagonal (with six
points) or bi-hexagonal (with 12 points). These spanners grip all
sides of the nut, reducing the possibility of damaging it. However,
they have to be placed over the nut and so cannot be used when
you cannot get to the end of its bolt or rod.
Box spanners, which are cylindrical, can be used on deeply
recessed nuts that are out of reach of normal spanners.
The jaws of open-ended spanners close on four sides of a
hexagonal nut (or three sides of a square one), giving easier
access to nuts on a long bolt or rod, but providing a less
secure grip.
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Figure 4.80 Adjustable spanner

Figure 4.81 Footprint wrench

Adjustable spanner
Adjustable spanners or wrenches allow you to change
the jaw opening to the size needed by adjusting the
screw wheel. They will fit a range of sizes of nut, but
do not give as good a grip as a spanner and can slip,
damaging the workpiece. Use them only when you do
not have the proper-sized spanner, or need to grip
something round.
Figure 4.82 Vice grip

Footprint wrench
This has serrated jaws that adjust to the size of the nut.

Vice grip
This is adjusted with a screw to a preset jaw width and
released by a clip. Sometimes called a ‘mole grip’, the
vice grip is good for holding work in progress securely.

Stillson wrench
Figure 4.83 Stillson wrench

This is similar to the footprint wrench, but is larger and
more powerful.

Files
Files have a rough face of hardened metal that is
pushed across the surface of a workpiece to remove
particles of material. They can be used to make an
object smoother or smaller, or to change its shape.

Figure 4.84 Files

Files are classified according to length, cut, grade and
shape. The main shapes are flat, square, half-round and
round. The main cuts are bastard (intermediate), fine
and medium. Files of this type must be used with a
firmly fitted handle.
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Surform files have a perforated blade (like a cheese grater) held in
a frame. They can be used on wood, plastic and mild steel, and
are good for removing material quickly without clogging.

Chisels
As with most tools, there is a wide range available, with many
used for special purposes.
Figures 4.85 and 4.86 show the most common ones.

Figure 4.85 Cold chisels

Figure 4.86 Wood chisel

Crimping tools
Many electrical cables are terminated using metal lugs.
These can be fixed to conductors by crimping, where
part of the lug slides over the conductor and is squeezed
tightly onto the conductor using a crimping tool.
Crimping tools can be operated by hand or, for larger
conductor sizes, by hydraulics.

Adhesives

Figure 4.87 Crimping tool

You may think that an electrician will have no need for
adhesives. However, as an example, you may need to repair the
fabric of a building after a small electrical repair or modification.
There are many types of adhesive suited to different tasks. If you
are replacing timber, such as a skirting board or door frame, you
can use fast-grip wood adhesive instead of nails or screws.
Two-part epoxy resins or ‘super glues’ are also good for repairing
plastics.

Safety tip
Take great care when using
Super Glue® as it can bond skin
together in a matter of seconds.
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Measuring and marking tools
During the course of a normal working day, an
electrician will have to measure something, whether it
be to check that something is level or to measure
lengths and distances. Measuring tools range from a
simple rule to a laser-levelling device. Although
measuring tools are robust, you should handle them
with care to maintain their accuracy.
Figure 4.88 Steel ruler

Here are some of the most common ones.
Steel rulers are used for general measurement of
trunking, tray plate or enclosures.
Steel tape measures are used for longer
measurements, such as room sizes, trunking and
timber.
Spirit levels are used to check that an object is vertical
or horizontal; a bubble in a glass tube sits between two
lines to show when this is so.

Figure 4.89 Steel tape measure

Figure 4.90 Spirit level

Plumb bobs and chalk lines are used to find or check
verticals. A plumb bob is simply a weight on a piece of
cord; when the weight stops moving, the string is a true
vertical. With a chalk line, once it is straight, you snap
the string against the wall, to leave a vertical chalk
mark.
Laser levellers are the electronic equivalent of the
spirit level and can be controlled remotely. They can be
used to establish a set level around the perimeter of a
room or to establish a true vertical line. Take care
never to look directly at the laser light source.
Laser rangefinders are
normally hand-held
devices used for accurate
measurements over longer
distances, such as a
corridor.

Figure 4.91 Laser level

Figure 4.92 Laser rangefinder
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Fixing tools
There are many different types of fixing tool, some of which you
have already looked at. With the exception of the cartridge
hammer gun and cable stapler, all of the tools listed below are a
powered version of their hand-tool equivalent.
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Timber nail gun
Electric impact wrench
Cable stapler
Cartridge hammer gun
Cordless riveter
Cordless screwdriver

Safety awareness
Cartridge guns and compressed airlines are examples of
particularly dangerous tools and equipment and should never be
abused. You must be taught how to use them safely.

Fixings
The electrical industry uses a large variety of fixing and fastening
methods, and there can be confusion over terminology. This
section looks at the various types of fixings and fastenings and
where they are used.

Screws and bolts

Wood screws
These are usually used when fixing items to wood. In the
electrical field, they are more commonly employed in conjunction
with rawl plugs where fastenings to masonry are required. When
ordering wood screws, it is important to give the correct
description, including four key pieces of information:
●●
●●
●●
●●

size of screw
length of screw
type of head
type of metal finish used.

Size of screw
Wood screws are measured across the shank. This diameter is
equal all the way down the screw until the end, which tapers to a
point for ease of starting.
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The sizes or gauges of wood screws are given numbers, from
No. 2 (the smallest) to No. 24 (the largest). Wood screws are
available in all the intermediate sizes between 2 and 24, although
the even sizes (that is 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 etc.) are the most commonly
used.

gauge
of screw

clearance
hole

In the electrical field, sizes 6, 8 and 10 are usually used for cable
fixing and for mounting boxes and accessories. Larger sizes may
be needed when mounting distribution boards or panels.
Figure 4.93 shows the difference between a clearance hole and a
threaded hole. A clearance hole is designed to take the screw
without the screw gripping its sides, while the pilot hole is made
to give the thread of the screw a start. A pilot hole may be
necessary if the screw is going to be used in thick or particularly
hard wood. These holes are made either with a drill of the correct
size or with a bradawl.

pilot hole

Figure 4.93 Screwing two
materials together

Length of screw
The length of a screw is measured in sizes ranging from ½ inch to
6 inches. Although they are now produced in metric sizes, they
are generally still referred to by their old imperial size. You
should be familiar with both. You can get screws in 1/8 inch steps
for the smaller size screws, ¼ inch steps in the medium screw
range, and ½ inch steps for the larger screw lengths.
The most commonly used screw sizes in the electrical field are in
the ½ inch to 2½ inch range.
Type of head
A range of screw heads is available to suit different applications.
Table 4.08 shows the most common types.
Screw type

Usage

Countersunk (flat-head)

• For general woodwork, fitting miscellaneous hardware, spacer bar saddles, etc.
• Must be driven until the head is flush with the work surface or slightly below the surface

Countersunk (Pozidriv®
head)

•
•
•
•
•

Used with special screwdrivers that will not slip from the cross-slots
Can be carried into confined spaces on the end of the screwdriver
Twinfast type
For use in low-density chipboards, blockboard and softwood
Can be driven home in half the time of conventional screws

Table 4.08 Types of screw
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Screw type

Usage

Raised head

• Used to fix door-handle plates and decorative hardware
• Must be countersunk to the rim
• Usually nickel- or chrome plated

Round head

• Used to fix surface work, fittings, accessory boxes, etc. when countersunk screws are not
required

Dome head

• A concealed screw for fixing mirrors, bath panels and splash-backs
• Screw head is covered by a chrome cap that is either screwed into the end of the screw
or push-fitted onto it

Coach bolt

• Provides strong fixing in heavy construction and framework
• Turned into the wood with a spanner

Table 4.08 Types of screw (cont.)

Type of metal used

Safety tip

The two main materials used are steel and brass.

Take care when using brass
screws as the shaft of the screw
can snap if over-tightened.

Steel screws may be supplied with a bare finish or with a black,
enamel-like paint known as black japanned, which helps prevent
rust. They can also be cadmium coated for rust prevention. Brass
screws are either left bare or are chrome plated.
The choice of material may be dictated by strength requirement –
if a load-bearing capability is required, you must use steel screws.
The finish of screw is often just a matter of aesthetics.

Self-tapping hardened steel screws
Self-tapping screws are used primarily with sheet steel. A hole,
slightly smaller than the screw to be used, is drilled through the
steel. When the screw is driven into the steel, it will cut its own
thread and become fast. This is particularly useful when joining
two pieces of steel together.
Self‑tapping screws and their head type are ordered as for wood.
You will see them used in particular on cookers and heaters and
on steel boxes.

countersunk head
round head
raised head
pin head
mushroom head

Figure 4.94 Self-tapping screws
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clearance

Machine screw
Unlike a bolt, a machine screw is threaded along its whole length.
This avoids the need for long bolts when the parts to be joined
are very thick, but requires the hole in one of the parts to be
threaded, and the other hole to be a clearance hole.

threaded

Figure 4.95 Machine-screw
fixing

Machine-screw heads vary in shape depending on their
application. Some have a slot for a screwdriver, others a socket
for an Allen key. The heads may stand proud or may be sunk
below the surface for neater appearance.
The machine screws that are particularly favoured in the electrical
trade have in the past been the BA thread ranges. Metric conduit
boxes now use 4 mm screws, and socket outlet and switch covers
use 3.5 mm metric screws, which are also often found on panels
and equipment.

Stud, nut and washer
Nut
Washer
Stud

If a machine screw is frequently removed and replaced, the
threads can wear and strip. This is overcome by using a
stud, which is tightly fastened into a tapped hole in the
equipment and remains in this position whenever the nut is
removed.

Bolts
Tapped hole
in equipment

Figure 4.96 Stud, nut and washer

washer

clearance

nut

bolt

Figure 4.97 Bolt fixing showing
clearance

The bolt, in conjunction with a nut and washer, is used
widely in all branches of engineering. The bolt passes
through a clearance hole in the parts to be joined. The
clearance for general work is 1.5 mm, so for a 16 mm bolt
the hole would be drilled 17.5 mm.

Locking devices
Mechanical fastenings like bolts and studs are used so that parts
may be removed for overhaul or replacement, or to allow access
to other parts. When these fastenings are subject to vibrations,
such as on machines and engines, they tend to work loose – and
this could result in serious damage. Locking devices prevent this.
Table 4.09 shows some of the more common types.

threaded
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Spring washer

• Similar to a coil spring
• When the nut is tightened, the washer is compressed, and because the ends of the washer are
chisel edged they dig into the nut and the component, preventing the nut from turning loose
• Spring washers may have either a single or a double coil
• Depending on the condition, spring washers are only used once

Locknut

• The bottom nut is tightened with a spanner
• The top nut is then tightened, and friction in the threads and between the nut faces prevents
them from rotating
• Locknuts are always bevelled at the corners to ensure good setting of the faces

Split pin

• This can be used with ordinary nuts or castle nuts (see below)
• When used with ordinary nuts, ensure that the split pin is in contact with the nut when
tightened
• The split pin is opened out after insertion to prevent it falling out
• Split pins can only be used once.
• The bolt is left 2 to 3 threads longer for drilling.

Castle nut

• The castle nut has a cylindrical extension with grooves
• The nut is tightened, the stud is drilled opposite a groove, then the split pin is passed through
the nut, and the stud prevents the nut from turning
• The split pin is opened out after insertion to prevent it falling out
• Split pins can only be used once

Simmonds locknut

•
•
•
•

Serrated washer

• When the nut is tightened, the serration is flattened out, causing increased friction between
the faces, preventing rotation
• This type of washer can only be used once

Tab washer

• This is a more positive type of locking device
• When the nut is tightened, one tab is bent up onto the flat side of the nut and the other tab is
bent over the edge of the component
• Tab washers can only be used once – they tend to fracture when straightened out and re-bent

The Simmonds nut has a nylon insert
When the nut is screwed down, the threads on the end of the stud bite into the nylon
Friction keeps the nut tightened
This nut can only be used once

Table 4.09 Locking devices
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Fixing devices
Whenever it is necessary to fix a piece of apparatus to a wall,
ceiling or partition, a fixing device is required to ensure a good
hold without causing damage. The drill, screw and device should
all be of the correct size with respect to each other. The choice of
size will depend on the material from which the fixing surface is
made and on the weight to be supported.
You should make fixing holes with an appropriate drill: use a
plain drill bit for timber, but a tungsten carbide-tipped masonry
drill for brick/block work. Select a slow speed for drilling masonry
with an electric drill. Hammer or percussion drills are
recommended for concrete.

Light fixing devices
Light fixing devices are used for relatively light fixing jobs and for
partition walls and thin sheet materials. Table 4.10 shows the
more common ones.
Fibre plugs

• General purpose
• Size numbers match the screw numbers, so a number 12 screw should be used with a
number 12 plug
• Provide good holding power but may weaken with age
• Supplied by the hundred, either of the same size or mixed

Plastic plugs

• More popular than fibre plugs
• Should not be used when fixing a heating appliance, such as a storage radiator, as the heat
will cause the plastic to soften and the appliance could become insecure
• Come in strips of 10 or 20 in boxes of 100
• Colour-coded to denote size and usage, although colours can vary between manufacturers.

Plastic filler type plugs

•
•
•
•

Gravity toggles

• Only suitable for vertical surfaces
• Intended for use in hollow partition walls (plasterboard), partition thickness 10 mm minimum
• When inserted horizontally through the hole the long end falls to a vertical position

Use loose, powdery substance tamped into the hole
Some are mixed with water first
Holding strength is not equal to fibre or plastic
Have the advantage of fitting any hole size

Table 4.10 Light fixing devices
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Spring toggles

• Used with partition walls and ceilings (plasterboard)
• Wings are spring-activated and automatically open out when inserted vertically through the
hole

Rawl nuts

• Gives a secure fixing in thin, thick, solid or hollow material
• Vibration-proof and waterproof

Expansion toggles

• Designed to make permanent fixings in thin sheet materials such as plywood and hardwood

Self-drilling plastic plugs

• For light to medium weight use in plasterboard
• Drill a pilot hole first, then use a Pozidrive screwdriver to drive the plug home

Table 4.10 Light fixing devices (cont.)

Heavy fixing devices
These are used for heavier jobs such as fixing a large fuseboard or
securing a motor to a concrete plinth. Because of the dangers
associated with these heavier fixings, those shown in Table 4.11
should only be seen as a rough guide to different methods: you
should get more information before using them.
Rawlbolt

• Used for fixing materials to walls, floors, etc.
• Two types:
{{ bolt end protruding from the body onto which the washer and nut are placed
{{ bolt threaded separately

Self-drill anchor

•
•
•
•
•

Ragbolts

• Bolts with a fluted end for use in floors
• A hole is drilled in the ground larger than the bolt and the whole thing is cemented in
• It is then left to dry before fixing the piece of equipment

Expensive but faster to use
Self-drilling bolt, which is fastened in the chuck of the drill
The bolt is then removed and a tapered plug inserted
The bolt is then reinserted and, with the drill set to hammer, knocked into place
The end of the bolt is then snapped off, leaving an inserted shaft ready to accept a bolt

Table 4.11 Heavy fixing devices
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Other fixing devices
There are many types of fixing available. Your choice will depend
on both the application and the aesthetics. Here are some that
you may come across.
●●
●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Roundhead nail – used for general woodwork
Oval nail – used for general woodwork; prevents splitting of
timber, especially thin or heavily grained timber
Brad – used as floorboard fixing; difficult to remove
Galvanised clout nail – handy for fixing channelling over
cables before plastering
Panel pin – small pin for fastening hardboard or wood sheets;
used with buckle clips
Masonry nail – hard nail for use with plastic clips
(PVC‑sheathed cable)
Rivet – a device for joining together two or more pieces of
metal. They should be of the same material as the metal being
joined; if this is not possible the rivets should be of a softer
metal than the sheets being joined
Unistrut – most commercial installations use this as a fixing
method for supporting tray or trunking. It can also be used to
make frames for mounting distribution boards and switchgear.

The gripple hanger

Figure 4.98 Gripple supporting
cable tray

The gripple hanger is a system for supporting false ceilings, cable
basket or other similar loads. It uses a principle of mini-tirfor
jacks and can be easily tensioned into the correct position.
The hanger can be released using the small key provided.
Progress check
1

Identify four light fixing devices.

2

List typical hand tools an electrician may carry.
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K6. Understand practices and
procedures for installing wiring
systems, enclosures and equipment
Nearly all modern domestic wiring is recessed into the walls, as
this leaves a flat surface and a neater appearance. However, most
rewiring of houses involves buildings that are at least 25 years old.
Before 1956, wiring was usually installed in vulcanised rubber
insulation (VRI) with a tough rubber sheath (TRS) or a lead
sheath. This type of wiring is greatly affected by temperature
changes and eventually the rubber becomes brittle; any
interference with the cable usually results in the insulation
breaking off. Modern PVC cables have a far greater lifespan.
Sometimes this wiring was installed in slip-gauge conduit (lightduty conduit with an open seam). This type of conduit is not to
be used as an earth return under any circumstances.
Both of these types of systems are now due for rewiring.
This section covers some of the techniques required for the
installation and rewiring of an existing building, and the
regulations that apply for the protection of installed cables. Areas
covered include:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

rewiring an existing building
floorboards
cables run into walls
chasing
wiring in partition walls
ceiling fittings
protection of cables
protection against heat damage and spread of fire
cable support and bends.

Rewiring an existing domestic property
Cables run under floorboards
It is often necessary to lift floorboards to install new cables. With
some older buildings the boards are of the butt-type finish; lifting
these boards is comparatively easy. However, more modern
houses tend to have tongue and groove floorboards.

Remember
Most present-day domestic
properties have high-density
chipboard panels, which
interlock with each other. These
will require a different approach
should you be required to install
additional points in the future.
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Floorboards are normally fitted starting from one wall: board one
is placed in position, then board two is slotted onto board one,
then board three is slotted onto board two, and so on, until the
whole floor is covered. They are then nailed down.
1

2

3

Figure 4.99 Tongue and groove

Lifting the boards
Lifting the boards with minimum damage entails lifting the last
board laid and reversing the laying procedure. This is a
time-consuming operation, especially when only one or two
boards need to be lifted in the area you wish to work in. To lift a
middle board, the two tongues holding the board need to be
removed, ideally using a circular saw with a narrow blade or a
flooring saw. A chisel can be used after cutting to lift the joint.
removal of
floorboard
after tongue
broken

Figure 4.100 Lifting a middle floorboard
removal of
Before attempting to lift the floorboard,
floorboard punch down the nails so
after easily.
tongue Take great care not to
that you can lift the board more
gentle, constant
broken
damage or downward
cut any pressure
other service pipes,
such as water or central
heating pipes, while lifting the floorboards or chipboards.

Once the end of the board has been prised free, try to get the rest
up without excess damage by using a fulcrum and gentle
downward pressure.suitable fulcrum
gentle, constant
downward pressure

suitable fulcrum

Figure 4.101 Using a fulcrum to minimise damage

Sometimes you will need to cut a floorboard because it disappears
under the skirting board or a built-in wardrobe. You should cut
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where the board crosses a joist; this is usually where the board is
nailed. If you are unable to lift the floorboard enough to cut it,
cut the board at the side of the joist, using a pad saw.
floorboards should be cut
on or next
to a joist
floorboard

board (fillet) attached to joist to give
more support to
floorboard
being refitted

nails
joists

Figure 4.102 Refitting the floorboard

When refitting a board, all you need to do is screw a small piece
of wood or fillet to the side of the joist.

ards should be cut
on or next
to a joist

board (fillet) attached to joist to give
more support to
floorboard
being refitted

floorboard
nails
joists

Figure 4.103 Attaching a fillet

The removed board can then be laid on it and nailed or screwed
down as shown.

Cables run under floors or above ceilings
Regulation 522.6.100 states that a cable installed under a floor or
above a ceiling should be run in such a position that it is not
liable to be damaged by contact with the floor or the ceiling or
their fixings. A cable passing through a joist within a floor or
ceiling construction or through a ceiling support (for example,
under floorboards), must do one of the following:
●●

●●
●●
●●

be at least 50 mm measured vertically from the top/bottom as
appropriate, of the joist or batten
incorporate an earthed metallic armour or screen
be enclosed in earthed conduit/trunking
be mechanically protected against damage sufficient to prevent
penetration of the cable by nails, screws and the like.

Take care to ensure that any holes or notches do not weaken the
integrity of any load-bearing part of the structure.
Figure 4.104 demonstrates these requirements.
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Earthed conduit,
ducting, trunking or a
cable incorporating an
earthed metallic
covering

Floorboards

Hole in joist
Non-metallic
sheathed
cable

Ceiling
board
Minimum 50 mm to
top or bottom of
joist or batten

Suitable mechanical
protection to prevent
penetration by nails,
screws etc.

Figure 4.104 Dealing with cables under floorboards

Cables run into walls
When cables have been installed in a wall at a depth less than
50 mm from any surface (for example, to feed a lighting switch or
socket outlet), in accordance with Regulation 522.6.101 they
must do one of the following conditions:
●●
●●
●●

●●

incorporate an acceptable earthed metallic covering
be enclosed in acceptable earthed conduit, trunking or ducting
be mechanically protected to prevent penetration by nails or
screws
be installed in a zone as indicated in Figure 4.105. Note that a
zone formed on one side of a wall of less than 100 mm
thickness extends to the reverse side, but only if the location of
that accessory can be determined from the reverse side.
no protection
required

150 mm
wall

wall

accessory boxes
150 mm

protection required
unless depth
greater than 50 mm

Figure 4.105 Permitted cable routes in walls
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Regulation 522.6.102 also states that, where the finished
installation is not intended to be under the supervision of a skilled
or instructed person, cables that are not mechanically protected
and are installed in a designated zone and in accordance with
Regulation 522.6.101 must be provided with additional
protection in the form of a suitable RCD.
Regulation 522.6.103 then states that, if the finished installation
is not under the supervision of a skilled or instructed person,
irrespective of the depth of the cable from the surface of the wall
or partition, when that wall is constructed using metallic parts
other than nails and screws, cables must do one of the following:
●●
●●
●●

●●

incorporate an acceptable earthed metallic covering
be enclosed in acceptable earthed conduit, trunking or ducting
be mechanically protected to prevent penetration by nails or
screws
be provided with additional protection by means of an RCD.

Additionally, if the cable is installed at a depth of 50 mm or less
from the wall or partition surface, the requirements of Regulation
522.6.101 will also apply.

Chasing
Chasing is the name given to cutting slots into a wall for conduit
or cable. A chasing tool or a chasing tool attachment (available on
most electric drills) makes this job easy; all that is required is a
line on the wall as a guide to work to. Using a bolster chisel and
hammer takes longer, but does the same job.
The back boxes for wall-mounted flush fittings must be mounted
in a hole cut into the brickwork. The hole should be made slightly
bigger than the box to allow plaster or filler to be applied around
the edge and back of the hole, to make sure the box remains firm
in the wall. The box can then be fitted in and secured. The front
edge of the box must not protrude from the surface of the wall.
In new buildings, electrical wiring and back boxes are usually
fitted before the plasterers render the walls – a process known as
first fixing. Once all plastering and other decoration is complete,
the accessories are then normally fitted – known as second fixing.
Figure 4.106 shows a socket outlet fixed to an inner brick wall.
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Figure 4.106 Flush fitting fed through the wall via the floor

Wiring in partitions
Wiring must be done before any lining (surface) is fixed in
position. BS 7671 has the same requirements for partitions as for
cables in walls (see pages 340–42).

Figure 4.107 Dry lining box for
wiring in partitions

The back boxes for fitting must be securely fixed, preferably to
timber noggins in the structure of the partition. However,
dry-lining boxes can be used if the partition lining is of sufficient
strength and thickness.

Ceiling fittings
Boxes for ceiling outlets must be securely fixed to either a joist or
to a noggin between the joists as shown in Figure 4.108.

sheathed

Figure 4.108 Cables through joists

Protection of cables
You have seen how cables should be run through floor joists or
through walls. Regulation 522.6.1 states that precautions should
be taken to prevent abrasion of any cable. When cables pass
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through metalwork, this can be achieved using an insulated
grommet.
Where significant solar or ultraviolet radiation is experienced or
expected, select or install a wiring system suitable for the
conditions or provide adequate shielding. Special precautions
may need to be taken to avoid the effects of solar or ionising
radiation, such as from an X-ray set (Regulation 522.11.1
applies).

Insulated grommet or brass
bushes or bush and locknut

Figure 4.109 Using insulated
grommets

Protection against heat damage
To avoid the effects of heat from external sources, such as hot
water systems, equipment, manufacturing processes or solar gain,
one or more of the following should be used (Regulation 522.2.1
applies):
●●
●●
●●

●●

shielding
placing sufficiently far from the heat source
selecting a wiring system with regard for the additional
temperatures
local reinforcement or substitution of insulating materials.

Regulation 522.2.100 states that ‘parts of a cable within an
accessory, appliance or luminaire shall be suitable for the
temperatures likely to be encountered, as determined in
accordance with Regulation 522.1.1, or shall be provided with
additional insulation suitable for those temperatures’.

Protection against the spread of fire
You must first minimise the risk of fire spreading by selecting
appropriate materials and equipment. However, Regulation
527.2.1 states that ‘where a wiring system passes through
elements of building construction such as floors, walls, roofs,
ceilings, partitions or cavity barriers, the openings remaining after
passage of the wiring system shall be sealed according to the
degree of fire resistance (if any) prescribed for that element of the
building’s construction before penetration of the wiring system’.
Be aware that, during installation, temporary sealing
arrangements might also be necessary (Regulation 527.2.1.1).
Equally, any disturbances to sealing arrangements made during
alterations must be repaired as soon as possible (Regulation
527.2.1.2).
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Regulation 527.2.2 also states that, when a wiring system such as a
conduit, cable ducting or cable trunking, busbar or busbar trunking
penetrates elements of building construction having specific fire
resistance, it should be internally sealed so as to maintain the
degree of fire resistance of the respective element as well as being
externally sealed (to comply with Regulation 527.2.1).

Cable/enclosure supports and bends
When a conductor or cable is not continuously supported, it
should be supported by suitable means at appropriate intervals so
that it doesn’t suffer damage under its own weight (Regulation
522.8.4). Tables 4.12–4.16 show the support requirements and
bending radii for wiring systems and enclosures.
Maximum
length of
span (metres)

Minimum height of span above ground (metres)
At road
crossings

Positions
accessible to
vehicular
traffic, other
than crossings

Positions
inaccessible
to vehicular
traffic*

Cables sheathed with PVC or with an
oil-resisting and flame-retardant or HOFR
sheath, without intermediate support

3

5.8 for all
types

5.8 for all types

3.5

Cables sheathed with PVC or with an
oil-resisting and flame-retardant or HOFR
sheath in heavy-gauge steel conduit of
diameter not less than 20 mm and with no
joint in its span

3

5.8

5.8

3

PVC-covered overhead lines on insulators
without intermediate support

30

5.8

5.8

3.5

Bare overhead lines on insulators without
intermediate support

30

5.8

5.8

5.2

Cables sheathed with PVC or with an
oil-resisting and flame-retardant or HOFR
sheath without intermediate support

No limit

5.8

5.8

3.5

Aerial cables incorporating a catenary wire

As specified by
the
manufacturer

5.8

5.8

3.5

Bare or PVC-covered overhead lines on
insulators installed in accordance with the
overhead line regulations

No limit

5.8

5.8

5.2

Type of system

Table 4.12 Maximum length of span and minimum height above ground for overhead cables
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Overall
diameter of
cable*

Maximum clip spacing
Non-armoured PVC, XLPE or lead-sheathed
cable
Generally

Armoured cables

Mineral insulated
with copper or
aluminium sheath

In caravans

Horizontal
mm

Vertical
mm

Horizontal
mm

Vertical
mm

Horizontal
mm

Vertical
mm

Horizontal
mm

Vertical
mm

up to 9 mm

250

400

250

400

–

–

600

800

9 mm–15 mm

300

400

250

400

350

450

900

1200

15 mm–20 mm

350

450

250

400

400

550

1500

2000

20 mm–40 mm

400

550

250

400

450

600

–

–

* = For flat cables this is taken as the dimension of the major axis

Table 4.13 Spacing for supports for cables in accessible positions (Table 4A, On-site Guide)
Normal size of conduit
(mm)

Maximum distance between supports (metres)
Rigid metal

Rigid insulating

Pliable

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Not exceeding 16

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.3

0.5

Exceeding 16 but not
exceeding 25

1.75

2

1.5

1.75

0.4

0.6

Exceeding 25 but not
exceeding 40

2

2.25

1.75

2

0.6

0.8

Exceeding 40

2.25

2.5

2

2

0.8

1

Table 4.14 Spacing of supports for conduits
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Cross-sectional area of trunking (mm2)

Maximum distance between supports (m)
Metal

Insulating

Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal

Vertical

Exceeding 300 but not exceeding 700

0.75

1

0.5

0.5

Exceeding 700 but not exceeding 1500

1.25

1.5

0.5

0.5

Exceeding 1500 but not exceeding 2000

1.75

2

1.25

1.25

Exceeding 2000 but not exceeding 5000

3

3

1.5

2

Exceeding 5000

3

3

1.75

2

Table 4.15 Spacing of supports for trunking
Insulation

Finish

Overall
diameter*

Factor to be applied to
overall diameter to
determine minimum
internal radius of bend

XLPE, or PVC (with circular, or circular stranded
copper of aluminium conductors)

Non-armoured

Not exceeding
10 mm
Exceeding 10
mm but not
exceeding 25
mm
Exceeding 25
mm

3 (2) <>
4 (3) <>
6

Armoured

Any

6

XLPE, or PVC (with solid aluminium or shaped
copper conductors)

Armoured or
non-armoured

Any

8

Mineral (with copper sheath)

With or without
PVC covering

Any

6#

*

Denotes for flat cables that the diameter refers to the major axis

<>

Figures in brackets relate to single-core circular conductors of stranded construction installed in conduit, ducting or trucking

#	Mineral-insulated cables may be bent to a radius not less than three times the cable diameter over the copper sheath,
provided that the bend is not straightened and re-bent

Table 4.16 Minimum internal radii of bends in cable for fixed wiring
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Miscellaneous
Other factors that affect the choice of a wiring system and its
associated enclosures and equipment include:
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

ambient temperature – this affects the insulation properties
moisture – can the enclosures safely resist the ingress of
water? IP ratings to be checked
corrosive substances – chemicals can destroy insulation,
enclosures and equipment
UV rays – sunlight affects cable insulation
damage by animals – by chewing cables or the corrosive
effect of animal urine
mechanical stress and vibration – use flexible conduits and
helix loops at connections to motors to absorb vibration and
make sure the cable is adequately supported throughout its
length
aesthetic conditions – what looks right and appropriate for
the building and customer.

Key term
IP rating – International
Protection Rating classifies and
rates the degree of protection
provided against the intrusion of
solid objects, dust, accidental
contact and water in mechanical
casings with electrical enclosures

Remember that when you are installing cables, someone has to
repair the building fabric once the job is finished. When carrying
out electrical installations, you will have to work closely with
other trades to co-ordinate the process, ensuring satisfactory
completion of each stage and helping reduce damage to the
building’s structure and fabric.
Patching up afterwards will probably be the job of the main
contractor (builder). However, on smaller jobs you may have this
responsibility. The less damage is caused, the easier repairs are
likely to be.
The repair needed will depend on
the work done. In domestic
installations, you may only need to
use substances such as all-purpose
filler to repair damage around ceiling
outlets or switch boxes. However, in
a domestic rewire, you should also
think about flooring. Replace
floorboards with care, screwing them
back in place after you work to stop
them squeaking.
On larger sites, you may have to
think about replacing drop-in grid

Figure 4.110 Repairing a plastered wall
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Remember
The more care and attention
you take in restoring a work
area to its original condition, the
more likely you are to be
recommended for further work.

ceiling tiles or replacing fire barriers. Always clean up after
yourself and dispose of waste materials in the correct manner.

Installing PVC/PVC cables
PVC/PVC cables are fixed using plastic clips that incorporate a
masonry nail. The maximum spacing of clips for fixed wiring,
when installed directly on a surface, plus the minimum bending
radii were given in Tables 4.12–4.16.
Where PVC/PVC cables are installed on the surface, the cable
should be run directly into the electrical accessory, ensuring that
the outer sheathing of the cable is taken inside the accessory to a
minimum of 10 mm. If the cable is to be concealed, a flush box is
usually provided at each control or outlet position.

Figure 4.111 Cable clips

Installing and clipping PVC/PVC cable

Step 1 Fix the first clip using a
small cross-pein hammer.

Step 2 For a neat appearance,
press PVC cable flat against the
surface between the cable clips.

Step 3 Fit the end clip.

Step 4 Space other clips equally
between the first and end clip.

Step 5 When a PVC cable is to be
taken around a corner or changes
direction, form the bend using your
thumb and fingers, as shown.

Step 6 Fix the final clip after
insertion into the enclosure.
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Make sure that the bend does not cause damage to the cable or
conductors, and that you space the cable clips at appropriate
intervals. You can straighten the cable by running your thumb
over it before clipping; use the palm of your hand for bigger
cables.
Figure 4.112 shows what the finished product should look like.

Figure 4.112 Properly executed bend in a cable

Cable suspension and catenary systems
Generally when installing cables between buildings they are laid in
an excavated trench. However, cables can also be run between
buildings by suspending them from an exposed catenary wire. This
is seen in town centres every Christmas to support decorations.
In this context, a catenary wire is a length of steel wire fixed to the
structure of both buildings by anchor plates and then tightened
using a turnbuckle (sometimes referred to as a rigging screw)
whose centre section rotates against a thread to draw the wire in
and thus tension the wire. The cable is then fastened to the wire.
To prevent rain water entering the building, a drip loop is formed
at either end of the cable. Figure 4.113 shows one end of a
catenary wire connected to a higher point on the other building.

Did you know?
Catenary wires are used to
support lighting systems, most
commonly in public spaces such
as town squares or road
networks, where the cables are
supported between columns
instead of buildings. The
principle can also be found on
12 V decorative wire lighting
systems often found in kitchens
or public galleries.

catenary wire

drip loop
turnbuckle

Figure 4.113 Cable suspension with drip loop
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Cable runs
Cable runs should be planned to avoid cables having to cross one
another, as this would result in an unsightly and unprofessional
finish. When cables are to be installed in cement or plaster, they
need protection from damage, so you should cover them with a
metal or plastic channel or install them in oval PVC conduit.
When installing PVC cables, make sure that they are not allowed
to come into contact with:
●●
●●
●●

gas pipes
water pipes
any other non-earthed metalwork.

PVC/PVC-sheathed cables should not come into contact with
polystyrene insulation: a chemical reaction takes place between
the PVC sheath and the polystyrene, resulting in the migration of
polymers within the cable – a process known as ‘marring’.

PVC/SWA/PVC cable
You are likely to come across three main variations of this cable.
Two of them are PVC/ASA/PVC and PVC/AWA/PVC.
1. Solid aluminium conductor

4. Aluminium strip armour

4. Aluminium wire armouring
1. Stranded aluminium conductor

2. PVC insulation
3. Taped bedding

5. PVC oversheath

2. PVC insulation
3. Taped bedding

5. PVC oversheath

Figure 4.114 PVC/ASA/PVC four-core aluminium strip-armoured cable and PVC/AWA/PVC single-core sectoral cable

However, the most common version is PVC/SWA/PVC.
1. Shape stranded
copper conductor

4. Galvanised steel
wire armour

5. PVC oversheath

2. PVC insulation
3. Extruded bedding

Figure 4.115 PVC/SWA/PVC cable
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Installing PVC/SWA/PVC cable
Cables can be laid directly in the ground or in ducts, or fixed
directly onto walls using cable cleats and screws, plugs or other
appropriate fixing devices.
If several cables are to follow the same route, they are best
supported on cable trays or racks. On a cable tray, cable ties will
hold cables in place, as Figure 4.116 shows.

Figure 4.116 Cable tray and cleat

When several cables are installed in enclosed trenches, the current
ratings will be reduced due to their disposition. The correction
factors for cables run under these conditions are found in
BS 7671 Appendix 4.
Installation is relatively easy for smaller size cables, for bigger
sizes or multi-core cables, an installation team is needed.
Usually, one-hole nylon cable cleats are used. For bigger cables,
cleats made of die-cast aluminium are used. These are often
designed to slot into steel channels; once in place, the channels
can accommodate multiple runs of cable.
See page 342 for information on support spacing and bending
radii for this and other cables.

Figure 4.117 Cleats

PVC/GSWB/PVC cable
Installation techniques are virtually identical to SWA. The only
difference lies in the type of gland required when terminating the
cable.
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MICC cable
Mineral-insulated copper-clad (MICC) cables have good
fire-resisting properties: copper can withstand 1000°C and
magnesium 2800°C. The limiting factor of the whole cable
system is the seal; where a high working temperature is required,
special seals must be used.

Figure 4.118 MICC gland and seal
Did you know?
Many MI cables installed in the
1930s are still in operation
today.

Mineral-insulated (MI) cable is very robust and can be bent or
twisted within reasonable limits, so it is often used in emergency
lighting and fire-alarm systems. MI cables have a high currentcarrying capacity and are non-ageing.
The cable itself is completely waterproof, although where it is to
be run underground or in ducts, a PVC oversheath must be used.
Bare copper unsheathed MI cables do not emit smoke or toxic
gases in fires. The copper sheath can be used for earth continuity,
saving the need for a separate protective conductor.

Figure 4.119 Cable clips with
single nail

These cables come into their own in areas such as boiler houses,
where the ambient temperature can become high and there is
moisture present. They are ideal for buildings such as churches
and castles, where they can be dressed into tight and awkward
spaces, and will weather to blend aesthetically into timber and
stonework. Fixings are made either with one-hole clips or
two-hole saddles, and screws are usually round-headed brass.

Installing MICC cable
One of the advantages of MI cables is that they can be run on the
surface as well as under plaster. When they are run on the
surface, for a neat appearance they must run straight. Lines
should be run out before fixings are made and you should take
care not to twist the cable unnecessarily before installation.
Rollers can be used to straighten the cable.
Where a large number of cables are run together, you can use an
adjustable saddle, which will take many cables. Often MI cables
are run on cable tray. This provides easier fixing, a neat
appearance and cleanliness. It also means that many cables can
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Figure 4.120 Putting bent cable in roller; Closing roller; Running roller along cable

be run together. Where several cables leave or enter an enclosure
– for example, at a distribution board – the cable should be
distributed equally. If there are too many cables to fit into one
row, drill two staggered rows of holes.
For cables buried in plaster, plaster‑depth boxes are available.
With this type of box no gland is required, but the earth clamp
over the pot must be secured to give continuity. You can also get
earth-tailed pots, which have an earth conductor manufactured as
part of the pot, giving good earth continuity. If you are installing
this cable directly into a motor, make a loop in the cable to
prevent mechanical stress at the termination due to excessive
vibration.

FP 200 and 400 cable
Often used for fire alarms and fire detection systems, there are
various types of FP cable, including FP400, FP 200 Gold and FP
200 Flex. Some FP cables use stranded conductors and some
solid.
In this section you will only look at FP 200 Gold as it is the most
widely used.

FP 200 Gold
FP 200 Gold has solid copper conductors covered with a fireand damage-resistant insulation (Insudite). An electrostatic
screen is provided via a laminated aluminium tape screen bonded
to the sheath of the cable, in full contact with a tinned annealed
uninsulated cpc. The sheath is a robust thermoplastic low-smoke,
zero-halogen sheath, which is an excellent moisture barrier.
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screen
cpc

conductor
insulation
sheath

Figure 4.121 FP 200 construction

The cable is used in fixed installations, in dry or damp premises,
in walls, on boards, in channels or embedded in plaster for
situations in which prolonged operation is required in the event of
fire. It is primarily intended for use in fire‑alarm and
emergency‑lighting circuits and has a low voltage rating of
300/500 volts. The cable is easy to handle, does not require any
special tools and bends easily without the use of bending tools.
The sheath is available in red or white, although special colours
are available on request. Core colours are:
●●
●●
●●

two core: brown and blue
three core: brown, black and grey
four core: brown, black, grey and blue.

Installing FP 200 Gold
When the cable is required to maintain circuit integrity during a
fire, any clips or ties used to support the cable must also be able
to withstand the fire. Clips should be copper, steel or copper
coated; ties should be suitable for fixing a fire-rated cable.
Standard plastic or nylon clips or ties should not be used to fix
the cable. A new fixing system has now been introduced that uses
coated stainless steel clips and gas nailing technology.

Did you know?
Cable lacks mechanical strength
and can be damaged if the
bending radii are not observed.

Depending on the installation, standard nylon compression
glands can be used, though FP nylon or brass glands are
available. The cable should be dressed by hand to prevent
damage to the cable. The insulation strips easily from the
conductors, leaving them in a bright, clean condition, eliminating
the risk of any high-resistance terminations.
When bending this cable, the bending radius should not be less
than six times the diameter of the cable.

Conduit
Annealed mild-steel tubing, known as conduit, is widely used as a
commercial and industrial wiring system. PVC-insulated
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(non-sheathed) cables are run inside the steel tubing. Conduit
can be bent without splitting, breaking or kinking, provided the
correct methods are employed. Available with this system is an
extensive range of accessories to enable the installer to carry out
whole installations without terminating the conduit. It offers
excellent mechanical protection to the wiring and, in certain
conditions, may also provide the means of earth continuity.
The British Standard covering steel conduit and fittings is
BS 4568. The two types of commonly used steel conduit are
known as black enamel conduit, which is used indoors where
there is no likelihood of dampness, and galvanised conduit, which
is used in damp situations or outdoors.
In this section you will look at:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

screwed conduit
bending machines
types of bend
bending methods
conduit fixings
conduit fitting
running coupling
termination of conduit
use of non-inspection elbows and tees
wiring conduit
plastic conduit
miscellaneous points
conduit and cable capacities.

Screwed conduit
Screwed steel conduit can be either seam welded or solid drawn.
Solid drawn is stronger but much more expensive. At one time
solid-drawn conduit was the only conduit that could be used in
hazardous areas. More recently, because of manufacturing
improvements, seam-welded conduit can now also be used in
hazardous areas.
The thread used on steel conduit is not used on any other pipe,
so special conduit dies are required. Before 1970, conduit sizes
were imperial, and of course many of these conduits are still
around. Since 1970 metric sizes have been used, and where the
two must be joined together adapters may have to be used.
Adapters may have external imperial threads and internal metric
threads or vice versa.
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Bending
machines

A

B

E
D
Figure 4.122 Correctly
positioned bending machine

D
must be a
minimum
of 2 12 x D

Figure 4.124 Minimum-radius
allowed

B

Bending machines
used to be considered
an expensive item but
are available cheaply
C
these days. They give
consistent results every
time and require only a
small amount of
Figure 4.123 Bending machine with a piece of
practice.
conduit inserted, which prevents the swivel arm
from hanging downwards
To position the stand
as shown in Figures
4.122 and 4.123, swing the rear leg (E) to its maximum. Place
the safety pin (D) through the hole beneath where the pin hangs,
locking the rear leg in place. The machine should now be
standing with the swivel arm (A) hanging downwards. (B)
illustrates the conduit guide and (C) is the adjusting arm for the
conduit guide.

Types of bend
Avoid sharp bends. The minimum radius of steel conduit is laid
down in BS 7671 as two and a half times the outside diameter of
the conduit, as shown in Figure 4.124.

Rightangled
bend

This is used to go around a corner or change direction by 90˚. When bending,
measurements may be taken from the back, centre or front of the bend.
Allowance should be made for the depth of the fixing saddle bases.

Set

The set is used when surface levels change or when terminating into a box
entry. Sets should be parallel and square, not too long and not too short so
that the end cannot be threaded. Where there are numerous sets together all
sets must be of the same length.
The double set or saddle set is used when passing girders or obstacles as shown.

Kick

The kick is used when a conduit run changes direction by less than 90˚.

Bubble
set or
crank set

The bubble set or crank set is used when passing obstructions, especially
pipes or roof trusses etc. The centre of the obstruction should be central
to the set.

Set

Double set

Table 4.17 Types of bend
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Bending methods
This diagram shows the bend required to make a 90° bend from a
fixed point.

Make a 90° bend from a fixed point

Step 1 Mark the conduit as shown, 200 mm from the
fixed point. If the distance is given to the inside or
centre of the tube, simply add on either the diameter
or half the diameter respectively to give the back bend
measurement and follow the same procedure as for
outside measurement.

Step 2 Place the tube in the former, with the fixed
point to the rear. Position the tube so that a square
held against the tube at the fixed point touches and
forms a tangent to the leading edge of the former.

Step 3 Where the remaining length of tube from the
measured point is too long to down-bend and where it
is not convenient or possible to up-bend using the
method described, the problem can be overcome by
using the following method.

Step 4 Deduct three times the outside diameter of the
tube from the initial mark.
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Make a 90° bend from a fixed point (cont.)
Step 5 Place the tube in the former with a fixed point to the
front with the mark at 90° to the edge of the former. This will
give a 90° bend at the required distance from the fixed point to
the back of the bend as shown.
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Making double sets
This diagram shows the required double set.
50 mm

50 mm

50 mmsets
Double

50 mm

600 mm

600 mm

Step 1 To ensure re-entry of the bent tube into the
bending machine to complete the return set, a
determined angle of initial bend is required. Determine
the distance of the set at 50 mm and deduct this
distance from a 600 mm rule.

Step 2 The tube can be bent using the angled rule to
indicate the angle of the first set.

Step 3 Remove the tube from the bending machine
and mark the tube for the return set, making sure to
measure the height of the obstacle or accessory from
the inside of the tube.

Step 4 Reposition the tube in the machine, ensuring
that the mark on the tube forms a tangent to the edge
of the former. The final set can be made parallel with
the first.
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tangent line

mark

Making bubble sets

50 mm

Here is an example using a 50 mm tube.
150 mm

50 mm

Bubble sets

50 mm

150 mm

tangent line

mark

150 mm
50 mm
150 mm
tangent line
mark

Step 1 To obtain the correct angle for the first set,
multiply the external diameter of the obstacle by three.
Here, for 50 mm tube, 50 × 3 = 150 mm.
tangent line
150 mm

straight edge

Step 2 AStagger the legsB of a 600 mm folding rule
between the 150 mm and 600 mm marks on a
mark
secondtangent
rule. line

mark

B

straight edge

Second set
tangent line

mark

edge
Step 3 Havingstraight
marked
the centre of the set on the
tube, position the tube with the mark vertically above
A
B
a mark on the former, which is determined by bisecting
the angle of the rule when placed as shown.

B

Step 4 Place the conduit over the obstacle; measure
50 mm from the inside of the first set to a straight
edge and Bmark the tube at A and B as shown.
straight edge
A

straight edge

A

AB

A

B

Second set
A

B
B

Second set

Final set

A
straight edge

B
A

A

B

Second set

B

A

Second set
A

A

B

Step 5 Position the tube in the bending machine so
that the mark A forms a tangent to the edge of the
former. BendAdown until the top edge of the tube is
set B.
level and in lineSecond
with mark

Step 6 Reverse the tube in the former and position as
for mark A. Down-bend until the top edges of the tube
Final set
are in line.
B

A

A

Final set
B

A

Final set
B
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Conduit fixings
Conduits must be securely fixed in accordance with the following
distances between supports.
Nominal size of conduit

Maximum distance between supports
Rigid metal

Rigid insulating

Pliable

Horizontal
2m

Vertical
3m

Horizontal
4m

Vertical
5m

Horizontal
6m

Vertical
7m

Not exceeding 16

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.3

0.5

Exceeding 16 but not exceeding 25

1.75

2

1.5

1.75

0.4

0.6

Exceeding 25 but not exceeding 40

2

2.25

1.75

2

0.6

0.8

2.25

2.5

2

2

0.8

1

1m

Exceeding 40

Table 4.18 Conduit-fixing parameters

Methods of supporting conduit
Figure 4.125 shows some common methods of
supporting conduit.
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Strap saddle or half saddle – used for fixing
conduit to cable tray or steel framework.
Spacer bar saddle – used when fixing to an even
surface; it gives a clearance of 2 mm.
Distance saddle – used if the surface is uneven
and where brick on concrete can give rise to
heavy condensation.
Figure 4.125 Conduit fixings
Hospital saddle – used where it is necessary to
clean around the conduit fixing.
Multiple saddle strip – used to fasten multiple runs of conduit
together.
Girder clamp will fix conduit to girders and I-beams without
having to drill a hole in the girder.
Pipe hook or crampet – used when conduits are secured to a
wall or cast in concrete.
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Conduit fitting
Cutting and screwing conduit

Step 1 Conduit should be cut with a hacksaw. The cut
should be square and the full length of the blade
should be used taking steady strokes. Hold the conduit
in a pipe vice not a bench vice. The vice should be
secured but not so tight that it cuts into the pipe.

Step 3 When the thread is finished the stock and die
is removed and the inside of the conduit is cleaned and
reamed. This removes all burrs and sharp edges, which
would cut the cables (if not removed) when they are
installed. Reaming can be carried out with a reamer or
round file. The standard length of thread for a normal
joint is half a coupling length.

Step 2 Before threading, the conduit should be
chamfered with a file to help the die start. Screwing is
carried out using stocks and dies. Another part of the
stock and die is the guide, which ensures the screw cut
is square. Stocks and dies should be kept clean and any
lubricant or steel shavings should be removed after
cutting. The cut is made by placing the stock and die
on the conduit and then turning clockwise while
applying forward pressure; sometimes a great deal of
pressure may be required. Once the cut is started the
stock and die are removed so that a cutting agent can
be applied. Having applied the cutting agent the stock
is placed on the conduit again and the threading
begins. The stock and die is turned back every turn to
clean out the cuttings.

Step 4 All couplings, bushes and conduit boxes must
be fully tightened before installation. Where possible
couplings, bushes and boxes should be tightened while
the conduit is held firmly in a pipe vice.
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Running coupling
Sometimes two conduits must be joined
together and neither can be turned. This
may be due to one conduit coming through
a wall or ceiling or long runs combined with
bends making turning impossible. In these
cases a running coupling must be used.
Running couplings are made by having one
thread a normal half-coupling length and the
other thread the length of a coupling plus
locking ring.

conduit

coupling

locking ring

The coupling and locking ring are fixed on
the long thread side and the two conduits
are then butted together. The coupling is
then removed from the long thread to the
Figure 4.126 The running coupling
shorter thread and finally rests across the
two sides. After tightening, the coupling is locked. A locking ring
must be used because locknuts get caught on the ceiling in tight
situations.
Conduit coupling with the locking ring
Because the coupling is traversing two threads simultaneously,
the thread must be very clean and well cut. Reversing the dies
and running them over the thread can help this. This is
particularly important where the running coupling is in an
awkward position (as it often is).

Termination of conduit
There are several methods available for terminating conduit, three
of which are shown in Figures 4.127–129.

Figure 4.127 Terminating
conduit at a box using a conduit
coupling and brass male brush

Figure 4.128 Terminating
conduit at a box using locknuts
and brass female brush

Figure 4.129 Flanged coupling
washer and brass male method for
use with PVC box
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Figure 4.130 Fitting the brush

  Figure 4.131 Tightening the brush

Use of non-inspection elbows and tees
solid elbow

one right-angled
bend

500 mm
max 10 m
max

tee or elbow
beside inspection

switchgear

Figure 4.132 Non-inspection elbows and tees

The main consideration here is that damage to
the cables does not occur during installation.
Non-inspection elbows are only used adjacent
to an outlet box or inspection-type fitting. One
solid elbow may be used if positioned less than
500 mm from an accessible outlet, in a conduit
run of less than 10 m that has other bends that
are not more than the equivalent of one right
angle.

Wiring conduit

Remember
If the cables are allowed to
spiral off the reels they will
become twisted and this would
cause damage to the insulation.

Cables must not be drawn into a conduit system until the system
is complete. When drawing in cables, you must first run off the
reel or drum if there is no supporting mechanism such as a tube
to support the reels or they must be allowed to freely revolve.
If a large number of cables are to be drawn into a conduit system
at the same time the cable reels should be arranged on a stand or
support so they can revolve freely.
In new buildings, cables should not be drawn in until the conduit
is dry and free from moisture. If in any doubt, draw a draw tape
with a swab at the end through the conduit to remove any
moisture that may have accumulated.

75 mm

Figure 4.133 Drawing in cables

It is usual to start drawing in cables from a midpoint in the
conduit system so as to minimise the length of cable that has to
be drawn in. Use a steel tape from one draw-in point to another.
The draw tape should not be used for drawing in cables as it may
become damaged. A steel tape should only be used to pull
through a draw wire. The ends of the cables must be paired for a
distance of approximately 75 mm and threaded through a loop in
the draw wire.
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When drawing in a number of cables, feed them in carefully at
the delivery end while someone pulls them at the receiving end.
Take care to feed into the conduit in such a manner as to prevent
any cables crossing. Always leave some slack cable in all draw-in
boxes, and make sure that cables are fed into the conduit so as
not to finish up with twisted cables at the draw-in point.
This operation requires care, and there must be synchronisation
between the person who is feeding and the person who is pulling.
If in sight of each other, you can do this by some pre-arranged
signal; if within speaking distance, you the person feeding the
cables can give instructions. If the two people are not within
earshot or sight of each other the process is more difficult. A good
plan is for the individual feeding the cables to give pre-arranged
signals by tapping the conduit.

Remember
If cables are not drawn in
carefully they will almost
certainly become crossed. This
might result in the cables
becoming jammed inside the
conduit, which would prevent
one or more cables being drawn
out of the conduit should this
become necessary later.

Drawing in cables

Cables attached to draw wire

Cable drum

Step 1 Pass draw tape through and between outlets.

Step 5 Where possible, cables should be drawn into
the conduit directly off the cable drum.

Step 2 Fasten a draw wire securely to the draw tape.
Step 3 Feed draw wire into the conduit while
withdrawing the draw tape. Ensure that the draw wire
is long enough and strong enough for the job.
Step 4 Fasten cables to the draw wire. At least
75 mm of insulation should be stripped away and
secured as illustrated. Fasten each cable separately.

Step 6 First make sure that there is sufficient cable for
the job.
Step 7 Feed cables into the conduit, using the fingers
of one hand to feed the cables and the other hand to
keep cables straight.
Step 8 Ensure that no crossed or kinked cables enter
the conduit.
Step 9 Keep hands close to the conduit entry and feed
only short lengths of cable at a time.
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Plastic conduit (PVC)
Plastic conduit is made from polyvinyl chloride (PVC), which is
produced in both flexible and rigid forms. It is impervious to
acids, alkalis, oil, aggressive soils, fungi and bacteria and is
unaffected by sea, air and atmospheric conditions. It withstands
all pests and does not attract rodents. PVC conduit is preferable
for use in areas such as farm milking parlours. PVC conduit may
be buried in lime, concrete or plaster without harmful effects.
Advantages

Disadvantages

•
•
•
•
•
•

• care must be taken when applying
glue to the joints to avoid forming a
barrier across the inside of the
conduit
• if insufficient adhesive is used, the
joints may not be waterproof
• PVC expands around five times as
much as steel and this expansion
must be allowed for

light in weight
easy to handle
easy to saw, cut and clean
simple to bend
does not require painting
minimum condensation due to low
thermal conductivity in walls
• quick to install

Table 4.19 Advantages and disadvantages of plastic conduit

Working with PVC conduit
The techniques required for working with PVC conduits differ
considerably from those in steel conduit installations.
PVC conduit is easily cut using a junior hacksaw. Any roughness
of cut and burrs should be removed by simply wiping with a
cloth.
Safety tip
Take care when using these
adhesives as they are volatile
liquids.
• Always replace the lid on the
tin immediately after use.
• Take care when using in a
confined space.
• Always read the
manufacturer’s instructions.

The most common jointing procedure uses a PVC solvent
adhesive. The adhesive should be applied to the female part of
the joint and the conduit twisted into it to ensure a total coverage.
Generally the joint is solid enough for use after two minutes,
although complete adhesion takes several hours. In order to
ensure a sound joint, the tube and fittings must be clean and free
from dust and oil.
Where expansion is likely and adjustment is necessary, use a
mastic adhesive. This is a flexible adhesive, which makes a
weatherproof joint, ideal for surface installations and in
conditions of wide temperature variation. It is also advisable to
use mastic adhesive where there are straight runs on the surface
exceeding 6 m in length.
PVC conduit expands considerably more than metal conduit with
an increase in temperature. The expansion can be ignored where
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the conduit is buried in concrete or plaster. In surface work
precautions must be taken to prevent such expansion from
causing the conduit to bow. Usually where bends and sets are
close together these take up any expansion. Where longer runs of
conduit occur in conditions of varying temperatures, some
provision for expansion must be made, using expansion couplers
as shown here.

Remember
A good guide to the use of
expansion couplers is one
coupler per 6 m in straight runs.

Figure 4.134 Expansion provision in conduits

PVC conduits not exceeding 25 mm diameter can be bent cold
using a spring. The bend is then made by either the hands or
across the knee. To achieve the angle required, the original bend
should be made at twice the angle required and the tube allowed
to return to the correct angle. Under no circumstances should
you try to force the bend back with the spring inserted, as this can
damage the spring. It is easier to withdraw the spring by twisting
it in an anti-clockwise direction. This reduces the diameter of the
spring, making it easier to withdraw.
In cold weather it may be necessary to warm the conduit slightly
at the point where the bend is required. One of the simplest ways
is to rub the conduit with your hand or a cloth. The PVC will
retain the heat long enough for the bend to be made. To keep the
bend at the correct angle, fasten the conduit to the surface with a
saddle as soon as possible.

Miscellaneous points for steel and plastic conduits
●●

●●

●●

Ample capacity must be provided at junctions employed for
cable connections.
Where a steel conduit is used as a circuit-protective conductor,
it must be tested in accordance with BS 7671.
Where a steel conduit forms the protective conductor, the
earthing terminal of each accessory (such as a socket outlet or
switch grid) shall be connected by a separate protective
conductor to an earthing terminal incorporated within the
associated box or enclosure.
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●●

●●

●●

Cable capacities should be calculated in accordance with the
relevant tables found in Section 5 of the Unite Guide to Good
Electrical Practice.
Conduits run overhead should be run in accordance with the
table on page 72 of the Unite Guide to Good Electrical Practice.
Where conduits pass through walls the hole shall be made
good during installation with a fire-resistant material.

Conduit capacities
The number of cables that can be drawn into or laid in any
enclosure of a wiring system must be such that no damage can
occur to the cables or the enclosure during installation.
You will need to calculate the size of conduit used to enclose the
cables using a ‘factor’ system to compare the number of cables
against the overall CSA (cross sectional area) of the conduit. The
minimum conduit size will be one that has a higher factor than
that of the cables.
Tables 4.20 and 4.21 are applicable to both plastic and metal
conduit and use information found in Section 5 of the Unite
Guide to Good Electrical Practice. These tables only give guidance
to the maximum number of cables that should be drawn in and
the electrical effects of grouping are not taken into account.
As the number of circuits increases, the current-carrying capacity
of the cables will decrease so cable sizes would have to be
increased, with a consequent increase in cost of cable and
conduit. It may be more economical to divide the circuits
concerned between two or more enclosures.
Tables 4.20 and 4.21 are for use with short, straight runs of up
to 3 m.
Here is an example of how to use these tables:
Example

If 10 × 2.5 mm2 cables with stranded copper conductors were to be installed
in a 2 m straight length of conduit, their cable factor will be 10 × 43 = 430.
You would need to select a conduit with a factor greater than 430.
From the conduit factor table, you can see that 16 mm conduit is too small (290)
but that 20 mm conduit has a factor of 460, so this is what you would install.

This method is acceptable when using short, straight runs.
However, when longer runs are involved, or the run has bends in
it, you will need to use other tables.
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Type of conductor

Conductor CSA mm2

Solid

Stranded

Cable factor

1

22

1.5

27

2.5

39

1.5

31

2.5

43

4

58

6

88

10

146

16

202

25

385

Table 4.20 Cable factors for use in short (up to 3 m) straight runs
16

290

20

460

25

800

32

1400

38

1900

50

3500

63

5600

Table 4.21 Conduit factors for use in short (up to 3 m) straight runs

Cable and conduit factors for runs over 3 m or with bends
Tables 4.22 and 4.23 apply to cable and conduit runs over 3 m or
with bends. Conduit runs in excess of 10 m or with more than
four bends should be divided into separate sections and then have
the table values applied to each of those sections.
Tables with factors for conduit sizes larger than 32 mm are not
available. Calculate these by multiplying the 32 mm factor as
follows:
●●
●●
●●

for 38 mm conduit (1.4 x 32 mm term)
for 50 mm conduit (2.6 x 32 mm term)
for 63 mm conduit (4.2 x 32 mm term)
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Solid or
stranded cables

1

16

1.5

22

2.5

30

4

43

6

58

10

105

16

145

25

217

Table 4.22 Cable factors for use in long (over 3 m) straight runs, or runs of any
length with bends
Length
of run
(m)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
6
7
8
9
10

16

20 25
Straight

32

16

911
900
889
878
857
837
818
800
783

188
182
177
171
167
162
158
154
150
143
136
130
125
120

Covered by short
straight run tables
179
177
174
171
167
162
158
154
150

290
286
282
278
270
263
256
250
244

521
514
507
500
487
475
463
452
442

20 25
One bend
303 543
294 528
286 514
278 500
270 487
263 475
256 463
250 452
244 442
233 422
222 404
213 388
204 373
196 358

Conduit diameter (mm)
16 20 25 32 16 20 25 32
Two bends
Three bends
947 177 286 514 900 158 256 463 818
923 167 270 487 857 143 233 422 750
900 158 256 463 818 130 213 388 692
878 150 244 442 783 120 196 358 643
857 143 233 422 750 111 182 333 600
837 136 222 404 720 103 169 311 563
818 130 213 388 692 97 159 292 529
800 125 204 373 667 91 149 275 500
783 120 196 358 643 86 141 260 474
750 111 182 333 600
720 103 169 311 563 Divide into 2 or more
692 97 159 292 529 parts with draw in
667 91 149 275 500 boxes
643 86 141 260 474
32

16
130
111
97
86

20 25
Four bends
213 388
182 333
159 292
141 260

32
692
600
529
474

Divide into 2 or more
parts with draw in
boxes

Table 4.23 Conduit factors for use in long (over 3 m) straight runs, or runs of any length with bends

Here is an example.
Example

A lighting circuit in a school requires 12 × 1.5 mm2 cables inside a conduit of
8 m with two right angled bends.
From the cable factor table, you can see the cable has a factor of 264
(12 × 22).
From the conduit factor table, you can see that 20 mm is too small (159) to
handle this, but a 25 mm conduit will be acceptable, with a factor of 292.
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Steel and PVC trunking
Trunking is a fabricated casing for cables. To facilitate
connections, terminations and so on, and in order to run the
trunking with the contours of the building in which it is installed,
a wide range of trunking fittings and accessories is available.
Trunking may be wall-mounted, using round head screws (to
avoid damage to cables) or suspended using appropriate brackets
or Unistrut.

Figure 4.135 Steel trunking

Prefabricated bends and sets will usually be used to install
trunking systems because they are quicker and cheaper. However,
there will be times when the prefabricated bends and sets are
either not suitable or are not available. In this situation you will
need to be able to fabricate your own.
While steel trunking accessories use nuts and bolts to join pieces
together, PVC ones usually just snap on to fit. PVC trunking can
easily be cut at angles to form bends. Steel trunking is more
difficult.
Here you will look at how to fabricate the following:
●●
●●

right-angled internal bend
right-angled vertical bend

●●
●●

order to prevent damage to the
cables.
datum line

Right-angled internal bend

width

width

datum line

width

datum line

width

Remove any rough or jagged

datum line edges with a medium-cut file in

trunking sets
tee junction.

Step 1 Select a short section of trunking between 900
width
and 1000 mm in length. Using a soft pencil and a
reliable set square, draw a line (called a datum line)
width
width
around the
outside (periphery) of the trunking. This
should be done at the mid point positions as shown.

Safety tip

width

Step 2 Check the width of the workpiece and transfer
this measurement to either the top left- or right-hand
A
side
of the Bcentral datum line as shown.

A

B
triangles
removed

A

B

Step
3 Using
an adjustable set square as a guide,
A
B
draw a pencil line from the marked trunking to the
bottom of the centre datum line as shown. Repeat this
guideline on the opposite
triangles vertical side.

Step 4 At this stage there will be a right-angled
triangles
triangle drawn on each
outer side of the trunking.
removed
Remove the two triangles using a hacksaw with a
blade fitted with 25–30 teeth per 25 mm of blade.
Once removed, file smooth all rough or jagged edges
as these may damage the cables.

removed
triangles
removed
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triangles
removed

Y

Right-angled internal bend (cont.)

Y

90°

Y

90°

YStep

5 Cut a wooden block with a good square edge
on one side able to be fitted comfortably across the
internal width of the trunking. Place the wooden block
to
the vertically cut side as shown in the diagram.
remove
any
return
ange

Y

90°

Y

Y

90°

Step 6 Hold the block firmly in place and with the
other hand push up the side of the trunking adjoining
Y
the angled cut. Allow the vertical sides to be
sandwiched between the angled trunking sides. The
wooden block will help provide a sharper edge at the
bending point. Once completed, dress the bend with a
Y the wood. Check for squareness
hammer and remove
90°
and strengthen with pop rivets. Nut and bolt, or
spot-weld.
Y

Right-angled vertical bend
Y

90°

Y

Step 1 Mark out the position of the bend on all sides
of the trunking.

Step 3 The edge of the trunking can be cut with a file
(as shown in (c)) and the waste broken off.

Step 5 Make a fishplate out of some scrap trunking
and drill in some fixing holes.

Step 2 Drill small holes in the corners at the point of
the bend to stop the metal from folding. Then place
wooden blocks inside the trunking for support. Cut the
sides of the trunking with an appropriate hacksaw.

Step 4 Cut away the back of the trunking using a
suitable hacksaw. Then file all the rough and jagged
edges and bend the trunking to shape as shown.

Step 6 Finally mark out the trunking from the holes
in the fishplate and drill.
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Right-angled vertical bend (cont.)
    
Step 7 Secure the assembly with nuts and bolts or pop rivets. Alternatively the
joint may be spot-welded.

Making a right-angled vertical bend (alternative method)

Step 1 Mark the trunking for cutting.

Step 2 Place a wooden block inside trunking to secure
vice.

Step 3 Use a hacksaw to cut the trunking.
Step 4 Bend the trunking into a right-angled bend.

Step 5 Secure with rivets.

Step 6 Here is the final result.
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B

B
0.5 x width

Trunking sets
datum line

width
datum line

A

A

A

B

B

0.5 x width

width

0.5 x width

width
datum line

datum line

A trunking set andA a return set are both constructed in a similar fashion whenAmaking a right-angled bend. The
diagram illustrates a trunking set (A) and a trunking return set (B).
0.5 x width
0.5 x width

width

width
datum line

A

datum line

A

Step 1 Select a section of trunking that can be worked
comfortably yet is long enough to accommodate either
a set or return set. Draw awidth
datum line using a soft
0.5 x width
0.5 x width
pencil and set square as a guide.
A

Step 2 Measure the width of the trunking and transfer
half of this measurement to either the top left or top
right-hand side of the datum line. Draw a line from this
mark width
to the base of the datum line A.

A

Step 3 Cut out both triangular shapes from each side
of the trunking.

Step 4 Cut a section of a wooden block that will fit
comfortably across the internal diameter of the
trunking. Place the piece of wood as shown in the
diagram so that it is at the side adjacent to the
vertically cut datum line.
C

A

A

B

Step 5 Secure the wooden block with one hand while
gently bending up the remaining half of the workpiece
until the set is formed. Check that the required angle is
correct and secure using pop rivets, nut or bolts or
C
spot-welding.
A

Step 6 If a return set is involved then extra work is
required. Draw a line of reference
on a suitable flat
C
surface and offer the shortest section of the set to the
line
as shown. Measure the depth of the required set
B
(A) and mark on the
B trunking at (B). (C) represents the
shortest leg.

B

C

A
C

A
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B
B

Trunking sets (cont.)
B

‘V’ slots

‘V’ slots

Step 7 Prepare the trunking as shown in the diagram.
Cut out the complete left-hand side of the centre line
comprising two side triangles bridged by a rectangular
base section. To provide electrical continuity the
‘V’ slots
trunking lip must remain unbroken.

Step 8 A 2 mm diameter V shape should be cut along
both sides of the bottom edge of the trunking from the
vertical centre line to the angled dotted line, as shown.
This will act as a supplementary lip and help stabilise
the return set when it is assembled.

  
Step 9 Gently bend the workpiece and unite both sections of the return
set, allowing the vertically cut centre edges to be sandwiched between
the angled sides of the trunking as shown in the diagram. Check that the
set has been worked to meet the required measurement. Secure using
pop rivets, nuts and bolts or spot-welding. Dress the supplementary base
lip to accommodate the changed angle and secure as necessary.

Tee junction
Mark out the position of the tee using a second piece of trunking
to gauge the width. Cut out a space for the tee as shown. Use
blocks of wood to support the sections being cut. File all rough
edges to protect the cables.
Cut away the section to leave two lugs. These can be bent in a
vice using a hammer to give a clean edge. File all edges smooth
and check the fit as necessary.
Mark out the holes, drill and secure with nuts and bolts or pop
rivet, or alternatively spot-weld.

Regulations concerning trunking
●●

●●

Regulation 521.5.1 – every conductor or cable shall have
adequate strength and be so installed as to withstand the
electromechanical forces that may be caused by any current
(including fault current) it may have to carry in service.
Regulation 521.5.2 – the conductors of an a.c. circuit
installed in ferromagnetic enclosure shall be arranged so that
all line conductors, the neutral conductor (if any) and the
appropriate protective conductor are contained in the same
enclosure.

Figure 4.136 Tee junction
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●●

Regulation 521.6 – cable trunking or ducting shall comply
with the appropriate part of the BS EN 50085 series.

The Regulations also lay down the following guidelines:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Ducts and metallic trunking must be securely fixed and
protected from mechanical damage.
The number of cables installed in trunking shall be such that a
space factor of 45 per cent must not be exceeded.
During installation where conduit, ducts or trunking passes
through walls, floors, ceilings or partitions, the surrounding
hole must be made good with a non-combustible material, and
internal fire barriers are to be installed within trunking at these
positions.
Copper links are used across joints in metallic conduit systems
in order to maintain the continuity of the exposed parts.
Cable entries must be protected with grommets to prevent
damage or abrasions to cables.
Straight runs of trunking are best joined by using a joining
section and the nuts and bolts supplied.
When terminating metal trunking at a distribution board it is
essential to ensure that the junction between trunking and
distribution board will not cause abrasion to the cables.
Grommet strips should be fitted over the edges of any holes
drilled in trunking to prevent damage to cables.
To prevent the effects of eddy currents (electromagnetic
effects), cables of an a.c. circuit should pass through a single
hole.

Essentially, for PVC trunking you use the same range of
accessories and installation techniques as for steel. Various
styles exist for both materials, some of which are shown in
Figures 4.137–4.139.

Figure 4.137 Dado trunking

Figure 4.138 Multi-compartment
trunking

Figure 4.139 Self-adhesive mini
trunking
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Trunking capacities
The number of cables that can be drawn into or laid in any
enclosure of a wiring system must be such that no damage can
occur to the cables or the enclosure during installation.
Therefore, the size of trunking used to enclose the cables needs to
be calculated and this is done by using a ‘factor’ system in a
similar way to conduit.
Tables 4.24 and 4.25 are applicable to both plastic and metal
trunking and use information found in Section 5 of the Unite
Guide to Good Electrical Practice. These tables only give guidance
to the maximum number of cables that should be drawn in.
Here is an example.
Example

The following XLPE insulated, stranded copper conductor cables are to be
installed in trunking: 25 x 1.5 mm2, 20 x 2.5 mm2, 6 x 4.0 mm2, 2 x 10 mm2
and 2 x 16 mm2.
This gives you factor values of 240 (25 x 9.6), 278 (20 x 13.9), 108.6
(6 x 18.1), 72.6 (2 x 36.3) and 100.6 (2 x 50.3), which gives you a total
‘term’ value of 799.8.
If you now look at the trunking factors table, you can see that the best
option is a 50 mm x 50 mm trunking, which has a term capacity of 1037.

Type of conductor

Conductor CSA mm2

SOLID

STRANDED

Thermoplastic cable
factor

Thermosetting cable
factor

1.5

8.0

8.6

2.5

11.9

11.9

1.5

8.6

9.6

2.5

12.6

13.9

4

16.6

18.1

6

21.2

22.9

10

35.3

36.3

16

47.8

50.3

25

73.9

75.4

Table 4.24 Cable factors for trunking
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Dimensions of trunking
mm × mm

Term

Dimensions of trunking
mm × mm

Term

50 x 38

767

200 x 100

8572

50 x 50

1037

200 x 150

13001

75 x 25

738

200 x 200

17429

75 x 38

1146

225 x 38

3474

75 x 50

1555

225 x 50

4671

75 x 75

2371

225 x 75

7167

100 x 25

993

225 x 100

9662

100 x 38

1542

225 x 150

14652

100 x 50

2091

225 x 200

19643

100 x 75

3189

225 x 225

22138

100 x 100

4252

300 x 38

4648

150 x 38

2999

300 x 50

6251

150 x 50

3091

300 x 75

9590

150 x 75

4743

300 x 100

12929

150 x 100

6394

300 x 150

19607

150 x 150

9697

300 x 200

26285

200 x 38

3082

300 x 225

29624

200 x 50

4145

300 x 300

39428

200 x 75

6359

Table 4.25 Trunking factors

Cable tray
A wide range of designs of cable tray and accessories is available
to match any cabling requirement, from lightweight
instrumentation cable through to the heaviest multi-core power
cable. In situations where heavy multi-core cables are required to
cross long, unsupported spans, cable ladders should be used.
A wide variety of factory-made accessories is available to suit both
standard and return flange trays of various sizes.

(a) Straight reducer

(b) 90º Flat bend

(d) Equal tee
(c) 90º Outside riser

Figure 4.140 Accessories for cable trays
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Installing cable tray
When installing cable tray it is essential that it is well supported
and that all supports are secured. It is usually possible to
complete the installation by making use of the wide range of
accessories and fittings generally available, although it may
sometimes be necessary to fabricate joints, bends or fittings to
meet particular requirements.
Cable trays can be joined in a number of ways. Different
manufacturers will supply a variety of patent couplings and
fasteners. Links or fish plates are commonly used, and some cable
trays are designed with socket joints. In some circumstances a
welded joint may be required. If this method is used care must be
taken to restore the finish around the weld to prevent corrosion.
Most methods of jointing cable tray involve the use of nuts and
bolts. A round-headed or mushroom-headed bolt (roofing bolt)
or screw should be used, and this should be installed with the
head inside the tray. This reduces the risk of damage to the cables
being drawn along the tray.

Remember
When installing a cable tray run,
consider:
• ease of installation
• economy of time and
materials
• facility for extending the
system to take additional
cables.

Remember
Whenever the tray has been cut
the steel edges must be
protected as far as possible by
sealing with either zinc paint for
galvanised tray or an
appropriate primer and topcoat
for painted tray, or a liquid
plastic solution for plasticcoated tray.

Fabricating on site (the tray bending machine)
It is sometimes necessary to fabricate joints, bends and fittings to
meet particular requirements or where factory-made accessories
are not available. Careful measurement and marking out is
required. Cable trays can be cut quite easily with a hacksaw but
care should be taken to remove any sharp edges or burrs.
Bends can be formed by hand after a number of cuts have been
made in the flange to accommodate the bend, although a far better
job can be made by using a crimping tool or a tray-bending
machine (Figure 4.141). Bending machines are available from
various manufacturers. Where a lot of cable tray work is to be
installed, machine bending is quicker and more practical. The
machines are made to accommodate the various widths and gauges
of cable tray. They may also be used to bend and form flat strips of
metal, and have a vice to hold the length of cable tray being worked
upon. Cable-tray chain vices are also available for this purpose.
‘Making good’ cannot normally match the protection qualities of
the original factory-applied finish, but the absence of any
protection at all can seriously reduce the effectiveness of the
original finish through corrosion spreading from this point.
Primed tray should have a proper finishing paint applied over the
primer as soon as possible. The purpose of the finish is to protect
the cable tray from corrosion.

(a) Cable tray bending machine

(b) Sharp-radius being formed

(c) Large upward-radius bend
being formed
Figure 4.141
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Bending cable tray by hand

Light-duty cable tray may be bent by hand with the aid of a crimping tool. This can be made from a piece of 6 mm
mild steel bar.

C
C

Step 1 To make an inside bend, first determine the
radius of the bend from the diameter of the largest
cable to be installed. Mark the points at which the
C the πr
bend will begin and end, and
centre of the bend on
2
the piece of tray to be bent.

πr
2
πr
2

Step 2 Using the crimping tool, crimp evenly on each
side of the tray. Work slowly, checking the form of the
bend.

C

C

πr
2

πr
2

C

πr
2

Step 3 To make an ‘outside’ bend, saw through the
flange and bend the tray in a vice. Mark out the bend,
as before, taking care that the radius of the bend
accepts the largest size cable as stated in Table 4E
from the On-Site Guide.

Step 4 Mark off along both flanges on the cable tray
a series of equal distance points. Make appropriate
hacksaw cuts that are equal to the depth of the tray
flange on either side of the centre line as shown.

Step 5 Grip the tray with wooden blocks in a vice and
bend gradually, moving the tray along and checking
the bend for evenness.

Step 6 The completed bend.
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W
D
A

B

B

A

C

Fabricating a flat 90° bend
C
B

W

W

E

E

F

A

F1

C

D

E1

C

E

E

90°
F
E
F

B

B
X= 2xW

E
B

B

E1

B

A

F1
E

C

E1

F

A

F1

E

C

E1

90°

90°

E

F

E

C

F

E1

Step 2 Cut through the flange with a hacksaw at
point A and along line A–B but do not cut through the
opposite flange. Make a similar cut at point C and
E line
C C–D.
E1 BendF theAtwoF1
along
outer sections ofE the Ctray E1
together to form a 90° angle.

E1

C

B
X= 2xW

Step 1 Measure and mark the mid-point of the bend.
Mark off X when X = W, where W = width of tray.

F

A

D

X= 2xW

90°

A

A

A

F

D

F

W
A

A

C

90°

B

xW

E

X= 2xW

E F C A E1F1

F

A

F1E

Step 3 Mark the flange at the points of overlap E, F
and E1, F1. Cut through the flanges at these points and
bend these flanges flat. Cut away the tongues at both
slots A and C as shown.

C

E1 E

C

E1

Step 4 Remove all sharp edges and burrs with a file.
Make up the assembly as shown and secure with roundheaded bolts. Ensure that the bolt heads are uppermost.
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E

E

Fabricating a flat 90° bend from three pieces of cable tray
F

D

F

D

X

X

X

90°
B
B

C
A
A

B

C

B

A

A

E

E Step 1 Place two pieces of tray together to form a

90° angle at the point of contact marked X.

D

F

D

Step 2 Place a third piece of tray over these and
mark points of contact A, B, C, D, E, F.
D

F

F

X
B

C

A

X

C

B
AA

C

B
A

B

A

B

Step 3 Cut away flanges XA and XB as shown.
E

D

E

E

F

Step 4 Cut along CE and DF. Cut away inner flange
C
AE, BF.
A

D

B

F   
Step 5 Remove all sharp edges and burrs with a file. Assemble as

shown, using round-headed bolts.
X
B

C
A

E

A

B

E

D
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reduction angle

reduction angle

100 mm overlap

reduction angle

100 mm overlap

Forming a cable-tray reduction
Step 1 Overlap the two segments of
cable tray by at least 100 mm. Mark the
tray width and reduction angle as shown.

reduction angle

reduction
cut with
chisel angle

cut with chisel

cut with chisel

cut with chisel

cut with chisel

saw

saw

Step 2 Cut with a hacksaw and cold chisel but do not cut
through the flange.

saw

saw

saw

Step 3 Bend the cable tray into shape. Remove all sharp edges and
burrs with a file.

Step 4 Assemble the joint using round-headed bolts.

Step 5 Ensure that the bolt heads
are uppermost to prevent any
damage to the cables.
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Fixing cable tray
Cable tray is fixed to building surfaces using three basic methods,
as illustrated below.

(a) Using spacers and round-headed screws

(b) Bolting to brackets

(c) Support channels are fixed to the underside of the tray when
suspended from ceilings
Figure 4.142 Three methods for fixing cable tray
Progress check
1

When a cable is to be installed in a wall less than 50 mm from the surface
what protection should be applied?

2

What are the maximum horizontal distances supports should be applied
to the following cables?
• A 12 mm PVC non-armoured cable (generally)
• A 16 mm MICC cable

3

If 10 x 1.5 mm2 cables with stranded copper conductors were to be
installed in a 4 m straight length of conduit, what would be the minimum
size of conduit required?
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K7. Understand the regulatory
requirements that apply to the
installation of wiring systems,
enclosures and equipment
This section covers:
●●
●●
●●
●●

plan and style of the Regulations
the Parts of the Regulations
Appendices of the Regulations
the Electricity At Work Regulations 1989.

Remember
When reading this section you
will find it useful to have a copy
of BS 7671 to hand as
reference.

When the first electrical regulations were laid down in 1882,
hardly anyone had electricity in their homes or workplaces; now
everyone has access to electricity. Over the years the Regulations
have taken account of the new types of electrical equipment
available and its usage, from lighting to computers, and they now
affect all aspects of the installation process.
The Regulations apply to the design, erection and verification of
electrical installations and are designed to protect people,
property, and livestock from electric shock, fire and burns and
injury from mechanical movement of electrically operated
equipment. They are not designed to instruct untrained people,
take the place of a detailed specification or to provide information
for every circumstance.
The use of other British Standards is needed to supplement the
information contained in the Regulations, such as BS 5266 that
deals with emergency lighting.
In 1992 the 16th Edition of the IET Wiring Regulations became
a British Standard, BS 7671. The Regulations are not a statutory
document – they are not legislated by an Act of Parliament.
However, compliance with the Regulations within this book will
allow compliance with such legislation as Electricity at Work
Regulations 1989, Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 and
Electricity Supply Regulations 1988, which are all statutory
documents and are enforceable by law. The Regulations have
since been revised to become the 17th edition.
Many other British Standards are referred to throughout these
Regulations. In some cases these other standards have a BS EN
number that refers to European harmonisation standards,
whereby all such standards will become applicable throughout
Europe. The harmonised standards are co-ordinated by
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representatives from all the countries in the European Union via
an organisation known as CENELEC.
In addition to BS 7671, the IET has published a series of
Guidance Notes, which seek to clarify or simplify the
requirements in BS 7671.

How the Regulations are laid out
There are seven parts to the Regulations and appendices. These
are based on an internationally agreed arrangement that follows
the pattern laid out within IEC 60364.
In this numbering system:
●●
●●
●●
●●

the first digit signifies a part of the Regulations
the second digit combines with the first to signify a chapter
the third digit combines with the first two to signify a section
any further digits signify sub-sections and the specific
Regulation number.

With a copy of the Regulations in front of you, look at Regulation
412.1.3.
412.1.3
412.1.3
412.1.3

412.1.3
412.1.3

First digit	Part 4 of the Regulations (Protection
for Safety)
Second digit	First chapter within Part 4 (Chapter
41: Protection against electric shock)
Third digit	Second section of Chapter 41
(Protective measure: Double or
reinforced insulation)
Fourth digit	First sub-section of section 2 (General)
Fifth digit	Specific regulation within sub-section 1
(‘Where this measure – used as the
sole…’)

A 2010 amendment to the 17th edition introduces a slight change
to the numbering system. To accommodate future IEC changes,
it has been decided to have a 100 numbering system to represent
UK-only regulations. This means that each UK regulation
remains in the same order within the Regulations, but affected
regulations within any section begin at 100.
Here is an example showing how what was regulation 422.3.14
(indicated in red), has become 423.3.100 and its effect on other
regulations, for example 423.3.15 becomes 23.3.101.
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422.3.12	A PEN conductor shall not be used. This
requirement does not apply to a circuit traversing
the location.
422.3.13	Except as permitted by Regulation 537.1.2, every
circuit shall be provided with a means of isolation
from all live supply conductors by a linked switch
or a linked circuit-breaker.
422.3.100	Flexible cables and flexible cords shall be of the
(was 422.3.14)	following construction:
(i) H
 eavy duty type having a voltage rating of not
less than 450/750 V, or
(ii) S
 uitably protected against mechanical
damage.
422.3.101
A heating appliance shall be fixed.
422.3.102	A heat storage appliance shall be of a type which
prevents the ignition of combustible dusts or
fibres by the heat storing core.
422.4
Combustible constructional materials
(Reverts to original sequence)
The same will occur for each UK-only Regulation. If you keep
moving through section, 422.4 you see:
422.4.2	Except for equipment for which an appropriate
product …
422.4.100	Electrical equipment, e.g. installation boxes and
(was 422.4.3) distribution boards …
422.4.101	Electrical equipment that does not comply with
Regulation 422.4.100 …
422.4.102
Cables and cords shall comply …
422.4.103
Conduit and trunking systems shall be …
422.5
Fire propagating structures
(Reverts to original sequence)

The Parts of the Regulations
Part 1: Scope, object and fundamental principles
There are three chapters within this part and numerous sections
within each chapter. The first chapter (Chapter 11) deals with
what the Regulations actually cover and what they do not.
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The Regulations apply to the design, erection and verification of
electrical installations such as:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

Remember
Note that ‘premises’ covers the
land and all facilities including
buildings belonging to it.

●●
●●
●●
●●

residential premises
commercial premises
public premises
industrial premises
agricultural and horticultural premises
prefabricated buildings
caravans, caravan parks and similar sites
construction sites, exhibitions, shows, fairgrounds and other
installations for temporary purposes including professional
stage and broadcast applications
marinas
external lighting and similar installations
mobile or transportable units
photovoltaic systems
low voltage generating sets
highway equipment and street furniture
medical locations
operating and maintenance gangways.

However, they do not cover the following:
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

systems for the distribution of electricity to the public
railway traction equipment, rolling stock and signalling
equipment
equipment of motor vehicles except to those to which the
requirements of the regulations concerning caravans or mobile
units are acceptable
equipment on board ships covered by BS 8450
equipment for mobile and fixed offshore installations
equipment of aircraft
those aspects of mines and quarries covered by statutory
regulations
radio interference suppression equipment (unless it affects
installation safety)
lightning protection systems covered by BS EN 62305
aspects of lift installations covered by BS 5655 and BS EN 81-1
electrical equipment of machines covered by BS EN 60204
electric fences covered by BS EN 60335.
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The Regulations also include requirements for:
●●

●●
●●

circuits supplied at nominal voltages up to and including
1000 V a.c. or 1500 V d.c.
all consumer installations external to buildings
fixed wiring for information and communication technology.

Chapter 12 (Objects and effects) explains that the Regulations
contain the rules for the design and erection of electrical
installations so as to provide for safe and proper functioning for
the intended use.
Chapter 13 (Fundamental principles) (131.1 General) states that
the requirements of this chapter ‘are to provide for the safety of
persons, livestock and property against danger and damage that
may arise in the reasonable use of electrical installations. The
requirements to provide for the safety of livestock are applicable
in locations intended for them.’
In electrical installations, risk of injury may arise from:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

shock currents
excessive temperatures likely to cause burns and fires
ignition of potentially explosive atmospheres
undervoltages, overvoltages and electromagnetic influences
mechanical movement of electrically actuated equipment
power supply interruption and interruption of safety services
interruption of safety services
arcing or burning likely to cause blinding effects, excessive
pressure and/or toxic gases.

Sections 131.2 to 131.8 clarify these points.
You should note an important change of terminology here
between the 16th and 17th editions.
Regulation 131.2.1 introduced the phrase ‘basic protection’ to
replace ‘protection against direct contact’, and Regulation
131.2.2 introduced the phrase ‘fault protection’ to replace
‘protection against indirect contact’.

Part 2: Definitions
In this section of BS 7671 the terms used throughout the
Regulations are given a specific meaning, so that when one
person talks about a circuit breaker, for example, everyone knows
what they mean. In a way, this section is a dictionary relating to
electrical words.
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Part 3: Assessment of general characteristics
Part 3 has seven chapters:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Assessment of general characteristics (Chapter 30)
The purpose of the installation and its supplies (Chapter 31)
The external influences it will be exposed to (Chapter 32)
The compatibility of its equipment (Chapter 33)
Its maintainability (Chapter 34)
Recognised safety services (Chapter 35)
Assessment for continuity of service (Chapter 36).

Part 4: Protection for safety
Introducing more changes in terminology, this part of the
Regulations has four chapters.

Chapter 41 – Protection against electric shock
BS EN 61140 states the fundamental rule of protection against
electric shock as being ‘that hazardous live parts shall not be
accessible and that accessible conductive parts shall not be
hazardous-live, either in normal use without a fault or under fault
conditions’.
According to BS EN 61140, protection under normal conditions
is met by ‘basic protection’ provisions, and protection under fault
conditions is met by ‘fault protection’ provision. These provisions
are referred to as ‘protective measures’, where Chapter 41 states
that a protective measure shall consist of:
●●

●●

an appropriate combination of a provision for basic protection
and an independent provision for fault protection OR
an enhanced protective provision (such as reinforced
insulation) that provides both basic and fault protection.

Sections within Chapter 41 then deal with the following
protective measures:
●●
●●
●●
●●

Section 411 – Automatic disconnection of supply
Section 412 – Double or reinforced insulation
Section 413 – Electrical separation
Section 414 – Extra low voltage (SELV and PELV).

Chapter 42 – Protection against thermal effects
This chapter deals with protection against the effects of heat or
thermal radiation, the ignition, combustion of materials, flames
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and smoke from an electrical installation and against fire services
being cut off by the failure of electrical equipment.

Chapter 43 – Protection against overcurrent
This chapter deals with protection of live conductors from the
effects of overcurrent.

Chapter 44 – Protection against voltage
disturbances and electromagnetic disturbances
This chapter deals with protection against the likes of temporary
overvoltages due to earth faults in the H.V. system, overvoltages
of atmospheric origin or due to switching and where a reduction
in voltage could cause danger.

Part 5: Selection and erection of equipment
Revised under the 17th edition, this part provides common rules
for compliance with measures of protection for safety, requirements
for proper functioning of intended use and requirements pertinent
to the external influences. This information is given over the
following six chapters. As it is impossible to fully cover the content,
here are just one or two key points within each one.

Common rules (Chapter 51)
512.1.2 Current
Every item of equipment shall be suitable for:
(i) the design current, taking into account any capacitive and
inductive effects, and
(ii) the current likely to flow in abnormal conditions for such
periods of time as are determined by the characteristics of the
protective devices concerned.
Switchgear, protective devices, accessories and other types of
equipment shall not be connected to conductors intended to
operate at a temperature exceeding 70°C at the equipment in
normal service, unless the equipment manufacturer has confirmed
that the equipment is suitable for such conditions.
512.1.5 Compatibility
Every item of equipment shall be selected and erected so that it
will neither cause harmful effects to other equipment nor impair
the supply during normal service including switching operations.
Switchgear, protective devices, accessories and other types of
equipment shall not be connected to conductors intended to
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operate at a temperature exceeding 70°C at the equipment in
normal service, unless the equipment manufacturer has confirmed
that the equipment is suitable for such conditions.
Where cables that are permitted to run at a temperature
exceeding 70°C (such as thermosetting insulated cables) are
connected to equipment or accessories designed to operate at a
temperature not exceeding 70°C, the conductor size shall be
chosen based on the current ratings for 70°C cables of a similar
construction.
514.2.1 General
As far as is reasonably practicable, wiring shall be so arranged or
marked that it can be identified for inspection, testing, repair or
alteration of the installation. (This removes the use of orange as
an identifying colour for conduit.)
514.9 Warning notice: isolation
514.9.1
A notice of durable material in accordance with Regulation
537.2.1.3, shall be fixed in each position where there are live
parts which are not capable of being isolated by a single device.
The location of each disconnector (isolator) shall be indicated
unless there is no possibility of confusion.
515.2
Where equipment carrying current of different types or at
different voltages is grouped in a common assembly (such as a
switchboard, a cubicle or a control desk or box), all the
equipment belonging to any one type of current or any one
voltage shall be effectively segregated wherever necessary to avoid
mutual detrimental influence.
The immunity levels of equipment shall be chosen taking into
account the electromagnetic influences that can occur when
connected and erected as for normal use, and taking into account
the intended level of continuity of service necessary for the
application.

Selection and erection of wiring systems
(Chapter 52)
521.5.2
Single-core cables armoured with steel wire or steel tape shall not
be used for an a.c. circuit.
NOTE: The steel wire or steel tape armour of a single-core cable is
regarded as a ferromagnetic enclosure. For single-core armoured
cables, the use of aluminium armour may be considered.
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521.10 Installation of cables
521.10.1
Non-sheathed cables for fixed wiring shall be enclosed in conduit,
ducting or trunking. This requirement does not apply to a
protective conductor complying with Section 543.
Non-sheathed cables are permitted if the cable trunking system
provides at least the degree of protection IP4X or IPXXD, or if
the cover can only be removed by means of a tool or a deliberate
action.
522.8.1
A wiring system shall be selected and erected to avoid during
installation, use or maintenance, damage to the sheath or
insulation of cables and their terminations. The use of lubricants
containing silicone oil for drawing-in of cables is not permitted.
TABLE 52.3 – Minimum cross-sectional area of conductors
The minimum copper conductor size for a circuit wired in
sheathed/non-sheathed cables is now 1.0 mm2 for lighting circuits
and 1.5 mm2 for power circuits.
527.2.4
No wiring system shall penetrate an element of building
construction which is intended to be load bearing unless the
integrity of the load bearing element can be assured after such
penetration.
527.2.1
Where a wiring system passes through elements of building
construction such as floors, walls, roofs, ceilings, partitions or
cavity barriers, the openings remaining after passage of the wiring
system shall be sealed according to the degree of fire-resistance (if
any) prescribed for the respective element of building
construction before penetration.

Protection, isolation, switching, control and
monitoring (Chapter 53)
537.1.3
Each installation shall have provision for disconnection from the
supply.
Where the distributor provides switchgear complying with
Chapter 53 at the origin of the installation and agrees that it may
be used as the means of isolation for the part of the installation
between the origin and the main linked switch or circuit-breaker
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required by Regulation 537.1.4, the requirement for isolation and
switching of that part of the installation is satisfied.
Table 53.4 then gives guidance on the selection of protective,
isolation and switching devices.

Earthing arrangements and protective conductors
(Chapter 54)
542.1.4
The earthing arrangements shall be such that:
(i) the value of impedance from the consumer’s main earthing
terminal to the earthed point of the supply for TN systems,
or to earth for TT and IT systems, is in accordance with the
protective and functional requirements of the installation,
and considered to be continuously effective, and
(ii) earth fault currents and protective conductor currents which
may occur are carried without danger, particularly from
thermal, thermomechanical and electromechanical stresses, and
(iii) they are adequately robust or have additional mechanical
protection appropriate to the assessed conditions of external
influence.

Other equipment (Chapter 55)
559.3 Outdoor lighting installation
An outdoor lighting installation comprises one or more
luminaires, a wiring system and accessories.
The following are included:
(i) lighting installations such as those for roads, parks, car parks,
gardens, places open to the public, sporting areas,
illumination of monuments and floodlighting
(ii) other lighting arrangements in places such as telephone
kiosks, bus shelters, advertising panels and town plans
(iii) road signs and road traffic signal systems.
The following are excluded:
(iv) equipment of the owner or operator of a system for
distribution of electricity to the public
(v) temporary festoon lighting
(vi) luminaires fixed to the outside of a building and supplied
directly from the internal wiring of that building
(vii) road traffic signal systems.
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Safety services (Chapter 56)
560.1 SCOPE
This chapter covers general requirements for safety services,
selection and erection of electrical supply systems for safety
services and electrical safety sources. Standby electrical supply
systems are outside the scope of this chapter. This chapter does
not apply to installations in hazardous areas (BE3), for which
requirements are given in BS EN 60079-14.
Examples of safety services include:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

emergency (escape) lighting
fire detection and alarm systems
CO (carbon monoxide) detection and alarm systems
fire evacuation systems
fire services communication systems
essential medical systems
industrial safety systems.

Part 6: Inspection and testing
Every installation shall during erection and upon completion,
before being put into service, be inspected and tested to verify
that the requirements of the Regulations have been met.
During the inspection and testing process precautions shall be
taken to prevent danger to persons, livestock and to protect
property and installed equipment from damage.
Part 6 has three chapters:
●●
●●
●●

Initial verification (Chapter 61)
Periodic inspection and testing (Chapter 62)
Certification and reporting (Chapter 63).

Note that the Period Inspection and Testing Report has now
been replaced by an Electrical Installation Condition Report.
This part of the Regulations does not give any detail on how to
carry out any of the tests required, this information normally
being found in the IET Guidance Note 3 or the Unite Guide to
Good Electrical Practice. However, you must refer to the
Regulations to ensure that any results obtained are within
acceptable limits in this respect.
Table 4.26 shows the minimum values of insulation resistance.
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Circuit normal voltage

d.c. test voltage (V)

Minimum insulation resistance (MΩ)

SELV and PELV

250

0.5

Up to and including 500 V with the
exception of the above

500

1.0

Above 500 V

1000

1.0

Table 4.26 Minimum values of insulation resistance

Part 7: Special installations or locations
This part of the Regulations now comprises the 15 sections listed
below, each of which either supplements or modifies the general
requirements of other parts of the Regulations.
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

Locations containing a bath or shower (701)
Swimming pools and other basins (702)
Rooms and cabins containing hot air saunas (703)
Construction and demolition site installations (704)
Agricultural and horticultural premises (705)
Conducting locations with restricted movement (706)
Caravan/camping parks and similar locations (708)
Marinas and similar locations (709)
Medical locations (710)
Exhibitions, shows and stands (711)
Solar photovoltaic (pv) power systems (712)
Mobile or transportable units (717)
Electrical installations in caravans and motor caravans (721)
Operating and maintenance gangways
Temporary installations for structures, amusement devices and
booths at fairgrounds, amusement parks and circuses (740)
Floor and ceiling heating systems (753)

Here are details for some of the more relevant sections.

Section 701: Locations containing a bath
or shower
●●

●●

All circuits supplying the bathroom (irrespective of the points
they are serving) have to be protected by 30 mA RCDs.
Supplementary equipotential bonding is not required when all
of the following are met:
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●●
●●
●●

●●

All circuits for the bathroom meet the requirements for ADS.
All final circuits have 30 mA RCD protection.
All extraneous conductive parts of the bathroom are connected
to the protective equipotential bonding of the installation
(411.3.1.2).
SELV socket outlets and shaver sockets are permitted outside
Zone 1. 230 V socket outlets are permitted provided they are
more than 3 m horizontally from Zone 1.

Figure 4.143 (a) to (f) show the zone arrangements and
dimensions
in plan view.
a) Bath tub
Zone 2
Window
recess
Zone 1

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 2

Zone 0

Zone 0

0.60 m
0.60 m
s

Window recess

(0.6-s) m

Zone 2

s = thickness of partition
c)
basin
(a)Shower
Bath tub

Zone 0
Zone 1

(b) Bath tub with permanent fixed partition

Zone 0

Zone 2

Zone 2

Zone 1

0.60 m

s
(0.6-s) m

s = thickness of partition

(c) Shower basin

(d) Shower basin with permanent fixed partition

Figure 4.143 Zone arrangements and dimensions

J7299
Electrical Installations Book 1 RP
aw_467045_004
AW by HL Sudios

J7299
Electrical Installations Book 1 RP
aw_467045_005
AW by HL Sudios
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e ) Shower without basin

Fixed water
outlet

Fixed water
outlet

x

x

y
(1.2-y-s) m

1.20 m
s
Zone 1
Zone 0

Zone 1
Zone 0

1.20 m

s = thickness of partition
y = radial distance from the
fixed water outlet to the
inner corner of the partition

(e) Shower without basin
(f) Shower without basin but with permanent
fixed partition

Figure 4.143 Zone arrangements and dimensions (cont.)

Figure 4.144 (a) – (c) give the same information but in elevation
view.
Please note that * denotes a Zone 1 if the space is accessible
without the use of a tool. Spaces under the bath that are only
accessible with the use of a tool are outside the zones.
Ceiling
Recess above ceiling

Luminaire

Outside zones

Ceiling

Outside zones

Window
recess
zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 2

2.25 m

Outside zones

J7299
Electrical Installations Book 1 RP
Zone
1
Zone 2
aw_467045_008
AW by HL Sudios

Electrical Installations Bo
aw_467
AW by HL

2.25 m
Outside zones

Zone 0
Zone 0

0.60 m

(a) Zone dimensions for a bath tub

0.60 m

(b) Zone dimensions for a shower basin

Figure 4.144 Zone arrangements and dimensions in elevation view
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Section x-x, see Fig 701.1f

Ceiling

Outside zones

0.10 m

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 0

Zone 0

Outside zones

2.25 m

Permanent partition
Zone 1 if the space is accessible without the use of a tool.
Spaces under the bath accessible only with the use of a tool are
outside the zones.

(c) Zone dimensions for a shower basin with no permanent fixed partition

Figure 4.144 Zone arrangements and dimensions in elevation view (cont.)

Section 702: Swimming pools and other basins
In this section the addition of ‘other basins’ reflects the fact it
refers to the basins of swimming pools, paddling pools and
fountains and, only where designated as swimming pools, natural
waters, such as the sea and lakes.
The zone arrangements are shown in Figures 4.145–4.147.
1.5 m

1.5 m

2.5 m
Volume
zone 2

2.5 m

Volume
zone 1

J7299
Volume
Volume
Electrical Installations Book
1 RP
zone 1
zone 2
aw_467045_012
AW by HL Sudios

Volume
zone 0
Volume zone 0
Volume
zone 0
1.5 m

2.0 m

1.5 m

2.0 m

Figure 4.145 Zone dimensions for swimming pools and paddling pools
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2.5 m

Volume
zone 1
Volume
zone 2

h
Volume
zone 2

Volume zone 0

2.5 m

Volume
zone 0

1.5 m

h

2.0 m

2.0 m

1.5 m

Figure 4.146 Zone dimensions for basin above ground level

r3

r1

1.5 m

zone 2

2.0 m

zone 1

Dimension in metres
r1 = 2
r2 = r1 – (s1 + s2)
r3 = 3.5
r4 = r3 – (s1 + s2)
r5 = r3 – (s3 + s4)

r2
r4

r4

s1

zone 0

r1

s3

r2

s4

s2

Fixed partition

r1
r3

r5

Figure 4.147 Zone dimensions with fixed partitions of height at least

J7299
Electrical Installations Book 1 RP
aw_467045_014
AW by HL Sudios
2.5 m

Section 703: Rooms containing saunas
In this section, Regulation 703.411.3.3 now specifies that
additional protection shall be provided for all circuits of the sauna
by the use of appropriate RCDs.
However, RCD protection is not required for the sauna heater
unless recommended by the manufacturer. The zone
arrangements are shown in Figure 4.148.
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Thermal insulation

ELEVATION
Zone 3

Zone 1
0.5 m

1m

Zone 2

Electrical
connection
enclosure

PLAN
0.5 m
Zone 2 and
Zone 3

Zone 1
0.5 m

Figure 4.148 Rooms containing saunas

Section 705: Agricultural and horticultural
premises
Regulation 705.411.1 now specifies that, irrespective of the
earthing arrangements, the following disconnection device shall
be provided:
●●

●●

●●

for final circuits supplying socket outlets not exceeding 32 A,
an RCD not exceeding 30 mA
for final circuits supplying socket outlets exceeding 32 A, an
RCD not exceeding 100 mA
J7299
in all other circuits, RCDs not exceeding 300 mA.
Electrical Installations Book 1 RP

aw_467045_017
In livestock locations and where accessible to the livestock,
all
AW by HL Sudios
exposed conductive parts and extraneous conductive parts must
be connected together with supplementary equipotential bonding.
Figure 4.149 gives an example (see page 398).

Section 708 (Caravan/camping parks and
similar locations)
The note to regulation 708.521 states the preferred method of
supply is by underground distribution cables buried to a depth of
at least 0.6 m and, unless having additional mechanical
protection, placed away from caravan pitches or areas where tent
pegs or similar could be present.
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Protective conductors (PE/PEN)
Trellised partitions made of steel
Metallic grid
Animal boxes
Foundation earth electrode or main earth electrode
Parts of steel construction
Watering places, doors
Feedboxes and silos

Metallic grid with at least
two welded joints laid in
the floor to form an
extraneous-conductivepart for the purpose of
equipotential bonding

Earthing bar

On parts of galvanized
steel no copper
conductors are fixed

Only materials resistant
to corrosion are used
for the bonding
arrangement

The mesh
dimensions of the
metallic grid made
of round rods are
approximately
150 mm x 150 mm

Figure 4.149 Supplementary equipotential bonding within a cattle shed

Overhead supplies are permitted, but must be no less than 6 m
above ground where there is vehicular movement and 3.5 m in
other areas.
For the actual caravan pitch:
●●

●●
●●
●●

the socket outlet and its enclosure that forms part of the
caravan pitch shall be to IP44 and mounted at a height of
between 0.5 m and 1.5 m
at least one socket outlet shall be provided for each pitch
the socket outlet rating shall be no less than 16 A
each socket outlet will be protected individually by overcurrent
J7299
protection and a 30 mA RCD.

Section 710 (Medical

Electrical Installations Book 1 RP
aw_467045_018
locations)
AW by HL Sudios

This section applies to electrical installations in medical locations
to ensure safety of patients and medical staff. These
requirements, in the main, refer to hospitals, private clinics,
medical and dental practices, healthcare centres and dedicated
medical rooms in the workplace.
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This section exists because patients may have their skin resistance
broken while under treatment or have their body’s defence system
reduced or stopped while under anaesthetic. Also life-support
equipment should not be affected by any loss of supply.
The requirements of this section do not apply to medical
electrical equipment.

Section 711 (Exhibitions, shows and stands)
This section only applies to temporary exhibitions and shows. It
does not apply to permanent shows or to the fixed supplies and
installations of exhibition halls that house temporary exhibitions.
Care must be taken over the assessment of the event, which could
be anything from an art exhibition to an agricultural show. As a
result:
●●

●●

●●
●●

all supply cables shall be protected by a 30 mA RCD except for
emergency lighting
the protective measures of obstacles and placing out of reach
are not permitted
cable size shall be a minimum of 1.5 mm2
the installation shall be inspected and tested on site, in
accordance with Chapter 61 after each assembly on site.

Section 712 (Solar photovoltaic [PV] power
systems)
As covered in the Unit ELTK 02, this system is based on
inter-connected PV cells that turn daylight into electrical energy.
As these systems are normally installed outside on a roof, the
electrical installation must be suitable for the environment and
therefore have a suitable IP rating. The equipment must conform
to the relevant BS for this type of system.
Equally, to allow maintenance of the PV inverter, means of
isolating it from both the a.c. and d.c. sides shall be provided.

Section 753 (Floor and ceiling heating systems)
Such systems are most commonly installed in domestic premises.
For protective measure ADS, 30 mA RCDs shall be used.
To avoid overheating of the system, within the zone of its
installation the unit shall be limited to a temperature of 80°C. To
protect against burns to the skin, the temperature of the floor
shall be limited to 35°C in areas where skin contact is possible.
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Overcurrent
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Figure 4.150 PV installation for one array

Appendices
BS 7671 contains the following appendices:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Appendix 1 lists those British and European Standards
referred to in the Regulations
Appendix 2 lists relevant UK statutory legislation passed by
Parliament
J7299
Electrical Installations Book 1 RP
Appendix 3 gives the time/current characteristicsaw_467045_019
of
AW by HL Sudios
overcurrent protective devices
Appendix 4 gives the current carrying capacity and voltage
drop of different types of cables along with the various
installation methods and correction factors
Appendix 5 gives classification of external influences that effect
the selection and erection of equipment
Appendix 6 gives model examples of the documents required
for certification and reporting when carrying out inspection
and testing of installations
Appendix 7 explains the harmonised cable-colouring system
introduced in 2004
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●●

●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

●●

●●

●●

Appendix 8 gives the current-carrying capacity and voltage
drop for busbar trunking and Powertrack systems
Appendix 9 gives definitions of earthing arrangements relative
to multiple source, d.c. and other systems
Appendix 10 relates to the protection of conductors in parallel
against overcurrent
Appendix 11 is deleted by Amendment 1
Appendix 12 is deleted by Amendment 1
Appendix 13 gives methods for measuring the insulation
resistance/impedance value of floors/walls to earth or to the
protective conductor system
Appendix 14 gives consideration to the increase of resistance
in conductors with increase in temperature, relative to the
measurement of earth fault loop impedance
Appendix 15 gives details of ring and radial final circuit
arrangements.
Appendix 16 gives details of devices for protection against
overvoltage.

The Electricity at Work
Regulations 1989 (EAWR)
The Electricity at Work Regulations came into force in 1990.
Their purpose is to require precautions to be taken against the
risk of death or personal injury from electricity in work activities.
The Regulations were made under the Health and Safety at Work
Act 1974, which imposes duties on employers, employees and the
self-employed. These Regulations (EAWR) are more specific and
concentrate on work activities at or near electrical equipment.
They make one person primarily responsible to ensure
compliance in respect of systems, electrical equipment and
conductors; this person is referred to as the ‘duty holder’.
The EAWR were also designed to include all the systems that
BS 7671 does not cover, such as voltages above 1000 volts a.c.
There are 33 Regulations and three appendices within EAW 1989
but not all of them apply to all situations. This chapter contains
an overall look at the relevant Regulations and what they mean,
to give you an appreciation of what they are about. For detailed
information read The memorandum of guidance on the Electricity at
Work Regulations 1989.
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What particular Regulations cover
Regulation 1 only states that these Regulations came into force
on 1 April 1990.
Regulation 2 contains definitions of certain words or phrases.
Regulation 3 deals with duty holders and the requirements
imposed on them by these Regulations. There are three categories
of duty holder:
●●
●●
●●

employers
employees
self-employed people.

The duty holder is the person who has a duty to comply with
these Regulations because they are relevant to circumstances
within their control. Such a person must be competent.
Whenever a Regulation does not use the phrase ‘so far as is
reasonably practicable’, it is an absolute duty: it must be done
regardless of cost or any other consideration.
Whenever a Regulation does use the phrase ‘as far as is
reasonably practicable’, the duty holder must assess the
magnitude of the risks against the costs in terms of physical
difficulty, time, trouble and expense involved in minimising the
risks. The onus is on the duty holder to be able to prove in a
court of law that he or she took all steps, as far as is reasonably
practicable.
Regulation 4 has four parts.
●●

●●

●●

The first part deals with the construction of the electrical
systems (all parts) in that the equipment should be suitable for
its intended use so that it does not give rise to danger ‘as far as
is reasonably practicable’.
The second part deals with the maintenance of systems,
whereby all systems should be maintained to prevent danger
(this includes portable appliances) ‘as far as is reasonably
practicable’. Records of maintenance including test results
should be kept.
The third part deals with ensuring safe work activities near a
system, including operation, use and maintenance ‘as far as is
reasonably practicable’. This could include non-electrical
activities such as excavation near underground cables, and
erecting scaffolding near overhead lines. Safe work activities
include things such as:
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company health and safety policy
●●
Permit to Work systems
●●
clear communication
●●
use of competent people
●●
personnel attitudes.
The fourth part deals with provision of protective equipment
such as insulated tools, test probes, insulating gloves and
rubber mats which must be suitable for use, maintained in that
condition and properly used. This is an absolute duty.
●●

●●

Regulation 5 has four parts. This Regulation states that ‘no
electrical equipment must be used where its strength and
capability may be exceeded and give rise to danger’: for example,
switchgear should be capable of handling fault currents as well as
normal load currents, correct size cable, and so on.
An example is the installation of a socket near a back door of a
house. There may be nothing plugged into it at present, but it is
reasonable to assume that it could be used in the future for
plugging in an appliance to be used outside, such as a
lawnmower, which would therefore necessitate protection by an
RCD. This is an absolute duty.
Regulation 6 deals with the siting and/or selection of electrical
equipment and whether it would be exposed to, or you could
foreseeably predict it being exposed to, adverse or hazardous
environments.
The following list provides what needs to be considered when
siting and/or selecting electrical equipment, not just for the
present situation but for what you could reasonably expect could
be the situation in the future ‘as far as is reasonably practicable’:
●●
●●
●●
●●

protection against mechanical damage
effects of weather, natural hazards, temperature or pressure
effects of wet, dirty, dusty or corrosive conditions
any flammable or explosive substances, including dusts,
vapours or gases.

Regulation 7 is concerned with conductors in a system and
whether they present a danger to persons. All conductors must
either be suitably covered with insulating material and protected
or, if not insulated (such as overhead power lines), placed out of
reach ‘as far as is reasonably practicable’. The definition of
‘placed out of reach’ is in Part 2 of BS 7671.
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Regulation 8 deals with the requirements for earthing or other
such suitable precautions that are needed to reduce the risk of
electric shock when a conductor (other than a circuit conductor)
becomes live under fault conditions. This consists of such things
as earthing the outer conductive parts of electrical equipment that
can be touched and other conductive metalwork in the vicinity
such as water and gas pipes. Other methods could be reduced
voltage systems, double-insulated equipment and RCDs. This is
an absolute duty.
Regulation 9 is about maintaining the integrity of referenced
conductors, which in simple terms means that the neutral
conductor must not have a fuse or switch placed in it. The only
exception is that a switch may be placed in the neutral conductor
if that switch is interlocked to break the phase conductor(s) at the
same time. This is an absolute duty.
Regulation 10 requires that all joints and connections in a
system must be mechanically and electrically suitable for its use.
For example, things like taped joints on extension leads are not
allowed. This is an absolute duty.
Regulation 11 states that every part of a system must be
protected from excess current that may give rise to danger. This
means that suitably rated fuses, circuit breakers and so on must
be installed so that, in a fault situation, they will interrupt the
supply and prevent a dangerous situation happening. This is an
absolute duty.
Regulation 12 deals with the need for switching off and isolating
electrical equipment and, where appropriate, identifying circuits.
Isolation means cutting off from every source of electrical energy
in such a way that it cannot be switched back on accidentally, in
other words a means of ‘locking off’ the switch securely. This is
an absolute duty.
Regulation 13 refers to the precautions required when work is
taking place at or near electrical equipment that is to be worked
on, whether it be electrical or non-electrical work that is taking
place. The electrical equipment must be isolated, locked off and
tested for absence of live parts before the work takes place and
must remain so until all persons have completed their work. A
safe isolation procedure or written Permit to Work scheme should
be used. This is an absolute duty.
Regulation 14 refers to the precautions needed when working on
or near live conductors. An absolute duty is imposed that the
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conductors must be isolated unless certain conditions are met.
Precautions considered appropriate are:
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

properly trained and competent staff
provision of adequate information regarding nature of the work
and system
use of appropriate insulated tools, equipment, instruments,
test probes and protective clothing
use of insulated barriers
accompaniment of another person
effective control of the work area.

Regulation 15 concerns matters relating to work being carried
out at or near electrical equipment whereby, to prevent danger,
adequate working space, adequate means of access and adequate
lighting must be provided. This is an absolute duty.
Regulation 16 deals with the competency of people working on
electrical equipment to prevent danger or injury. To comply with
this Regulation, a person should conform to the following or be
under such a degree of supervision as appropriate given the type
of work to be carried out:
●●

●●
●●

adequate understanding and practical experience of the system
to be worked on
an understanding of the hazards that may arise
the ability to recognise at all times whether it is safe to
continue.

The Regulation tries to ensure that no one places themselves or
anyone else at risk due to their lack of technical knowledge or
practical experience. This is an absolute duty.
Regulations 17 to 28 apply to mines and quarries only.
Regulation 29 is what is known as the ‘Defence’ Regulation. If
an offence is committed by the duty holder under these
Regulations (the absolute ones) and criminal proceedings are
brought by the HSE, if the duty holder can prove that they took
all reasonable steps and exercised due diligence to avoid
committing that offence, they will not be found guilty.
Regulation 30 says that a duty holder can apply to the HSE for
exemption from these Regulations for:
●●
●●
●●

any person
any premises
any electrical equipment
405
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●●
●●
●●

any electrical system
any electrical process
any activity.

Exemptions will only be granted by the HSE if they do not
prejudice the health and safety of any persons.
Regulation 31 deals with work activities and premises outside
Great Britain. If the activity or premises is covered by sections
1 to 59 and sections 80 to 82 of the Health and Safety at Work
Act 1974, these regulations apply.
Regulation 32 details what these regulations do not apply to:
●●
●●

sea-going ships
aircraft or hovercraft moving under their own power.

Regulation 33 deals with changes and modifications to these
Regulations since they were brought in.

Appendices
Appendix 1 lists the HSE guidance publications available for
help in understanding and applying the regulations.
Appendix 2 lists various other codes of practice and British
Standards that could help in the understanding and application of
these regulations.
Appendix 3 deals with the legislation concerning working space
and access regulations.

Key term
Hazardous area – according
to the Regulations, ‘an area in
which explosive gas/air mixtures
are, or may be expected to be,
present in quantities such as to
require special precautions for
the construction and use of
electrical apparatus’

Installations in potentially explosive
areas
Within hazardous areas there exists the risk of explosions and/or
fires occurring due to electrical equipment ‘igniting’ the gas, dust
or flammable liquid. These areas are not included in BS 7671 but
are covered by IEC Standard BS EN 60079 as follows:
●●
●●

●●

BS EN 60079 Part 10 – Classification of hazardous areas
BS EN 60079 Part 14 – Electrical apparatus for explosive gas
atmospheres
BS EN 60079 Part 17 – Inspection/maintenance of electrical
installations in hazardous areas.

The BS EN 60079 has been in place since 1988, replacing the
old BS 5345. However, many installations obviously still exist
that were completed in accordance with BS 5345 and new
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European Directives (ATEX) address safety where there is a
danger from potentially explosive atmospheres.
Other statutory regulations such as the Petroleum Regulation
Acts 1928 and 1936 and local licensing laws govern storage of
petroleum.

Zoning
Hazardous areas are defined in the Dangerous Substances and
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002 (DSEAR) as ‘any place
in which an explosive atmosphere may occur in quantities such as
to require special precautions to protect the safety of workers’.
In this context, ‘special precautions’ is best taken as relating to
the construction, installation and use of apparatus, as given in
BS EN 60079 Part 10.
Area classification is a method of analysing and classifying the
environment where explosive gas atmospheres may occur. The
main purpose is to facilitate the proper selection and installation
of apparatus to be used safely in that environment, taking into
account the properties of the flammable materials that will be
present. DSEAR specifically extends the original scope of this
analysis, to take into account non-electrical sources of ignition,
and mobile equipment that creates an ignition risk.
Hazardous areas are classified into zones based on an assessment
of the frequency of the occurrence and duration of an explosive
gas atmosphere, as follows:
●●

●●

●●

Zone 0 – an area in which an explosive gas atmosphere is
present continuously or for long periods
Zone 1 – an area in which an explosive gas atmosphere is likely
to occur in normal operation
Zone 2 – an area in which an explosive gas atmosphere is not
likely to occur in normal operation and, if it occurs, will only
exist for a short time.

Various sources have tried to place time limits on to these zones,
but none have been officially adopted. The most common values
used are:
●●
●●

●●

Zone 0 – explosive atmosphere for more than 1000h/yr
Zone 1 – explosive atmosphere for more than 10, but less than
1000h/yr
Zone 2 – explosive atmosphere for less than 10h/yr, but still
sufficiently likely as to require controls over ignition sources.

Key terms
Here are some of the key terms
used in BS EN 60079.
Explosive limits – the upper
and lower percentages of a gas
in a given volume of gas/air
mixture at normal atmospheric
temperature and pressure that
will burn if ignited
Lower explosive limit
(LEL) – the concentration
below which the gas
atmosphere is not explosive
Upper explosive limit
(UEL) – the concentration of
gas above which the gas
atmosphere is not explosive.
Ignition energy – the spark
energy that will ignite the most
easily ignited gas/air mixture of
the test gas at atmospheric
pressure. Hydrogen ignites very
easily, whereas butane or
methane require about ten
times the energy
Flash point – the minimum
temperature at which a material
gives off sufficient vapour to
form an explosive atmosphere
Ignition temperature or
auto-ignition temperature
– the minimum temperature at
which a material will ignite and
sustain combustion when mixed
with air at normal pressure,
without the ignition being
caused by any spark or flame.
Note: This is not the same as
flash point, so don’t confuse
them.
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Where people wish to quantify the zone definitions, these values
are the most appropriate, but for the majority of situations a
purely qualitative approach is adequate. When the hazardous
areas of a plant have been classified, the remainder will be defined
as non-hazardous, sometimes referred to as ‘safe areas’.

Selection of equipment
DSEAR sets out the link between a zone and the equipment that
may be installed in that zone. This applies to new or newly
modified installations. The equipment categories are defined by
the ATEX equipment directive, set out in UK law as the
Equipment and Protective Systems for Use in Potentially
Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 1996.
Standards set out different protection concepts, with further
subdivisions for some types of equipment according to gas group
and temperature classification. Most of the electrical standards
have been developed over many years and are now set at
international level, while standards for non-electrical equipment
are only just becoming available from CEN.
The DSEAR ACOP describes the provisions concerning existing
equipment.
There are different technical means (protection concepts) of
building equipment to the different categories. These, the
standard current and the letter giving the type of protection are
listed below.
Correct selection of electrical equipment for hazardous areas
requires the following information:
●●

temperature class or ignition temperature of the gas or vapour
involved according to Table 4.27:

Temperature classification

Maximum surface temperature °C

Ignition temperature of gas or vapour °C

T1

450

>450

T2

300

>300

T3

200

>200

T4

135

>135

T5

100

>100

T6

85

>85

Table 4.27 Temperature class or ignition temperature
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●●

classification of the hazardous area, as in zones shown in
Table 4.28:
Zone 0

Zone 1

Zone 2

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

‘ia’ intrinsically safe
EN 50020, 2002

‘d’ flameproof enclosure
EN 50018 2000

Electrical
Type ‘n’ EN 50021 1999
Non electrical
EN 13463-1, 2001

Ex s – Special protection if specially
certified for Zone 0

‘p’ pressurised
EN 50016 2002
‘q’ powder filling
EN 50017, 1998
‘o’ oil immersion
EN 50017, 1998‘e’ increased safety
EN 50019, 2000
‘ib’ Intrinsic safety
EN 50020, 2002
‘m’ encapsulation
EN 50028, 1987
‘s’ special protection

Table 4.28 Classification of hazardous areas

If several different flammable materials may be present within a
particular area, the material that gives the highest classification
dictates the overall area classification. The IP code considers
specifically the issue of hydrogen containing process streams as
commonly found on refinery plants.
Consideration should be shown for flammable material that may
be generated due to interaction between chemical species.

Ignition sources – identification and control
Ignition sources may be:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

flames
direct fired space and process heating
use of cigarettes/matches etc.
cutting and welding flames
hot surfaces
409
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●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

heated process vessels such as dryers and furnaces
hot process vessels
space heating equipment
mechanical machinery
electrical equipment and lights
spontaneous heating
friction heating or sparks
impact sparks
sparks from electrical equipment
stray currents from electrical equipment
electrostatic discharge sparks
lightning strikes
electromagnetic radiation of different wavelengths
vehicles (unless specially designed or modified are likely to
contain a range of potential ignition sources).

Sources of ignition should be effectively controlled in all
hazardous areas by a combination of design measures, and
systems of work:
●●

●●

●●

●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

●●

using electrical equipment and instrumentation classified for
the zone in which it is located. New mechanical equipment
will need to be selected in the same way (see above)
earthing of all plant/equipment (see Technical Measures
Document on Earthing)
elimination of surfaces above auto-ignition temperatures of
flammable materials being handled/stored (see above)
provision of lightning protection
correct selection of vehicles/internal combustion engines that
have to work in the zoned areas (see Technical Measures
Document on Permit to Work Systems)
correct selection of equipment to avoid high intensity
electromagnetic radiation sources, e.g. limitations on the
power input to fibre optic systems, avoidance of high intensity
lasers or sources of infrared radiation
prohibition of smoking/use of matches/lighters
controls over the use of normal vehicles
controls over activities that create intermittent hazardous areas,
such as tanker loading/unloading
control of maintenance activities that may cause sparks/hot
surfaces/naked flames through a Permit to Work System.
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Petrol-filling stations
The primary legislation controlling the storage
and use of petrol is the Petroleum
(Consolidation) Act 1928 (PCA). This
requires anyone who keeps petrol to obtain a
licence from the local Petroleum Licensing
Authority (PLA).
The licence may be, and usually is, issued
subject to a number of licence conditions. The
PLA sets the licence conditions, but they must
be related to the safe keeping of petrol.

Figure 4.151 Petrol filling station

The Local Authority Co-ordinating Body on
Food and Trading Standards (LACOTS) has issued a set of
standard licence conditions. Most, if not all, PLAs apply these to
their sites.
Installations within petrol filling stations are effectively also
covered by BS EN 60079 Parts 10, 14 and 17.
There is also industry-developed guidance for this sector in the
form of the electrical section of IP/APEA’s Guidance for the
Design, Construction, Modification and Maintenance of Petrol
Filling Stations (Institute of Petroleum and the Association for
Petroleum and Explosives Administration).
This guidance replaced most of HS(G).41 and was published in
1999 by IP/APEA with input from HSE.
Progress check
1

When planning an electrical installation the general characteristics need to
be considered. What areas will this cover?

2

What is the main purpose of inspecting and testing an installation before
it is put into service as required by Part 6 of the IET Wiring Regulations?

3

BS 7671 has a number of special installations and locations including
bathrooms. Summarise the main requirements.
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Getting ready for assessment
This unit introduces you to many of the craft and practical skills that you will use throughout your career as an
electrician. These skills will become some of the cornerstones of your professional careers, and it is vital that you
make sure you are practised at, and familiar with, their procedures.
For this unit you will need to be familiar with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

procedures, practices, statutory and non-statutory requirements relative to preparing and installing
procedures for checking the work location before starting work activities
requirements for safe isolation of circuits and complete systems
types, application and limitations of wiring systems and associated equipment
procedures for selecting and using tools, equipment and fixings for wiring systems, enclosures and equipment
practices and procedures for installing wiring systems, enclosures and equipment
regulatory requirements that apply to the installation of wiring systems, enclosures and equipment

For each Learning Outcome, there are several skills you will need to acquire, so you must make sure you are familiar
with the assessment criteria for each outcome. For example for Learning Outcome 4 you will need to be able to state
the constructional features, applications, advantages and limitations for a range of different types of cable. You will
also need to be able to state the constructional features, applications, advantages and limitations of a range of cable
and conductor containment systems. You will need to be able to describe the key environmental factors that can
affect the selection of wiring systems, equipment and enclosures and state the types of wiring system and associated
equipment used for a selection of installations and systems.
It is important to read each question carefully and take your time. Try and complete both progress checks and
multiple choice questions, without assistance, to see how much you have understood. Refer to the relevant pages in
the book for subsequent checks. Always use correct terminology as used in BS 7671. There are some simple tips to
follow when writing answers to exam questions:
• Explain briefly – usually a sentence or two to cover the topic. The word to note is ‘briefly’ meaning do not
ramble on. Keep to the point.
• Identify – refer to reference material, showing which the correct answers are.
• List – a simple bullet list is all that is required. An example could include, listing the installation tests required in
the correct order.
• Describe – a reasonably detailed explanation to cover the subject in the question.
This unit has a large number of practical skills in it, and you will need to be sure that you have carried out sufficient
practice and that you feel you are capable of passing any practical assessment. It is best to have a plan of action and
a method statement to help you work. It is also wise to check your work at regular intervals. This will help to ensure
that you are working correctly and help you to avoid any problems developing as you work. Remember, don’t rush
the job as speed will come with practice and it is important that you get the quality of workmanship right.
Good luck!
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CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE
1. When selecting the correct type of cable for an
electrical installation, which of the following is not a
consideration?
a) Environmental conditions
b) Conductor size
c) Insulation
d) Cost
2. The only striped conductor used in fixed electrical
installations is?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Phase
Neutral
CPC
Functional earth

7. Emergency lighting systems must follow the detailed
guidance in which document?
a) BS 5266
b) BS 5839 Part I
c) BS 5839 Part 6
d) BS 7671
8. Fire alarm systems are classified into general types,
which one of the following represents protection
for life?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Type S
Type P
Type M
Type L

3. Which of the following cable types is most suitable
for burying direct in the ground?
a) PVC insulated
b) PVC insulated and sheathed
c) PVC Steel Wire Armoured
d) PVC insulated bell wire

9. In security systems passive infrared detectors are
activated by?
a) Pressure
b) Vibration
c) Body heat
d) Sound waves

4. Which of these containment systems is not suitable
for single insulated cables?
a) Trunking
b) Ducting
c) PVC conduit
d) Steel conduit

10. Final connections to water heating systems must be
made in?
a) Single-insulated cable
b) PVC-insulated and sheathed cable
c) Heat-resistant flexible cord
d) PVC-insulated cord

5. Where lighting circuits are utilised on long corridors,
they normally incorporate two-way and intermediate
switching arrangements. How many intermediate
switches may be employed?
a) 1
b) 2
c) 3
d) unlimited

11. When selecting hand tools an electrician would not
consider?
a) Pliers
b) Screwdrivers
c) Cutters
d) Pipe bender

6. A radial circuit feeding sockets outlets and protected by
a 30/32A protective device may cover a floor area of?
a) 20 m²
b) 50 m²
c) 75 m²
d) 100 m²

12. An unsuitable fixing method to fasten an electrical
accessory to a wall would be?
a) Nails
b) Screw and plastic plug
c) Screw and fibre plug
d) Spring toggle
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13. Which of the following would not be considered
when selecting a wiring system?
a) Moisture
b) Cost
c) Mechanical stress
d) Ambient temperature

16. Which of the following is not regarded in BS 7671 as
a special installation or location?
a) Bathroom
b) Swimming pool
c) Kitchen
d) Construction site

14. Part 4 of BS 7671 covers the following topic.
a) Definitions
b) Selection and erection of equipment

17. The temperature class or ignition temperature of the
gas or vapour involved would not be classified as?
a) T1
b) T2
c) T4
d) T8

c) Protection for safety
d) Special installations and locations
15. Where an insulation resistance test has been carried
out on a 230 V lighting circuit the minimum
acceptable value should be?
a) 0.5 MΩ
b) 1.0 MΩ
c) 0.5 Ω
d) 1.0 Ω
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